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LEAVENWORTH CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
Leavenworth City Hall - Council Chambers
September 11, 2018 - 6:30 PM
Call to Order
Council Committees - 2nd Tuesday
Economic Development 3 :00 PM
Parks 4:00 PM
Public Works 5:00 PM

Flag Salute
Roll Call

Consent Agenda
1. Approval of Agenda
2. Approval of August 28, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes
3. Approval of August 28, 2018 Study Session Minutes
4. August 2018 Payroll $264,910.01
5. 2018 Claims $750,248.00
6. Set Public Hearing on Ad Valorem (Property) Tax@ 6:45 pm 10/23/2018
Public Safety Report: Sergeant Scott Lawrence, Liaison Officer
Councilmember and Committee Reports
Mayor I Administration Reports
Group Funding Report: Leavenworth Fall Wine Walk- Rhona Baron
Comments from the Public on Items Not on the Agenda
Current Year Budget Review and 2019 - 2020 Preliminary Budget Review
Resolutions, Ordinances, Orders, and Other Business
1. Action: Approve Traffic I Foot Patrols Needed for Oktoberfest
2. 1st Reading - Ordinance 1573 - Business Licenses and Regulations
3. Action: Bid Award City Hall Roof Replacement
4. Discussion: Resolution XX-2018 - Legislative Priorities for 2018-2019
5. Action: Purchase of Property 1451 US Hwy. 2 Cascade Auto Lube
Information Items for Future Consideration
1. Special Finance Committee Budget Priorities Review- 1:00-3:00 PM - ifNeeded
2. Ordinance Amending Business Licenses & Regulations per State Rule Changes
Adjournment
(Next Ordinance is 1574 -Next Resolution is 16-2018)
The City of Leavenworth is committed to providing reasonable accommodations in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Please contact City Hall at (509) 548-5275 at least 72 hours prior to a scheduled meeting to request an accommodation.

-------

SUPPLEMENTAL COUNCIL AGENDA
1. Approve Traffic I Foot Patrols Needed for Oktoberfest

The City Council is being asked to review and approve the expenditure of funds in order to
provide extra Chelan County Sheriffs Deputies during the Oktoberfest Festival for the three
Oktoberfest weekends. The estimate of hours for additional Sheriff Deputy coverage is based on
the recommendation of Liaison Officer Sergeant Scott Lawrence, discussions with the security
team for the Oktoberfest event, and the recommendations from the Ad Hoc Festival & Event
Committee in 2014. The tentative schedule at this time would be to have one (1) officer assigned
to patrol the residential neighborhood on Friday evening and two (2) officers on foot patrol in the
downtown area. On Saturday evening/early morning, there would be two (2) officers patrolling
the residential neighborhood and four (4) officers in the downtown area. In addition, Projekt
Bayern has a minimum of 11 officers onsite at the Oktoberfest Event who will then patrol the
downtown area after the event closes. In the discussions with the Sheriffs Depaiiment and
Projekt Bayern, the costs for the officers time not assigned to the event site will be shai·ed
between the City and Projekt Bayern. The City's cost will be capped at $7,000. The estimated
amount of Sheriff Deputy hours are 250 for the three weekends.
Beginning in 2015, the City began an added emphasis of security service levels to both residents
and downtown businesses, with scheduled active patrols in the residential neighborhoods and
downtown area during and after the event based on the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Festival
& Event Committee. The cost for that additional service was covered by the City. The table
below shows the City's expenditure for the additional Sheriff Duties for the 2015 - 2017
Oktoberfest events. The chai·ges for 2015 and 2016 ai·e estimated because the charges for officers
time are a mix of contracted hours via the Public Safety Contract and actual deputy wage
charges.
Year

2017
2016
2015

Cost
$6,125
$15,977
$12,397

In the discussions with Projekt Bayern this yeai·, there was agreement that the added deputies and
patrols were beneficial to the City's residents, businesses, and for the event. The response from
both residents and business owners has been positive and supp01iive of this added service over
the last three years. The $7,000 that the City will be asked to pay this year, reflects the average
payment for security by the City prior to the stepped up security program. The $7,000 for added
security is funded through the City's Lodging Tax Fund.
The following item is included under TAB 1:
• Proposed Security Scheduled for Oktoberfest 2018
• MOTION: The Leavenworth City Council moves to approve the expenditure of

fimds for additional Sheriff Deputy Officers during the Oktoberfest Festival at a
cost not to exceed $7, 000.

2.

1st

Reading - Ordinance 1573 - Business Licenses and Regulations

The City Council was provided general information at the August 14, 2018 Study Session related
to new business license regulation changes that are state mandated for implementation by midOctober of this year. Provided for Council's first reading of the necessary changes is a draft
resolution identifying the new minimum threshold and definition for "Engaging in Business." At
this time the City Attorney is reviewing the draft changes for any final amendments that may be
necessary prior to adoption of the Ordinance at the September 25, 2018 Council meeting.
The following item is included under TAB 2:
• Ordinance 1573 Redline Changes

3. City Hall Roof Replacement

The City Council is being asked to approve and award the Leavenwmih City Hall Roofing Bid to
Lyons Construction & Roofing in the amount of $46,684.23, which includes Washington State
Sales Tax. Public Works solicited bids from five (5) additional local contractors from the
Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC) Small Works Roster and received only one
additional bid from Alpine Roofing, LLC in the amount of $45,989 excluding Washington State
Sales Tax, making Lyons Construction & Roofing the low bidder. Those bids are available
within the packet materials.
Public Works recommends that the work be completed this year prior to winter snow fall. Leaks
in the roofing have been occurring in several areas over the past two (2) years and several
attempts to conect the problems have failed. Facility Maintenance is concerned that additional
structural damage may be occurring as a result of the leakage and will make any additional
repairs necessary (in-house) prior to and in conjunction with the installation of the new roofing.
The funding source for this project will be the General Fund, Fund Balance.
The following items are included under TAB 3:
• Lyons Construction & Roofing Bid
• Alpine Roofing LLC Bid
•

MOTION: The Leavenworth City Council moves to award the Leavenworth
City Hall Roofing Bid to Lyons Construction & Roofing in the amount of
$46, 684.23 including Washington State Sales Tax.

4. Resolution XX-2018 - Legislative Priorities for 2018-2019

The City Council is being asked to review Resolution No. 17 -2017 which identified the City's
Legislative Priorities for the 2017/2018 Legislative Session and then provide direction for the
development of the legislative priority for the 2018/2019 Session. Much of the legislative focus
in last session was on educational funding. The three priorities that did see attention were the
Public Works Trust Fund (PWTF); the Legislature did secure funding for the program and
funding for the Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC) was secured. The other priority

which was successful with the assistance of Senator Hawkins was the creation of a pilot program
for outdoor burning of yard waste for the City of Leavenworth.
The program is for a two-year period and allows the City to burn the collected yard waste. While
other options of hauling and composting the waste collected within the Apple Maggot
Quarantine area are being investigated, the most cost-effective process for disposing of the waste
and preventing the spread of the maggots is burning. The first burn is tentatively scheduled for
the month of October of this year.
While not specific to the City's priorities for Housing Affordability or Infrastructure Funding
priorities; two bills were introduced that focused on housing and infrastructure funding, both
failed to pass. HB 1797 would have created a new construction sales tax reimbursement pilot
program to attract new multifamily housing and provide additional flexibility within existing
tools such as making the optional sales tax authority for affordable housing a council decision.
HB 2437 would have created the state/local affordable housing partnership in which would have
allowed local governments to draw down a portion of state sales tax for housing purposes by
providing a local match.
The priorities from Resolution No. 17 - 2017 included the following:
1.

Infrastructure Funding/Sales Tax Option.

2.

Housing Affordability.

3.

Fire Wise Assistant/Modifications to WAC 173-425-040 Outdoor Burning.

4.

Public Works Trust Fund.

5.

Secure Funding for MRSC.

This year the legislative session will include discussions on capital funding. The Association of
Washington Cities (AWC) in their "Operations: Strong Cities Program" recommends that cities
annually review and adopt by motion a list of Legislative Priorities, provide those priorities to
their District Legislative representatives, and then follow-up after the Session to see what actions
were achieved. Recall in the discussions with Senator Hawkins and Representative Steele, both
suggested that the Council continue to develop Legislative Priorities, focusing on the issues that
will provide benefit to the City.
Once a 2017 Resolution is approved, the City will furnish the list of priorities to the offices of
Senator Hawkins, Representative Steele (if re-elected) and the new representatives from the 12th
District.
The following item is included under TAB 4:
• Resolution No. 17 - 2017

5. Purchase of Property 1451 US Hwy. 2 Cascade Auto Lube
The City Council is being asked to review the Purchase and Sale agreement for the purchase of
the property located at 1451 US Hwy. 2 and consider approval of the purchase and authorize the
Mayor to sign the closing documents once a review of the closing documents is completed and
approved by the City Administrator and City Attorney. At the August 28, 2018 City Council
meeting, the City Council authorized the Mayor to negotiate and sign a Purchase and Sale
agreement for the property. Provided within the packet materials is the signed Purchase and Sale
Agreement for the purchase price of $619,000, as previously discussed with the City Council. At
this time, the City Council is being asked to approve the purchase of the property.
A Phase One Environmental Site Assessment has not been completed for this site. A Phase One
Environmental Assessment was completed when the City purchased the abutting property in
2011. A copy of the executive summary is provided in the packet materials. The full repmi can
be reviewed at the City Hall Offices. The assessment found that no upgradient sites were
identified as potential concerns for the site and smrounding area. In addition, the Seller
Disclosure Statement shows that no chemical or fuel storage tanks are located on the prope1iy.
Staff members from the Public Works Department have inspected the property. Further
investigation at this time is not being recommended.
If approved, the purchase will be finalized on or before October 31, 2018. Funding for this
purchase can be provided through a number of funding sources: Water Fund, Sewer Fund,
Garbage Fund, Street and General Fund. The prorated amount from each fund is determined by
the benefit received by each fund for the purchase of the property. The City Council could also
opt to bond for the purchase of the property; this will be paii of the discussion at the Tuesday
Study Session regarding the 2019/2020 Budget.

The following items are included under TAB 5:
• Vacant Land Purchase and Sale Agreement
• Seller Disclosure Statement
• Phase 1 Environmental Assessment of Abutting Property Executive Summary
•

MOTION: The Leavenworth City Council moves to approve the purchase of
the property located at 1451 US Hwy. 2 for Six Hundred and Nineteen
Thousand Dollars ($619, 000) and the additional closing costs and authorizes
the Mayor to sign the closing documents once reviewed and approved by the
City Attorney.

TAB1

FRIDAYS / 14 Deputies
INSIDE EVENT

OCTS

2, Festhalle area , 1700-0100 , 8 hrs

K32/K47

K32/K37

K31/ K32

2 , Festhalle area , 1700 - 0300 , 10 hrs

KS3/K7

KlO/

KS3/K7

2 , Tanzhalle NORTH tent , 1900-0300,8 hrs

K24/K38

K40/

K24/KS4

2, Bier Stube PIT tent,1900-0300,8 hrs

K6/

K6/

K18/43

2 , Spass Platz PARTY tent,1800-0400,10 hr

K12/

K12/

K12/

1 , Jail T rans,Lobby&Re l ief,2000-0400 , Bhr

OCT 12

OCT 19

KS2?

As event closes, deputies go downtown for crowd control
DOWNTOWN
1, Patrol car city limits , 2000-0400,Bhr

K39

K26

K44

2, Front Street on foot,2000-0400 , Bhr

KS9/K18

K34/K41

KS9/K47

OCT6

OCT13

SATURDAYS / 20 Deputies
INSIDE EVENT

OCT20

1, Parade,Lobby , & Relief , 1100-2100 , 10 hrs

KS

KS

KS

2, Festha ll e , 1400-24 00,10 hrs

K7/K61

K61/K37

K7/

2, Tanzhalle NORTH tent , 1700-0300 , 10 hrs

K22/

2, Bier Stube PI T tent , 1600-0200 , 10 hrs

K24/K38

K40

K24/KS4

2, Spass Platz PARTY tent , 1700-0300 , 10 hr

K12/K47

K12/

K12/K47

2, Roving Relief on foot,1700-0300,10 hr

KS3/

KlO/

KS3/K31

1 , Jai l

Tran,Lobby&Relief,1800-0400,lOhr

KS2?/

2, Entry Gates,1800-0400 , 10 hrs

K41/

As event closes, deputies go downtown for crowd control
CITY LIMITS
1, Patrol car city limits , 1700-0300,10 hrs

K33

K33

K33

1 , Patrol car city limits , 1800-0400 , 10 hrs

K60

K22

K44

2, Foot 9th & Front area , 1800 - 0400 , 10 hrs

K13/ KS9

K34/

K13/KS9

2, Foot 8th & Front area,1800-0400 , 10 hrs

K18/

K18/43

As event closes deputies, go downtown for crowd control. Must get permission
to secure from supervisor before going out of service.

TAB2
ORDINANCE NO. 1573
CITY OF LEAVENWORTH, WASHINGTON
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF LEAVENWORTH, WASHING TON
ADOPTING AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 5.04 BUSINESS LICENSE
TAX - GENERALLY OF THE LEAVENWORTH MUNICIPAL CODE TO
PROVIDE UNIFORMITY WITH RESPECT TO THE WASHINGTON
STATE MANDATED CHANGES FOR MODEL BUSINESS LICENSE
THRESHOLD AND DEFINITIONS FOR ENGAGING IN BUSINESS.
WHEREAS, the Washington State Legislature approved E~grossed House Bill 2005 in
April 2017 to implement the 2016 Task Force recommendation~fosiinplify the administration of
municipal general business licenses; and
·
·
WHEREAS, the Task Force has created a model business ''r1Jehse threshold and
definitions for "Engaging in Business"; and
.,. '., <~ ':<-,,

.,:~::r··::::;:

WHEREAS, the Leavenworth City Council d'ei;jtt!s tqtfanfy and make :uhiform certain
procedures related to the definitions and thresholds fol.";<payment of business licensing in
conformance with the new state mandate,d,~·egulations,
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CIT't\"'COt)NCIL OF THE
WASHINGTON, DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
\

Ctr¥ OF

LEAVENWORTH,

\

Section 1.
Leavenw016h{I}d:~fipal Code Ohapt~r 5.04 "'b'§fness License Tax - Generally" is
amended and enacted to;fead a§ s~t:(01ih in Atta~h,ment A heteto which is incorporated herein.
"',:','f

''

.:,t'': l,

'\

/ ;.>';c.

:i
\.
Section 2.
This Ordin~nge shaJl'{become effective five (5) days after passage and publication
as provided by law.
' ..
·· .
,"',"

;'', <'

'\

by th'e·Ci~~ounc~,g~~ity of Leavenworth, Washington and approved by the
open public·~~et,ing on·t!e.,25~h day of September, 2018.

IJ<><:!.,,,r1

VJ..,•"'!<::':''"

CITY OF LEAVENWORTH
By:~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cheryl K. Farivar, Mayor
Attest:

Chantell Steiner
City Clerk/Finance Director
Approved as to form:

Thom H. Graafstra, City Attorney

EXHIBIT A
Chapter 5. 04
BUSINESS LICENSE TAX

GENERALLY

Sections:
5.04.010

Purpose.

5.04.020

Definitions.

5.04.030

Required-Application-Issuance.

5.04.035

Application

Appeal to hearing examiner.

5.04.040

Application

Mailing forms

5.04.050

Application or renewal - Failure to

5.04.060

Application - False statements or evaairi~payment yfllawful.

5.04.070

Exempt businesses.

5.04.080

Rate schedule.

5.04.090

Businesses located outside city.

5.04.100

Rates-Payable when-Penalty f'~rJailui;e~

5.04.110

Unpaid tax

cons~ifl:lte§debt
<,,;,,

''

Effect.
mak~--Effect.

Remedy:

. j , '',,'·' ,,

5.04.120

Overpayll}ei{f'and unel~r,payment.

5.04.130

Appeal proc~d~e:

5. 04 .140

Li9.~11s~ .. ot granttid,;t:~J:n6rtpayltl.e11t

5.04.150Aeftc"i~~i~=~e
/{'.,{/

5. 04 .170
5.04.180
5.04.190

·,

..
f+~f

:~r;s re;§rt'.tQ council -

Records.

Violation - p~·~dtfx·

', ,' '•,~"

'':?~·,;;(\

Sfiindards of conduct.

R~~~~~~tion or sustehsion of license - Grounds.
Hearin~:f~~tu!1:~i ..•

5.04.010 Purpose.
The provisions of this chapter are an exercise of the power of the city to license for revenue and
tracking business activity.

5.04.020 Definitions.
In construing the provisions of this chapter, except when otherwise declared, or clearly apparent
from the context, the following definitions shall be applied:
r professions located
and/or engaged in within the city with the object of g in, e efit or advantage to the

the City and shall include, but not be limited to, busi
signage, businesses in one locatI n with differing o

nature.

(1)

ttttHt<:ltl«*5---flt:J'te:;:--HJleff~wt;~:tw::-ffrt1~;13tl-ette--cl5-6ei*H:le-tl~~:l6f1-tt-ffi:lSllfle5&..The

or continuin

ereof hold themselves out to the

2

ublic as conductin

term

business

such a

sets forth exam les of activities that constitute en a in in business

in the City, an: establishes safe harbors for ce1tain of those activities so that a person
who meets the criteria may engage in de minimus business activities in the City without
having to pay a business license fee. The activities listed in this section are illustrative
only and are not intended to narrow the definition of "engaging in business" in subsection
(1). If an activity is not listed, whether it constitutes engaging in business in the City shall

be determined by considering all the facts and circumstances and applicable law.

(3)

Without being all inclusive, any one of the following activities conducted within

the City by a person, or its employee, agent, representative, independent contractor,
broker or another acting on its behalf constitutes engaging in business and requires a
person to register and obtain a business license.
(a) Owning, renting, leasing, maintaining, or having the right to use, or usmg,
tangible personal property, intangible personal property, or real property
permanently or temporarily located in the City.
lace of business or
other establishment in the City.
(c) Soliciting sales.
d

roduct
connection with

r construction of real or

license

or other similar

solid waste

em lo ment and labor ool
· anitorial services

a

s stem services surve in

and real estate
ert

(k)

Ren ering professional services such as those provided by accountants,
architects, attorneys, auctioneers, consultants, engineers, professional athletes,
barbers, baseball clubs and other sports organizations, chemists, consultants,
psychologists, court reporters,

dentists,

doctors,

detectives,

laboratory

operators, teachers, veterinarians.
(I)

Meeting with customers or potential customers, even when no sales or orders
are solicited at the meetings.

(m)

Training or recruiting agents, representatives, independent contractors,
brokers or others, domiciled or operating on a job in the City, acting on its
behalf, or for customers or potential customers.

(n)

Investigating, resolving, or otherwise assisting m resolving customer
complaints.

(o) In-store stocking or manipulating products or goods, sold to and owned by a

oods in vehicles owned rented

the

person or another acting on its behalf.
4

or another actin
but the followin

other than

semmars

and

board of director member or attendee
e ber of a board of directors who attends a

is not

in a "trade show" or "multi le vendor events".
's trade show or

cting adve11ising through the mail.
(g) Soliciting sales by phone from a location outside the City.
(5)

A seller located outside the City merely delivering goods into the City by means

of common carrier is not required to register and obtain a business license, provided that
it engages in no other business activities in the City. Such activities do not include those
in subsection (4).

The City expressly intends that engaging in business include any activity sufficient to
establish nexus for purposes of applying the license fee under the law and the
constitutions of the United States and the State of Washington. Nexus is presumed to
continue as long as the taxpayer benefits from the activity that constituted the original
nexus generating contact or subsequent contacts.
C. "Person" means any individual, firm, paiinership, company, corporation, association,
receiver, assignee, trustee in bankruptcy, trust, estate, joint v.enture, club, joint stock
company, business trust, society, or any group of individuals etin

s a unit.

D. "Taxpayer" and/or "Licensee" includes any person w o engages in business or who is
required to have a business license, or who is liable fo

of any license fee or

tax under this chapter, or who performs any act
by this chapter.

5.04.030 Required - Application - Issuance.

resident or nonresident, shall engage in an
a tax is imposed by this chapter without first li vin 013tainea>ancl being the holder of a valid and
own as a ge eral business ticense, issued under the provisions

bu ·ness by the Washington Department of
ust be renewed through the MLS on or before
to continue operations within the city. The

e

busin~ss,

the name of the applicant, residence address, place of business,

and the amount of the heense fee or fees prescribed by this chapter. Every license granted under
this chapter shall be p,' sted in a conspicuous place in the place of business of the licensee. Any
license issued under and by virtue of the provisions of this chapter shall be personal and
nontransferable. In case business is transacted at two or more separate places in the city by one
taxpayer, a separate city license for each place in which business is transacted shall be required.
If two or more business owners operate separate businesses at the same location, each must

obtain a license for the respective business. Each license shall be numbered, and show the name
and place of the business of the licensee. No license shall be issued by the City for any business

which is not a legal business pursuant to State law, or for any business which violates this Code,
including but not limited to LMC Chapter 18, Zoning.

5.04.035 Application - Appeal to hearing examiner.
A. The mayor or the mayor's designee shall approve or deny all business license

applications. Those applications involving a business holding a Washington State
Liquor Control Board license and desiring to conduct music1.~ancing or entertainment

C:itY ancl·the City shall either
permit, the'~\itjiority of such licensee to

on the licensed premises, shall be reviewed by the
expressly grant or shall deny as part of the

conduct music, dancing or entertainment on /th{licensed:·ireinises as required by
RCW 66.28.080.
B. In the event a particular application, iri'?t~~ jugghl~nt of the

or mayor's

designee, is of a nature requiring city council 'r~~i~w and approval, the mayor or such
designee shall refer that

app{i~~~!e:R to the city c~'JifbiI:.{or approval or denial.

event the mayor or mayor's

d~siUif~~;or."the Leav~tl~orlh

business license application, the

In the

City Council denies a

~~plic;i ili~~:ral'?,ij~alt~e denial to the Leavenworth
1

\ \

,A>

-

_,

hearing examitferibY"~sgixing notice of'.;appeal to theieavenworth City Clerk-Treasurer
/{;'~~ ;}-'

within

---~<-:;_~:~:(t\

1Q/4ii~& followiilg
-<;_;<.:~;f:> _
r~~-:~:-'

\:-_ :\_

the date of t11ailing of the notice of denial of the business
;;-<~--:: \--

license applicati~ll,JO
~J.i~~.agpJicant. Tl\e·Leavenworth hearing examiner shall set a
-'"" 1
-,\

______

/

ge~iI~~~t~~i-:.~iew;tir~~t11atte;;<Jiia%tir~ decision of the Leavenworth hearing examiner

,~f shall be fi;rj{

bject ;ofilMtlO ap appeal filed with the Chelan County Superior Court

/~:.,~~~ithin 14 days'ri1t~win~ ti~'d.~te of such decision.
-

:->;:'""'--,,,_

- -~--+~:
__ ,

°'-,

--""",,

5.04.040 Applt~~i~~~ -

A taxpayer may

--1

Ma~l~~~ forms -

r~4~&t~.t~"have

Effect.

forms for applications for licenses mailed, but failure of the

taxpayer to receive any such forms shall not excuse the taxpayer from making application for
and securing the license required and payment of the license fee or tax, when and as due
hereunder.

5.04.050 Application or renewal - Failure to make - Effect.

Failure to apply for and obtain a license prior to engaging in business within the city constitutes
unlicensed activity. Failure to update or obtain a new business license if the nature of the

business changes after a business license is granted, regardless if the name of the business
changes, constitutes unlicensed activity. Upon discovery of such unlicensed activity the city
clerk treasurer is authorized to contact the person so engaged in business and require the filing of
an application for a business license under LMC 5.04.030. Failure to obtain the license is a
violation of this chapter and may be punishable as provided under LMC 05.04.160.

In addition, the Master License Service late renewal penalty fee autho ·ized by RCW 19.02.085
may be assessed on any licensee who fails, neglects, or refuses to renew the business license by
the expiration date of the license. If the license renewal remains Clelinquent for at least 120
consecutive calendar days, the license may be cancelled s pr vided
the person may be required to reapply for the city licen €per LMC 5.04.030 in order to continue
operating within the city.

5.04.060 Application - False statements or evading paYJl!ent unlawful.

· , , and such business change is not licensed

The following ousinesses sh 1be exempt from the licensing provisions of this chapter:
A. Activitie

cartit~tl

on by nonprofit entities, including without limitation, religious,

charitable, benevolent, fraternal or social organizations;
B. Public utility companies;
C. Any instrumentality of the United States, state of Washington, City of Leavenw01ih,
or political subdivision thereof with respect to the exercise of governmental functions;
D. Hospitals;
E. Any business which is owned and operated by a person under the age of 18 years, and
which does not generate a net income of more than

$2.,Q~OO

per year. This provision is

intended to exempt such activities engaged in by minors such as baby-sitting, newspaper
delivery, lawn mowing and similar types of business activities;
F. Farmers or gardeners selling their own unprocessed farm products raised or grown
exclusively upon lands owned or occupied by them, and when selling such products
under the provisions of farmers markets;
G. Subcontractors working under a contractor who has obtained a business license;
H. Any person delivering in the city any property purchased or acquired in good faith
from such person at his/her regular place of business outsid
such person is shown to evade the provisions of this chaQteF;

I. Sales persons soliciting orders from manufacturers,

distributors or

retailers, where no other act of business is done ·
J. Businesses located outside the city unle

with this chapter.
K. Threshold Exemption
To the extent set forth in this
exem t from the re

uirements as outlined in this

chapter:

and who does not maintain a lace
shall be exem t from the eneral business license
ter. The exem tion does not a

There is levied upon . , a shall be collected from every person engaging in business in the city an
annual license fee or tax for the privilege of engaging in business activities.

A. Such city business license fee shall be measured by the number of employees of each
business employed within the city and shall be set by resolution of the city council from
time to time and such rates shall be transmitted to the Master License Service when
adjusted and will be on file at the office of the city clerk-treasurer.

B. The annual fee amount may be prorated to accommodate the expiration date
established by the Master License Service.
C. Total fees due will include the Master License Service application or renewal handling
fees authorized by RCW 19.02.075.

5.04.090 Businesses located outside city.
As to businesses located outside the city for which a business

licen~~

is required pursuant to

//,J,, ,,

LMC 5.04.070(J), a license fee or tax as provided in this chapt~~f~iiail . be measured by the

o;frt'e~;~(.lµties within the city. Such

number of employees in such business who perform any part

businesses located outside the city and furnishing or perfoi:fuing
''';,_
',,
provide to the city clerk-treasurer, as part of the

se~f~~s. within the city shall
'

,;,>J~,,,

appljc~fid1ffor a busineS's'fi~~~nse described in

addressf~d phone number of su~Jif~~(lsip.~ss located
outside the city. The city may require that infoririati~~'.t~garqjrigthe location of)~r~ere business

LMC 5.04.030, the permanent firm name,

''';;',,/

'

,'

will be conducted within the city be provided prior to issu~i~~pf a license.

5.04.100 Rates - Payable when -

Penalfy~~~i~iillr~·.

A. Each annual license fee provided 'ftyrei11<~~ff\~,~~~Qll,ly·
d~e and payable no later than
"';\
,/'- -'; /
;, 3'!<:
~

"</''<'< ',

the expiration dat~·&§i~Hli6}a.~d
for the b~~tless
by the)lviaster License Service.
1.-<)i
-< '>!5£'.:'.}>,
',~;1:\
B. The

annu.atfifi~~nse fe~'i~ount may b~'i:prorated to accommodate the expiration date

established by

t~~~~Jer ~f~~g.se.Service. G
y::,

/

1

'',':;_,',<~

. licerif~§y~lid

fb~~Ja~;pe~i6d of one month to four months only may be

}°>'.~f~i~ed by applc~i*g dir~c~l~f~P the, city clerk on a form provided by the city, and paying
..epse fee or tax ~~~11,e rate tj($~5.00 per month.

,-,;~ ;3':~::::~~)~~-
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,: ',~;:,;: 'T·,

'"', · '· i

5.04.110 Unpatd·l~~constit~f~s debt-Remedy.

Any license fee or t~;;dl.l~i~d unpaid under this chapter and all penalties thereon shall constitute
a debt to the city andlfuay be collected by court proceedings in the same manner as any other
debt in like amount, which remedy shall be in addition to all other existing remedies.

5.04.120 Overpayment and underpayment.
If the city clerk-treasurer upon investigation or upon checking returns finds that the fee or tax

paid on any of them is more than the amount required of the taxpayer, he/she shall return the
amount overpaid by a wanant drawn upon the general fund. If MLS is holding any funds to be

refunded, MLS will refund those funds to the business. MLS processes all city general business
license application fees for the city. The city processes additional application fees for taxpayers
with 13 or more employees or as amended from time to time by Resolution of the City Council.
If the city clerk-treasurer finds that the additional application fee or tax paid is less than required,

he/she shall mail a statement to the taxpayer showing the balance due, who shall within 10 days
pay the amount shown. MLS will pursue the taxpayer for any other relevant application and /or
renewal underpayments, and submit complete fees to the city. MLSr.delinquency fees to the
/

business may apply where appropriate, if the business does not ~~ffiply'with required renewal
deadlines for payment. If the business does not comply with the'if~~~i~~d city fees after MLS has

. <f/

·s~;;:~

processed the delinquent account, MLS will then refer ~l}~ otisiness ·o~~): to the City for any
/,' ,:

'

,'...'\,,

,.,,.

,··:,

action required by the city.

5.04.130 Appeal procedure.

/

'

,,,

/

.

,.,,/

Any taxpayer aggrieved by the amount of the fee or tax fo~~~y the city clerk-treasurer to be
required under the provisions of this

ay appeal to the'e'ity council from such by filing a

~~f~~~'.WJt!iin five d~~g~ftbm the time such taxpayer
was given notice of such amount. The cound~\~h":(l;;~~!~~~,p,.\;~ticable, fix a time and place
for the hearing of such
of time.~i~d· hearing~hall be mailed to the taxpayer. At
written notice of appeal with the city clerk-

such hearing the

J1.R2n

behalf. The

b;~~heard

and introduce evidence in his/her own

ascerta~/fhe

correct amount of the fee or tax by

to

ta9ip.~~~r

·:~s:?~.~~~':~J:/~;~~~:;T{.~;;,··.·:: ~:~: :.::,:::·. /

sltall+'.drnmediately notify the appellant by mail of the

If any person

and provisions of this chapter to pay a license fee for any
"ii'.·~·'-1'""'·"

so, he/she shall not be granted a license for the current period until
together with penalties, has been paid in full.

5.04.150 Clerk-treasurer's report to council - Records.
It shall be the duty of the city clerk-treasurer to submit to the city council a list of all delinquent

business licenses upon request. It shall also be the duty of the city clerk-treasurer to maintain
careful records, such records being subject to audit at any time.

5.04.160 Violation - Penalty.
A. Any person violating or failing to comply with any of the provisions of this chapter or
failing to pay the annual license fee imposed when due shall pay an MLS delinquency fee
equal to 50 percent of the applicable business license fee, not to exceed $150.00, in
addition to the required city renewal fees. If the business fails to comply with MLS's one
time delinquency effort, the delinquent business will be referred to the city for violation
penalties. Any person violating or failing to comply with an)'<!?f the provisions of this
/":<:','>',,

chapter or failing to pay MLS which requires the city to
shall pay a civil penalty to the city equal to 50

due.
B. The city through its authorized agents,

to collect fees

percent,.ofill~applicable business license

fee in the event the annual fee is paid to the city
the city and 100 percent of the applicable

s~:t;id2 hotification

)Vithfu one mo~th of notification from

busill~s~
license fee aft~;i'dhe> month of being
/ ,:,

~aY~t!~te ¢ tht<lan County sµ}5'erior court an

action to collect the license fee or for an

injunc~i()~iagainst any person who

violates or

fails to comply with any provisiorl\;©~fuis chapter and the dty shall be entitled to enjoin,
abate or terminate the carrying

ori~';~t·~~¥~\~µ~~ness acti~\W:"by

violation of or who has failed to

com~ly w!;tlj\Jii§'¢}1~pter; ln any such action brought by
::.\

the city to "v''""'~n•v

nL"-'\:ilL\.:>,1;

fCY,'

any person who is in

':,,";,,·>.','/

fee or to ~~pin a persoh/~iolating this chapter, in the event

the city is a

the

pa;ij~\,against whom the chapter is enforced in such

reaso~~ble attorney fees

action shall pay

at trial and in any appeal

incl1~J:~p;~~gtl\~~~~ty.
/!:~'' '

d{J,J~'

,··>'>

. . '5; '{;~

5.04:'t 70·Standards of contlu:ct.
Every licenS'~:e~der this cha~ter shall:
authorities fo"tt~~purpose of enforcing the provisions of this chapter.
B. Comply with all federal, state and city statutes, laws, regulations and ordinances
relating to the business premises and the conduct of the business thereon.
C. Refrain from unfair or deceptive acts or practices, or consumer fraud, in the conduct of
the business, and avoid maintaining a public nuisance on the business premises.
D. Refrain from operating a business after expiration of a license or during the period that
the license may be suspended or revoked.

5.04.180 Revocation or suspension of license - Grounds.
The mayor or the mayor's designee may, at any time, suspend or revoke any license issued under
the provisions of this chapter whenever the licensee, or any manager, officer, director, agent or
employee of the licensee, has caused, permitted or knowingly done any of the following:
A. Violated any federal, state or city statute, law, regulation or ordinance upon the

business premises, or in connection with the business operation, whether or not any party
has been convicted in any court of competent jurisdiction of sucli violation;
/~';.,,,,,

B. Conducted, engaged in or operated the business in the ctty}which does not conform to
the ordinances of the city;
/<'

C. Engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in cdp.duct
the business in such a manner as to constitute

a,~iitii~ n~isance;

D. Made any false statement or repres~B,€tion, or,failed to disclos:e;~'iany material
;;;,,,,.., /

information to the city in connection with

obl~~~g tp.lbu~iness
,',,,.. ,

/

license

~l~ny renewal

thereof; or
E. Failed to pay, within 120
annual license fee payable to the

5.04.190 Hearing

requi~~ff~·'

mayqr"~~ire may~~J~jdesignee det~l:piines that there may be cause for suspending
or revoking any licensefs~ti~.d g~t~l;m~tto this c~aitt~r, the mayor or designee shall notify the
person hold!n'g7Js~1<.k"licens~~~~~~r.e~i~[~~~~:af,,'c~rtified mail, return receipt requested, of the

Whenever the

,:{''< ',

',,/'~,,'.~':f'':,:;;2;,,3'>;,,

,,,':~',;'',',

determ!n'~tion. Notic~~~il~fl to tfi~~f;t~dre.~s on the license shall be deemed received three days
/(t/,,J<c.I~

'"'

':','\;~'/(~''{,'::<'.

<<;:' ~'

'.',_!'t\?:, ;/

after mitilfif~g~ The notice snfi}hspecifYftfte grounds for suspension or revocation. The notice shall
also

speci~~~~.lta hearing s~~l jbe c;nducted by the Leavenworth hearing examiner at a time and
1

?,'"'-'</>,,"'

.'

>

j

date denominat~IB,fiJ.Jhe not.i~e to determine whether or not the license should be suspended or
revoked. The

notic;~~ ·. }f3tfi~ailed to the licensee at least seven days prior to the date set for the

hearing. The licensee

rff~y appear at the hearing and be heard in opposition to such suspension or

revocation. The decision of the hearing examiner shall be final, subject only to an appeal with the
Chelan County superior court pursuant to Chapter 21.11 LMC.

TAB3
Lyons Construction & Roofing
516 Methow St
Wenatchee, WA 98801 US
lyonsconstructionroofing@gmail.com

LYONS CONST RU CTI ON & ROOFING

ESTIMATE
ESTIMATE# 1212
DATE 08/31/2018
EXPIRATION DATE 08/31/2018

ADDRESS
Ara Arakeliam
city of leavenworth
216 4th st.
leavenworth, wa 98826

ACTIVITY

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

200.00

200.00T

2

200.00

400.00T

95

90.00

8,550.00T

Disposal/dump fee

11

95.00

1,045.00T

Metal Edge (per stick)
Install D Metal on all leading edges

55

15.00

825.00T

Ice guard (per roll)
apply Ice guard on the eves and up the alley

15

80.00

1,200.00T

8
8

120.00

960.00T

80.00

640.00T

Materials
50 Yr. Pabco Paramount shingles

97

152.00

14,744.00T

Roof install 5&6
Install above listed Pabco shingles

97

90.00

8,730.00T

0.17

36,809.00

6,257.53

Roof inspection
Asbestos Testing
Trailer rental
Tear off up to 5/12
Remove all existing laminate shingles 95 SQ.

UDL synthetic felt (per roll)
Misc. material
install new pipe boots and vents ECT.. .. 1-1 1/2',
4-3", 1- large zipper, 2 small zippers

Sales
Quality Control, OHP

Complete job includes all materials, necessary flashings, clean up and
disposal.
50% down balance on completion.
this bid is figured on good weather if the project was expected to be
accomplished in the late fall or winter months the bid changes do to
our ability to do the job properly and safely in the conditions given

SUBTOTAL
TAX (8.4%)
TOTAL

43,551.53
3,132.70

$46,684.23

Accepted By

Accepted Date

Contract Proposal

Alpine Roofing LLC
P.O. Box 672 *Cashmere, WA 98815 * (509) 699-3026
LIC # 604-164-421 Bonded and Insured

DATE:S-29-2018
. h subm1t
. proposa1 fior matena
. 1s and 1aborto be supprd
1e at the so1e request and order of :
Wh
e erew1t
Home Phone
Job Address
Billing Address
509)548-7
418
700 US-2
Work Phone
Leavenworth WA 98826
Fax or Email: aarakelian@cityofleavenworth.com
Hereinafter referred as to owner, for work to be performed as premises set forth above, according to
terms and specifications:
1. Landscape protection.
2. Remove existing roof down to wood deck.
3. Although we make every effort to be as accurate as possible on determining the number of layers
of existing roofing for bid purposes, sometimes this is just not possible, short of damaging your
existing roof. After the tear off is complete, occasionally we discover broken boards,
delaminated sheeting, rotten facia, etc. We will repair these areas before we install the new roof.
The cost of any repairs to the deck will be added to your bid. We will not install a new roof over
a bad substrate(deck). Unless otherwise stated, this bid is based on a maximum of one-layer
roofing. Additional layers will be an extra cost of$ 40 cents per square foot per layer, plus tax.
This amount will be added to your bid.
4. Inspect for dry rot or delamination of plywood. Cost to remove and replace sheeting will be
$ 45per 4'x 8' sheet. (Price to remove and replace sheeting is not included in this bid.) See
above.
5. New ice and water shield installed on all eaves.
6. New synthetic underlayment installed over wood deck.
7. New painted drip edge installed around entire perimeter of new roof. (WHITE) (BROWN)
(BLACK) (We do not install galvanized drip edge!)
8. Chimney reflashed as feasible and sealed with mastic, where necessary.
9. New plumbing boots installed, where necessary.
10. Continuous attic (ridge) ventilation installed.
11. New metal step flashing and/or roof to wall metal installed, where necessary.
12. New presidential shake roofing installed as per manufacturer's specifications. Nails will protrude
through open soffits.
13. Clean job site of all roofing debris.
14. Final roof inspection.

You, the buyer may cancel this transaction at any time prior to midnight of the third business
day after the date of this transaction.

Quality You Can Trust

Contract Proposal
All materials are guaranteed to be as specified and to carry manufacturer's warranty. All work to be
completed in a neat and workmanlike manner. Any alteration or deviation from above specifications
involving extra labor and/or materials costs will be executed only upon written change order from
owner or his authorized agent and will become an extra charge over the below agreed amount.
Agreement made with mechanics or subcontractors on job are not recognized. No statement,
arrangement or understanding, expressed or implied not contained herein will be recognized.
Fifty percent (50%) deposit required prior to start of project, remainder due upon completion.

We propose to furnish and install the above complete in accordance with above specifications for the sum of
$ 45,989
TOTAL AMOUNT$ 45,989
DEPOSIT
$----BALANCE

$ _ _ _ __

Type of roofing: CertainTeed presidential shake
Color choice: TBD

Owner's Acceptance
The foregoing terms, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby agreed to. You are
authorized to do the work as specified and payment will be made as outlined above, BALANCE DUE UPON
COMPLETION. All past due accounts shall bear interest at a rate of 1.5% per month. Should this invoice be
placed in the hands of an attorney for collection, I agree to pay all costs and attorney fees. Venue and
jurisdiction for any court action shall be at the option of Alpine Roofing LLC in Chelan County, Washington.
The owner upon signing this statement represents and warrants that the owner of the aforesaid premises and
that he/she has read this agreement.
This proposal may be
withdrawn if not accepted with in thirty (30) days.

-----------------~

Owner Signature

Quality You Can Trust

Date

TAB4

RESOLUTION NO. 17 - 2017
A RESOLUTION BY THE CITY OF LEAVENWORTH IDENTIFYING 2017-2018
LEGISLATIVE PRIORITY ISSUES
WHEREAS, the City of Leavenworth has a vested interest on how the Washington State
Legislature actions can and do impact the City; and
WHEREAS, it is the City's intention to work with the Govemor's Office and Leadership
throughout the Senate and House with specific help from the City's 12th District Legislator's,
and
WHEREAS, the City ofLeavenw01th has a good positive working relationship with the
cull'ent 12th District Legislators; and
WHEREAS, this positive working relationship does depend upon the frequent and ongoing
exchange of inf01mation where the specific needs and priorities of the City ofLeavenw01th are
clearly expressed to our 12th District Legislators; and
WHEREAS, it is by the attached Exhibit "A" that the City ofLeavenw01th wishes to extend
to Washington State Senator Brad Hawkins, Representative Cary Condotta and Representative
Mike Steele as the City of Leavenw01th's 2017-2018 Legislative Priority Issues.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Leavenw01th,
Washington, that the attached Exhibit "A" is hereby adopted as the 2017-2018 Legislative
Priority Issues of the City ofLeavenwo1th.
·
PASS ED by the City Council of the City of Leavenw01th and approved by its Mayor this 261h
Day of September 2017.
CITY OF LEAVENWORTH

~
ATTEST:

·OW&~
City Clerk

Approved as to F mm:

EXHIBIT "A"

CITY OF LEAVENWORTH 2017-2018 LEGISLATIVE PRIORITY ISSUES
Infrastructure Funding/Sales Tax Option: The City's infrastructure systems are a critical part
of a larger network that serves and benefits the entire state. The ability to provide access to
affordable water and sewer services is critical for the home affordability of our residents, the
economic viability of our businesses and the continued economic growth of the Leavenworth
community. Like many small cities across Washington, Leavenwo1th's sewer and water utilities
have many miles of forty and fifty year old aging pipe that is nearing the end of its useful life and
in need of replacement. Smaller communities have special challenges because they lack the
economies of scale and rate increases can exceed their residents' ability to pay for the necessary
multimillion dollar necessary improvements. Utility systems are operated as enterprise funds;
however, user fees cannot always cover capital needs. The City requests the legislature to allow
the City of Leavenworth voters to determine if a sales tax increase can be added to the current
City wide sales tax rate of 8.4%. This added revenue would be restricted to funding necessary
utility improvements of the aging infrastructure. The business activities within the City of
Leavenwo1th generated $11,057,265 in retail sales tax in 2015. A small increase in sales tax,
determined and approved by the residents, can begin the process of replacing this necessary
infrastructure and maintaining the areas economic vitality which is good for Leavenw01th and
good for the state. In Leavenwo1th a .01 % increase in sales tax provides the City with
approximately $130,000 annually in sales tax revenue. Much like the Transportation Benefit
District funded through a local sales tax increase, which the City residents suppmted after the
legislature provided that option to the City, the small dollar amounts provides funds to address
matching grant funds and debt service funds for needed improvements.
Housing Affordability: The City of Leavenwo1th, like many of the cities across the state of
Washington, is feeling the pinch for affordable housing within the community. In 2016/2017 the
City fmmed a Housing Affordability Taskforce. The City also hired Berk consulting to complete
a Housing Needs Assessment for the City of Leavenwmth. A number of the findings were
unique to Leavenw01th:

•

Three out of 10 households in the greater Leavenworth area spend more than 30% of
their income on housing; for rental households, one out of four renters households spend
more than 50% of their income on housing.

•

A review of long-term rental listings revealed that only around 10 units are currently
available. This indicates that the vacancy rate could be as low as 1% in the long-te1m
rental market. A healthy housing market should have a 5% vacancy rate to ensure that all
households can find a suitable new home when they need one.

•

Since 2013, median monthly rents have increased by 13% annually. This is significantly
faster than even the hot housing market in Seattle. Low vacancy appears to be putting
significant pressure on the long-term rental housing supply and upward pressure on rents.

•

The largest segment of populations affected or having the greatest cost burdened are
lower middle income, moderate income, and low income. 80% of the lower middle
income groups are cost burden, 40% cost burden, 40% severely cost burden. Cost burden
meaning they spend between 30 - 50 % of annual household income on rent, severely
cost burden meaning greater than 50% of annual household income

The Housing Affordability Taskforce has identified a number of legislative actions and code
amendments the City can, will, and has initiated to address this issue. One other tool the
Taskforce identified was a funding source to assist in developing additional affordable worker
housing units. The City is requesting the legislature to review the Revised Code of Washington
(RCW) 82.14.530 Sales and use tax for housing and related services. This legislation
authorized a 1110 of 1% increase to the local sales tax focused on affordable housing once
approved by a vote of the people. At this time, those funds would be targeted at specific
populations for those requiring special needs or very low or poverty level incomes. The Housing
Needs Assessment and the Housing Taskforce found that the population group most in need of
the assistance in Leavenworth, were in the lower middle income or moderate income level, the
working poor. The City is requesting the legislature consider revising the language of RCW
82.14.530 to provide additional flexibility to the cities and counties and modify the legislation to
allow for the use of these funds for a wider population. Currently only the counties can
implement this sales tax option, it becomes available to cities after October 9, 2017 ifthe county
has not initiated.

FireWise Assistance/Modifications to WAC 173-425-040 Outdoor Bm·ning: The City of
Leavenwo1th is requesting help with providing guidance on how to deal with an accumulation of
vegetation. In the past this request has been on the disposal of woody fuel hazards on private
properties within the city limits of Leavenw01th and the Urban Growth Boundary of
Leavenw01th. This year the Depaitment of Agriculture has identified the City as within the
Apple Maggot Quarantine area. The yard waste and disposal of that yard waste becomes an ever
increasing issue on the City and its residents. In 2014 the City began an active campaign to
remove all yard waste, brush and fruit scrapes from the solid waste garbage collection. At that
time and until July 31, 2017, that waste was collected and disposed of by the City in paitnership
with Stemilt Growers. That option is no longer available with the Apple Maggot Quarantine. The
City, worldng with residents and businesses has reduced the yard waste and brush within the
waste stream to address the Apple Maggot Quarantine. What we do not have is an economical
and beneficial way of disposing of that waste product. While state agencies recommend chipping
this material, the question asked is what then? The chipped wood material has limited uses and
does not assure the apple maggot pupae are destroyed. The most cost effective means of
disposal, and the most effective means of ensuring the apple maggot pupae is not transferred out
of the quarantine area would be to allow the City worldng in conjunction with the local fire
district, permitted bums 3 - 4 days per year.
The City of Leavenw01th is requesting that the legislature consider changes to WAC 173-425040 which would allow local agencies a variance or exception to the prohibition called out in
WAC 173-425-040 for occasional burning of material collected within the city limits and the
urban growth boundary.

Public Works Trust Fund: Over the last several years the Washington State Legislature
responded to the "Great Recession" and the Supreme Comt McCleary decision by using
dedicated infrastrncture accounts to balance the state's operating budget. This practice needs to
stop. Assistance programs like the Public Works Trust Fund (PWTF) Account have been
essential in helping cities finance core infrastructure systems such as streets, water, sewer, and
stormwater that residents and businesses depend on. This PWTF and other assistance programs
help build city infrastructure systems that support economic development and benefit the entire
state. The City of Leavenw01th has benefitted from the dollars being made available through low
interest loans of the PWTF in building roads, water reservoirs, and sewer lines. Making this
program financially whole again and available to cities is critical for building the infrastructure
of tomonow and building strong cities today. We ask the State Legislature to halt the diversion
of funds from critical infrastructure programs, secure funding for the PWTF, and help our
communities grow and prosper.

Secure Funding for MRSC: The Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC) is an
imp01iant and vital resource for small cities. The organization helps local government officials
and staff at all levels of experience to better understand their roles and responsibilities under the
law. For more than 80 years, MRSC has facilitated thoughtful legal analysis and policy-making
in local governments across Washington State. Whether it is the Growth Management Act in the
1990s, legalization of recreational marijuana, or the ever-evolving complexities of the Public
Records Act, MRSC has consistently been a go-to source of information for local governments,
clarifying the issues and helping leaders make inf01med decisions for their community. These are
times of rapid and dramatic change both locally and nationally, and such times demand trusted
advisors who can help local governments cut through the fog and focus on practical ideas and
practices that lead to lasting solutions.

State funding of this organization results in a retmn on the State's investment in this critical
service which greatly exceeds the investment to keep MRSC operating. The MRSC is an
excellent example of a pooled resource that saves costs statewide and provides an essential tool
for good government throughout the state.
The City of Leavenworth fully supp01is MRSC and their missions and urges the Legislature to
provide full and secure funding for them.
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©Copyright 2017
Northwest Multiple Listing Service
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

VACANT LAND PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
SPECIFIC TERMS

1.

Date: _ _
A_u_gu~s_t_2_1~,_2_0_1_8__

2.

Buyer: ---=::-::-_________
C_i~t~y_o~f_L-'--e~a_v~e_n~w'--'o~r~t~h'-'-------------------------

3.

Seller:

4.

Property: Legal Description attached as Exhibit A. Tax Parcel No(s).: 241701675070

MLS No.; _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Buyer

Buyer

Status

Gary D . Spence

---s~.~11.-,----------------=-s.~u.-,----'---'---'----'-""-''""'-'-"--"'--------------------~

1451 US Hwy 2, Leavenworth, WA

98826

Address

5,

Offer Expiration Date: _ _A_:u_g....__u_s_t---'-3'--'0'-','--2_0_1_8_ _

City

Purchase Price: $ 619, 000. 00

State

Zip

All Cash

-~--------------------------------------

IXI Note; D Other _ _ _ _ _ (held by !XI Selling Firm; O Closing Agent)
O Seller's Election of Remedies

6.

Earnest Money: $ 5, 00 0. 00

7.

Default: (check only one) !XI Forfeiture of Earnest Money;

8.

Title Insurance Company: North Meridian Title and Escrow

9.

Closing Agent: North Meridian Title and Escrow

D Check;

Dollars

Jennifer Bolin

Company

Individual (optional)

; Possession Date: IX! on Closing;D Other _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10. Closing Date: October 31, 2018

- -·---- - 11. Services of Closing Agent for Payment of Utilities: IX! Requested (attach NWMLS Form 22K); D Waived
12. Charges/Assessments Levied Before but Due After Closing:

O assumed by Buyer; IX!

prepaid in full by Seller at Closing

13. Seller Citizenship (FIRPTA): SellerO is; [ID is not a foreign person for purposes of U.S. income taxation
; !XI is not required to be subdivided

14. Subdivision: The Property D must be subdivided before
15. Feasibility Contingency Expiration Date: O

days after mutual acceptance; O Other _____________

16. Agency Disclosure: Selling Broker represents: D Buyer; O Seller; D both parties;
Listing Broker represents: IXl Seller; D both parties

O

neither party

17. Addenda: Form, 34, 313, 22D and 22K

Buyer's Signature

Dale

Seller's Signature

Dale

Seller's Signature

D•

Spence

Dale

Date

7300 Brender Canyon Rd

700 U.S Highway 2

Seller's Address

Buyer's Address

Leavenworth

Gary

Cashmere

WA 98826

WA 98826

City, State, Zip

City, State, Zip

(509) 670-9086

(509) 548-5275
Fax No.

Phone No.

Phone No.

Fax No.

mayor@cityofleavenworth.org
Seller's E-mail Address

Buyer's E-mail Address

Leavenworth Real Estate Inc.
MLS Office No.

Selling Firm

Listing Firm

MLS Office .No.

Randall D. Vickrey
Selling Broker (Print)
Firm Phone No.

Broker Phone No.

MLS LAG No.

Listing Broker (Print)

Firm Fax No.

(509) 669-2689
Firm Phone No.

MLS LAG No.
Broker Phone No.

Firm Fax No.

info@leavenworthrealestate.com
Listing Firm Document E-mail Address

Selling Firm Document E-mail Address

randy@leavenworthrealestate.com
Lisllng Broker's E-mail Address

Selling Broker's E-mail Address

32748
Selling Broker DOL License No.

Selling Firm DOL License No.

17427

Listing Broker DOL License No.

Leavenwo1ih Real Estate Inc, 894 Hwy 2 Leavenworth WA 98826
Phone: (509)423-7800
Fax:
Randall Vickrey
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a.

Purchase Price. Buyer shall pay to Seller the Purchase Price, including the Earnest Money, in cash at Closing, unless
otherwise specified in this Agreement. Buyer represents that Buyer has sufficient funds to close this sale in accordance
with this Agreement and is not relying on any contingent source of funds, including funds from loans, the sale of other
property, gifts, retirement, or future earnings, except to the extent otherwise specified in this Agreement.

1
2
3
4

b.

Earnest Money. Buyer shall deliver the Earnest Money within 2 days after mutual acceptance to Selling Broker or to
Closing Agent. If Buyer delivers the Earnest Money to Selling Broker, Selling Broker will deposit any check to be held by
Selling Firm, or deliver any Earnest Money to be held by Closing Agent, within 3 days of receipt or mutual acceptance,
whichever occurs later. If the Earnest Money is held by Selling Firm and is over $10,000.00 it shall be deposited into an
interest bearing trust account in Selling Firm's name provided that Buyer completes an IRS Form W-9. Interest, if any,
after deduction of bank charges and fees, will be paid to Buyer. Buyer shall reimburse Selling Firm for bank charges
and fees In excess of the interest earned, if any. If the Earnest Money held by Selling Firm is over $10,000.00 Buyer
has the option to require Selling Firm to deposit the Earnest Money into the Housing Trust Fund Account, with the
interest paid to the State Treasurer, if both Seller and Buyer so agree in writing. If the Buyer does not complete an IRS
Form W-9 before Selling Firm must deposit the Earnest Money or the Earnest Money is $10,000.00 or less, the Earnest
Money shall be deposited into the Housing Trust Fund Account. Selling Firm may transfer the Earnest Money to Closing
Agent at Closing. If all or part of the Earnest Money is to be refunded to Buyer and any such costs remain unpaid, the
Selling Firm or Closing Agent may deduct and pay them therefrom. The parties instruct Closing Agent to provide written
verification of receipt of the Earnest Money and notice of dishonor of any check to the parties and Brokers at the.
addresses and/or fax numbers provided herein.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Upon termination of this Agreement, a party or the Closing Agent may deliver a form authorizing the release of Earnest
Money to the other party or the parties. The party(s) shall execute such form and deliver the same to the Closing Agent.
If either party falls to execute the release form. a party may make a written demand to the Closing Agent for the Earnest
Money. Pursuant to RCW 64.04, Closing Agent shall deliver notice of the demand to the other party within 15 days. If
the other party does not object to the demand within 20 days of Closing Agent's notice, Closing Agent shall disburse the
Earnest Money to the party making the demand within 10 days of the expiration of the 20 day period. If Closing Agent
timely receives an objection or an inconsistent demand from the other party, Closing Agent shall commence an
lnterpleader action within 60 days of such objection or inconsistent demand, unless the parties provide subsequent
consistent instructions to Closing Agent to disburse the earnest money or refrain from commencing an interpleader
action for a specified period of time. Pursuant to RCW 4.28.080, the parties consent to service of the summons and
complaint for an lnterpleader action by first class mail, postage prepaid at the party's usual mailing address or the
address identified in this Agreement. If the Closing Agent complies with the preceding process, each party shall be
deemed to have released Closing Agent from any and all claims or liability related to the disbursal of the Earnest
Money. If either party falls to authorize the release of the Earnest Money to the other party when required to do so
under this Agreement, that party shall be in breach of this Agreement. For the purposes of this section, the term Closing
Agent includes a Selling Firm holding the Earnest Money. The parties authorize the party commencing an interpleader
action to deduct up to $500.00
the costs thereof.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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32
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34
35
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c.

Condition of Title. Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, title to the Property shall be marketable at Closing.
The following shall not cause the title to be unmarketable: rights, reservations, covenants, conditions and restrictions,
presently of record and general to the area; easements and encroachments, not materially affecting the value of or
unduly interfering with Buyer's reasonable use of the Property; and reserved oil and/or mining rights. Monetary
encumbrances or liens not assumed by Buyer, shall be paid or discharged by Seller on or before Closlng. Title shall be
conveyed by a Statutory Warranty Deed. If this Agreement is for conveyance of a buyer's interest in a Real Estate
Contract, the Statutory Warranty Deed shall include a buyer's assignment of the contract sufficient to convey after
acquired title. If the Property has been short platted, the Short Plat number is in the Legal Description.

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

d.

Title Insurance. Seller authorizes Buyer's lender or Closing Agent, at Seller's expense, to apply for the then-current
ALTA form of standard form owner's policy of title insurance from the Title Insurance Company. If Seller previously
received a preliminary commitment from a Title Insurance Company that Buyer declines to use, Buyer shall pay any
cancellation fees owing to the original Title Insurance Company. otherwise, the party applying for title insurance shall
pay any title cancellation fee, in the event such a fee is assessed. The Title Insurance Company shall send a copy of
the preliminary commitment to Seller, Listing Broker, Buyer and Selling Broker. The preliminary commitment, and the
title policy to be Issued, shall contain no exceptions other than the General Exclusions and Exceptions in said standard
form and Special Exceptions consistent with the Condition of Title herein provided. If title cannot be made so insurable
prior to the Closing Date, then as Buyer's sole and exclusive remedy, the Earnest Money shall, unless Buyer elects to
waive such defects or encumbrances, be refunded to the Buyer, less any unpaid costs described in the Agreement, and
this Agreement shall thereupon be terminated. Buyer shall have no right to specific performance or damages as a
consequence of Seller's Inability to provide insurable title.

45

for

.)

e.

Closing and Possession. This sale shall be closed by the Closing Agent on the Closing Date. "Closing" means the
date on which all documents are recorded and the sale proceeds are available to Seller. If the Closing Date falls on a
Saturday, Sunday, legal holiday as defined in RCW 1.16.050, or day when the county recording office is closed, the
Clos· g Agent shall close the transaction on the next day that is{not a Saturday, Sunday, legal holiday, or day when the

~ ·~ -
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county recording office is closed . Buyer shall be entitled to possession at 9:00 p.m. on the Possession Date. Seller shall
maintain the Property in its present condition, normal wear and tear excepted, until the Buyer is entitled to possession.
Buyer reserves the right to walk through the Property within 5 days of Closing to verify that Seller has maintained the
Property as required by this paragraph. Seller shall not enter into or modify existing leases or rental agreements,
service contracts, or other agreements affecting the Property which have terms extending beyond Closing without first
obtaining Buyer's consent, which shall not be unreasonably withheld.

61
62
63
64
65
66

f.

Section 1031 Like-Kind Exchange. If either Buyer or Seller intends for this transaction to be a part of a Section 1031
like-kind exchange, then the other party shall cooperate in the completion of the like-kind exchange so long as the
cooperating party incurs no additional liability in doing so, and so long as any expenses {Including attorneys' fees and
costs) incurred by the cooperating party that are related only to the exchange are paid or reimbursed to the cooperating
party at or prior to Closing. Notwithstanding the Assignment paragraph of this Agreement, any party completing a
Section 1031 like-kind exchange may assign this Agreement to its qualified intermediary or any entity set up for the
purposes of completing a reverse exchange.

67
68
69
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g.

Closing Costs and Prorations and Charges and Assessments. Seller and Buyer shall each pay one-half of the
escrow fee unless otherwise required by applicable FHA or VA regulations. Taxes for the current year, rent, interest,
and lienable homeowner's association dues shall be prorated as of Closing. Buyer shall pay Buyer's loan costs,
including credit report, appraisal charge and lender's title insurance, unless provided otherwise in this Agreement. If any
payments are delinquent on encumbrances which will remain after Closing, Closing Agent is instructed to pay such
delinquencies at Closing from money due, or to be paid by, Seller. Buyer shall pay for remaining fuel in the fuel tank if,
prior to Closing, Seller obtains a written statement from the supplier as to the quantity and current price and provides
such statement to the Closing Agent. Seller shall pay all utility charges, including unbilled charges. Unless waived In
Specific Term No. 11, Seller and Buyer request the services of Closing Agent in disbursing funds necessary to satisfy
unpaid utility charges in accordance with RCW 60.80 and Seller shall provide the names and addresses of all utilities
providing service to the Property and having lien rights (attach NWMLS Form 22K Identification of Utilities or
equivalent).

74
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Buyer Is advised to verify the existence and amount of any local improvement district, capacity or impact charges or
other assessments that may be charged against the Property before or after Closing. Seller will pay such charges that
are or become due on or before Closing. Charges levied before Closing, but becoming due after Closing shall be paid
as agreed in Specific Term No.12.

86
87
88

89

h.

Sale Information. Listing Broker and Selling Broker are authorized to report this Agreement (including price and all
terms} to the Multiple Listing Service that published it and to its members, financing institutions, appraisers, and anyone
else related to this sale. Buyer and Seller expressly authorize all Closing Agents, appraisers, title insurance companies,
and others related to this Sale, to furnish the Listing Broker and/or Selling Broker, on request, any and all information
and copies of documents concerning this sale.

90
91
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i.

Seller Citizenship and FIRPTA. Seller warrants that the identification of Seller's citizenship status for purposes of U.S.
income taxation in Specific Term No. 13 is correct. Seller shall execute a certification (NWMLS Form 22E or equivalent)
under the Foreign Investment In Real Property Tax Act ("FIRPTA") at Closing and provide the certification to the Closing
Agent. If Seller is a foreign person for purposes of U.S. income taxation, and this transaction is not otherwise exempt
from FIRPTA, Closing Agent is instructed to withhold and pay the required amount to the Internal Revenue Service.

95
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j.

Notices and Delivery of Documents. Any notice related to this Agreement (including revocations of offers or
counteroffers) must be in writing. Notices to Seller must be signed by at least one Buyer and shall be deemed delivered
only when the notice is received by Seller, by Listing Broker, or at the licensed office of Listing Broker. Notices to Buyer
must be signed by at least one Seller and shall be deemed delivered only when the notice is received by Buyer, by
Selling Broker, or at the licensed office of Selling Broker. Documents related to this Agreement, such as NWMLS Form
17C, Information on Lead-Based Paint and Lead-Based Paint Hazards, Public Offering Statement or Resale Certificate,
and all other documents shall be delivered pursuant to this paragraph. Buyer and Seller must keep Selling Broker and
Listing Broker advised of their whereabouts in order to receive prompt notification of receipt of a notice.
Facsimile transmission of any notice or document shall constitute delivery. E-mail transmission of any notice or
document {or a direct link to such notice or document) shall constitute delivery when: (i) the e-mail is sent to both Selling
Broker and Selling Firm or both Listing Broker and Listing Firm at the e-mail addresses specified on page one of this
Agreement; or (ii) Selling Broker or Listing Broker provide written acknowledgment of receipt of the e-mail (an automatic
e-mail reply does not constitute written acknowledgment). At the request of either party, or the Closing Agent, the
parties will confirm facsimile or e-mail transmitted signatures by signing an original document.
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k.

Computation of Time. Unless otherwise specified In this Agreement, any period of time measured In days and stated
in this Agreement shall start on the day following the event commencing the period and shall expire at 9:00 p.m. of the
last calendar day of the specified period of time. Except for the Possession Date, if the last day is a Saturday, Sunday
or legal hollday as defined In RCW 1.16.050, the specified period of time shall expire on the next day that is not a
Saturd ,
nday or legal holiday. Any specified period of 5 ays or less, except for any time period relating to the
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Possesion Date, shall not Include Saturdays, Sundays or legal holidays. If the parties agree that an event will occur on a
speciflc calendar date, the event shall occur on that date, except for the Closing Date, which, if it falls on a Saturday,
Sunday, legal holiday as defined in RCW 1.16.050, or day when the county recording office is closed, shall occur on the
next day that ls not a Saturday, Sunday, legal holiday, or day when the county recording office is closed. If the parties
agree upon and attach a legal description after this Agreement is signed by the offeree and delivered to the offerer, then
for the purposes of computing time, mutual acceptance shall be deemed to be on the date of delivery of an accepted
offer or counteroffer to the offerer, rather than on the date the legal description is attached. Time is of the essence of
fu~~ra~e~
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1W

Integration and Electronic Signatures. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding between the parties and
supersedes all prior or contemporaneous understandings and representations. No modification of this Agreement shall
be effective unless agreed in writing and signed by Buyer and Seller. The parties acknowledge that a signature In
electronic form has the same legal effect and validity as a handwrJtten signature.

127
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m. Assignment. Buyer may not assign this Agreement, or Buyer's rights hereunder, without Seller's prior written consent,
unless the parties indicate that assignment Is permitted by the addition of "and/or assigns" on the line identifying the
Buyer on the first page of this Agreement.

131
132
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n.

Default. In the event Buyer falls, without legal excuse, to complete the purchase of the Property, then the following
provision, as identified in Specific Term No. 7, shall apply:

134
135

i.

Forfeiture of Earnest Money. That portion of the Earnest Money that does not exceed five percent (5%) of the
Purchase Price shall be forfeited to the Seller as the sole and exclusive remedy available to Seller for such failure.

136
137

ii.

Seller's Election of Remedies. Seller may, at Seller's option, (a) keep the Earnest Money as liquidated damages
as the sole and exclusive remedy available to Seller for such failure, (b) bring suit against Buyer for Seller's actual
damages, (c) bring suit to specifically enforce this Agreement and recover any Incidental damages, or (d) pursue
any other rights or remedies available at law or equity.

138
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o.

Professional Advice and Attorneys' Fees. Buyer and Seller are advised to seek the counsel of an attorney and a
certified public accountant to review the terms of this Agreement. Buyer and Seller shall pay their own fees incurred for
such review. However, if Buyer or Seller institutes suit against the other concerning this Agreement the prevailing party
is entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

142
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p.

Offer. Buyer shall purchase th,e Property under the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Seller shall have until 9:00
p.m. on the Offer Expiration Date to accept this offer, unless sooner withdrawn. Acceptance shall not be effective until a
signed copy is received by Buyer, by Selling Broker or at the licensed office of Selling Broker. If this offer is not so
accepted, it shall lapse and any Earnest Money shall be refunded to Buyer.

146
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q.

Counteroffer. Any change in the terms presented in an offer or counteroffer, other than the insertion of or change lo
Seller's name and Seller's warranty of citizenship status, shall be considered a counteroffer. If a party makes a
counteroffer, then the other party shall have until 9:00 p.m. on the counteroffer expiration date to accept that
counteroffer, unless sooner withdrawn. Acceptance shall not be effective until a signed copy is received by the other
party, the other party's broker, or at the licensed office of the other party's broker. If the counteroffer is not so accepted,
it shall lapse and any Earnest Money shall be refunded lo Buyer.
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r.

Offer and Counteroffer Expiration Date. If no expiration date is specified for an offer/counteroffer, the
offer/counteroffer shall expire 2 days after the offer/counteroffer is delivered by the party making the offer/counteroffer,
unless sooner withdrawn.

156
157
158

s.

Agency Disclosure. Selling Firm, Selling Firm's Designated Broker, Selling Broker's Branch Manager (if any) and
Selling Broker's Managing Broker (if any) represent the same party that Selling Broker represents. Listing Firm, Listing
Firm's Designated Broker, Listing Broker's Branch Manager (if any), and Listing Broker's Managing Broker {if any)
represent the same party that the Listing Broker represents. If Selling Broker and Listing Broker are different persons
affiliated with the same Firm, then both Buyer and Seller confirm their consent to Designated Broker, Branch Manager
(if any), and Managing Broker (if any) representing both parties as dual agents. ff Selling Broker and Listing Broker are
the same person representing both parties then both Buyer and Seller confirm their consent to that person and hisfher
Designated Broker, Branch Manager (if any), and Managing Broker {If any) representing both parties as dual agents. All
parties acknowledge receipt of the pamphlet entitled "The Law of Real Estate Agency."

159
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t.

Commission. Seller and Buyer shall pay a commission in accordance with any listing or commission agreement to
which they are a party. The Listing Firm's commission shall be apportioned between Listing Firm and Selling Firm as
specified in the listing. Seller and Buyer hereby consent to Listing Firm or Selling Firm receiving compensation from
more than one party. Seller and Buyer hereby assign to Listing Firm and Selling Firm, as applicable, a portion of their
funds in escrow equal to such commission(s) and irrevocably instruct the Closing Agent to disburse the commisslon(s)
directly to the Firm(s). In any action by Listing or Selling Firm to enforce this paragraph, the prevailing party is entitled to
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I.
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court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees. Seller and Buyer agree that the Firms are intended third party beneficiaries
under this Agreement.

174
175

Feasibility Contingency. It is the Buyer's responsibility to verify before the Feasibility Contingency Expiration Date
identified in Specific Term No.15 whether or not the Property can be platted, developed and/or built on (now or In the
future) and what it will cost to do this. Buyer should not rely on any oral statements concerning this made by the Seller,
Listing Broker or Selling Broker. Buyer should inquire at the city or county, and water, sewer or other special districts In
which the Property is located. Buyer's inquiry should include, but not be limited to: building or development moratoriums
applicable to or being considered for the Property; any special building requirements, including setbacks, height limits or
restrictions on where buildings may be constructed on the Property; whether the Property Is affected by a flood zone,
wetlands, shorelands or other environmentally sensitive area; road, school, fire and any other growth mitigation or
impact fees that must be paid; the procedure and length of time necessary to obtain plat approval and/or a building
permit; sufficient water, sewer and utility and any service connection charges; and all other charges that must be paid.
Buyer and Buyer's agents, representatives, consultants, architects and engineers shall have the right, from time to time
during and after the feasibility contingency, to enter onto the Property and to conduct any tests or studies that Buyer
may need to ascertain the condition and suitability of the Property for Buyer's intended purpose. Buyer shall restore the
Property and all improvements on the Property to the same condition they were in prior. to the inspection. Buyer shall be
responsible for all damages resulting from any inspection of the Property performed on Buyer's behalf. If the Buyer does
not give notice to the contrary on or before the Feasibility Contingency Expiration Date identified in Specific Term No.
15, it shall be conclusively deemed that Buyer is satisfied as to development and/or construction feasibility and cost. If
Buyer gives notice this Agreement shall terminate and the Earnest Money shall be refunded to Buyer, less any unpaid
costs.

176
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184
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Seller shall cooperate with Buyer in obtaining permits or other approvals Buyer may reasonably require for Buyer's
intended use of the Property; provided that Seller shall not be required to incur any liability or expenses in doing so.

195
196

Subdivision. If the Property must be subdivided, Seller represents that there has been preliminary plat approval for the
Property and this Agreement is conditioned on the recording of the final plat containing the Property on or before the
date specified in Specific Term No. 14. If the final plat Is not recorded by such date, this Agreement shall terminate and
the Earnest Money shall be refunded to Buyer.

197
198
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200

w. Information Verification Period. Buyer shall have 10 days after mutual acceptance to verify all information provided 201

x.

from Seller or Listing Firm related to the Property. This contingency shall be deemed satisfied unless Buyer gives notice
identifying the materially inaccurate information within 10 days of mutual acceptance. If Buyer gives timely notice under
this section, then this Agreement shall terminate and the Earnest Money shall be refunded to Buyer.

202
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Property Condition Disclaimer. Buyer and Seller agree, that except as provided in this Agreement, all representations
and information regarding the Property and the transaction are solely from the Seller or Buyer, and not from any Broker.
The parties acknowledge that the Brokers are not responsible for assuring that the parties perform their obligations
under this Agreement and that none of the Brokers has agreed to independently investigate or confirm any matter
related to this transaction except as stated in this Agreement, or in a separate writing signed by such Broker. In
addition, Brokers do not guarantee the value, quality or condition of the Property and some properties may contain
building materials, including siding, roofing, ceiling, insulation, electrical, and plumbing, that have been the subject of
lawsuits and/or governmental inquiry because of possible defects or health hazards. Some properties may have other
defects arising after construction, such as drainage, leakage, pest, rot and mold problems. Brokers do not have the
expertise to identify or assess defective products, materials, or conditions. Buyer is urged to use due diligence to
inspect the Property to Buyer's satisfaction and to retain inspectors qualified to identify the presence of defective
materials and evaluate the condition of the Property as there may be defects that may only be revealed by careful
inspection. Buyer is advised to investigate whether there is a sufficient water supply to meet Buyer's needs. Buyer is
advised to investigate the cost of insurance for the Property, Including, but not limited to homeowner's, flood,
earthquake, landslide, and other available coverage. Brokers may assist the parties with locating and selecting third
party service providers, such as inspectors or contractors, but Brokers cannot guarantee or be responsible for the
services provided by those third parties. The parties shall exercise their own judgment and due diligence regarding
third-party service providers.
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ADDENDUMIAMENDMENT TO PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
The following is part of the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated -----'A=u=g~u=s~t-=2=1_._,---=2-"-0=1~8_ _ _ __

1

between _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C=i'-"t'-..iy---"o'"""f'---=L=e=a=-v'-'e=n=w:..:..o=-r=--=th=------------ ("Buyer") 2
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _G~a=r_._y~D~-~S'""'p~e=n~c~e=--------------- {"Seller") 3

ooncm~ng ______1_4~5_1__
U~
S~H~w~y~2~,~L=e~a~v~e=n=w~o=r~t~h~,~W=A~~9~8~8~2~6~-----~e"Prop~~) . 4

IT IS AGREED BETWEEN THE SELLER AND BUYER AS FOLLOWS:

5

If necessary, this sale is subject to a Phase 1 Environmental Review paid

6

for by the buyer.

7

All equipment attached to the building shall be included in the sale. Seller

8

may leave or remove all other items.

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

23
24

25
26

27

28
29
30
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS of said Agreement remain unchanged.
Initials: BUYER.:
BUYER:

+-~~FS---- Date: &-!:!;._-/~
Date: $' ·2' r( 9)

Leavenworth Real Es tat
Phone: (509)423-7800

31

SELLER: _ _ _ __ _ Date: _ _ _ __ _
SELLER:
Date: _ _ _ _ __

4 Hwy 2 Leavenworth WA 93826
Fax:
Randall Vickrey
Produced with zlpForm® by zip LogIx 18070 Fifteen Mile Road, Fraser, Michigan 48026
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File No: 13169JB

EXHIBIT"A"
LOT 1 THROUGH 9, BLOCK 7, SECOND ADDITION TO LEAVENWORTH, CHELAN COUNTY,
WASBINGTON, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF RECORDED IN VOLUME 1 OF PLATS, PAGE 33,
EXCEPT THAT PORTION CONVEYED TO STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR HIGHWAY PURPOSES BY
INSTRUMENT RECORDED MARCH 19, 1934 UNDER AUDITOR'S FILE NO. 235354.
AND EXCEPT THAT PORTION OF SAID LOT 9 LYING NORTHERLY OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID
STATE HIGHWAY.

Page3

This page is only a part ofa 2016 ALTA® Commitment for Title Insurance [Issued by Old Republic Nationaf Title Insurance Company]. This
Commitment is not valid wi1hout the Notice; the Commitment to Isslle Policy: the Commitment Conditions; Schedllle A; Schedule B, Part
I-Requireinents; [and] Schedule B, Part II-Exceptions[; and a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in
electronic form].
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©Copyright 2015
Northwesl Multiple Listing service
Commercial Brokers Assoclallon
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

SELLER DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

SELLER:Gary D. Spence

1_

Seller

Seller

To be used In transfers of commercial real estate as defined in RCW 60.42.005. See RCW Chapter 64.06 for further information.

2

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SELLER

3

Please complete the following form. Do not leave any spaces blank. If the question clearly does not apply to the property check
"NA." If the answer is "yes" to any asterisked (*} item(s}, please explain on attached sheets. Please refer to the line number(s) of
the question(s) when you provide your explanatlon(s). For your protection you must date and initial each page of this disclosure
statement and each attachment. Delivery of the disclosure statement must occur not later than five (5) business days, unless
otherwise agreed, after mutual acceptance of a written purchase and sale agreement between Buyer and Seller.
NOTICE TO THE BUYER

4
5

6
7

8
9

THE FOLLOWING DISCLOSURES ARE MADE BY THE SELLER ABOUT THE CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 10
, CITY

1451 US Hwy 2
STATE WA , ZIP
98826
, COUNTY
LEGALLY DESCRIBED ON THE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A.

11

Leavenworth

("THE PROPERTY") OR AS 12
13

Chelan

SELLER MAKES THE FOLLOWING DISCLOSURES OF EXISTING MATERIAL FACTS OR MATERIAL DEFECTS TO BUYER BASED
. ON SELLER'S ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPERTY AT THE TIME SELLER COMPLETES THIS DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT. UNLESS YOU AND SELLER OTHERWISE AGREE JN WRITING, YOU HAVE THREE (3) BUSINESS DAYS FROM
THE DAY SELLER OR SELLER'S AGENT DELJVERS THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT TO YOU TO RESCIND THE AGREEMENT
BY DELIVERING A SEPARATELY SIGNED WRITTEN STATEMENTOFRESCISSIONTOSELLERORSELLER'SAGENT. IFTHE
SELLER DOES NOT GIVE YOU A COMPLETED DISCLOSURE STATEMENT, THEN YOU MAY WAIVE THE RIGHT TO RESCIND
PRIOR TO OR AFTER THE TIME YOU ENTER INTO A PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT.

14

15
16
17
18

19
20

THE FOLLOWING ARE DISCLOSURES MADE BY SELLER AND ARE NOT THE REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY REAL ESTATE 21
LICENSEE OR OTHER PARTY. THIS INFORMATION IS FOR DISCLOSURE ONLY AND JS NOT INTENDED TO BE A PART OF 22
ANY WRITTEN AGREEMENT BETWEEN BUYER AND SELLER.
23
FOR A MORE COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC CONDITION OF THIS PROPERTY YOU ARE ADVISED
TO OBTAIN AND PAY FOR THE SERVICES OF QUALIFIED EXPERTS TO INSPECT THE PROPERTY, WHICH MAY INCLUDE,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, LAND SURVEYORS, PLUMBERS, ELECTRICIANS, ROOFERS,
BUILDING INSPECTORS, ON-SITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT INSPECTORS, OR STRUCTURAL PEST INSPECTORS.
THE PROSPECTIVE BUYER AND SELLER MAY WISH TO OBTAIN PROFESSIONAL ADVICE OR INSPECTIONS OF THE
PROPERTY OR TO PROVIDE APPROPRIATE PROVISIONS IN A CONTRACT BETWEEN THEM WITH RESPECT TO ANY
ADVICE, INSPECTION, DEFECTS OR WARRANTIES.
SELLER I]} IS/

I.

0

IS NOT OCCUPYING THE PROPERTY.

24
25
26
27
28

29

30
31

SELLER'S DISCLOSURES:
32
*If you answer "Yes" to a question with an asterisk(*), please explain your answer and attach documents, if available and not 33
otherwise publicly recorded. If necessary, use an attached sheet.
34
YES

1. TITLE
A. Do you have legal authority to sell the property? If no, please explain.

............... 'Ii

*B. Is title to the property subject to any of the following?

(i) First right of refusal .........•..............................•............

D

(2) Option ..•....•......................•................................ D
(3} Lease or rental agreement ...•........................................... D

(4} Life estate? ..•..... , ................................•...............•.D

*C. Are there any encroachments, boundary agreements, or boundary disputes? .......... D

D

*D. Is there any leased parking? ..................................•.............

*E. Is there a private road or easement agreement for access to !he property? ............ D

lif

*F. Are there any rights-of-way, easements, shared use agreements or access limitations? •.
·
T'-1 of an easement or nght-o
•
f-way? .. 0
*G. Are there any written
agreements for JoInt maintenance

.a.i

/ ' *H. Are there any zoning violations or nonconforming uses? ...........•............... D

V'\..SELLER'S INITIALS

NO

D

~

~

g'

ref
r0
0

g/

ID'

DON'T N/A 35
KNOW
36

D
D
D
D
0
0
D
D
D
D
0

0

37

o

38
39
40
41
42

D
0
D
D
0
D
D
D
D

43

44
45
46

47
48

(.,-8-/8
Date

SELLER'S INITIALS

Date

Leavenworth Real Estate Inc, 894 Hwy 2 Leavenworth WA 98826
Phone: (509)423-7800
Fax:
Randall Vickrey
Produced with zlpForm® by zlploglx 18070 Flfteen Mlle Road, Fraser, Michigan 48026 www.zlploglt.com

Spence

Form 17 Commercial
Seller Disclosure Statement-Commercial
Rev. 7/15
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®Copyright 2015
Northwest Multiple listing Service
Commerolal Brokers Association
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

SELLER DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
(Continued)

YES
*I. ls there a survey for the property? .................................•.•........ 0

*J. Are there any legal actions pending or threatened that affect the property? •..••....... 0
*K. Is the property in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act? .............••

ief

NO

g'
~
0

DON'T N/A 49
KNOW
50

D
D
0

0 51
0

0 53

2. W.(ffER

0

*Are there any water rights for the property, such as a water right permit, certificate, or claim?

M'

0

0

3. SEWER/ON-SITE SSWAGE SYSTEM
*ls the property subject to any sewage system fees or charges in addition to those covered
in your regularly billed sewer or on-site sewage system maintenance service? ......••....

JJ 0

4. STRUCTURAL
*A. Has the roof leaked within the last 5 years?

0

~I'

D

0

0
0
0
D
D
D
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
*C. Have there been any conversions, additions or remodeling? ...........•........... 0
*{1} If yes, were all building permits obtained? ...................... , ............ 0
*(2) If yes, were all final inspections obtained? .................................. 0
*D. Has there been any settling, slippage, or sliding of the property or its improvements? •... 0
*E. Are there any defects with the following: {If yes, please check applicable Items and explain.} 0
O Slab Floors
0 Foundations
0 Outbuildings
0 Doors
O Exterior Walls
0 Ceilings
Sidewalks
0 Siding
0
O Other
0 Interior Walls
0 Windows
*B. Has any occupied subsurface flooded or leaked wtt.hin the last five years? ........••..

0
~

g

0
0

isa
S"

(1) Electrical system ............................................•.•... ~ ....

0
0

(2} Plumbing system ......•.......................................••....... 0

0
(4} Fire and security system ..........•...................••......•...•.•.... 0
(5} Carbon monoxide alarms ..................•............................. 0

(3} Heating and cooling systems •..........•................................•

0
earthquake, expansive soils, or landslides? ..............•...........•.•....... 0
Are there any shorelines, wetlands, floodplains, or critical areas on the property? .•.... 0

*B. Is there any material damage to the property from fire, wind, floods, beach movements,

69
70
7i
72

r3
0
0
0
0

D

0
D

0
0

0
D
0
D

0
0
0
0

concerns, such as asbestos, formaldehyde, radon gas, lead-based paint, fuel or chemical
storage tanks, or contaminated soil or water? ....•..• , .......•................•. 0

~

73
74
75
76
77
78
79

~

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

81
82
83
84
85
86

rs/

0

0

87
88

rt

tef

0

*D. Are there any substances, materials, or products in or on the property that maybe environmental

SELLER'S INITIALS

60
6i
62
63
64
65
66

80

*A. Have there been any flooding, standing water. or drainage problems on the property that affect
the property or access to the property? ...•.................................... 0

Cl

58

68

6. ENVIRONMENTAL

*C.

56
57

67

5. SYSTEMS AND FIXTURES
*A. Are there any defects in the following systems? If yes, please explain.................

54
55

59

.

'f?.p_iqf...(";;:If Jr-pf")-.({ 17 ..?.~!ff.(... ff

52

"'&'-/8
Date

SELLER'S INITIALS

Date
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©Copyrighl 2015
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Commercial Brokers Association
ALL RIG!ffS RESERVED

SELLER DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
(Continued)

YES
*E. Is there any son. or groundwater contamination? ...........................•.•.. 0
*F. Has the property been used as a legal or illegal dumping site? ..................... 0
*G. Has the property been used as an illegal drug manufacturing site? .................. D

NO

r£
fi'

ef

DON'T NIA
KNOW

0
0
D

0
0

92

0

93

91

7. FULL DJSCLO~URE BY .SELLER

A.

89
90

94
95

other conditions or defects:
*Are there any other existing material defects affecting the property that a prospective
buyer should know about? .•.•...................................•.........

0

r::f

0

96

0

97

98

*B. Verification

99

The foregoing answers and attached explanations (if any) are complete and correct to the best of Seller's knowledge
and Seller has received a copy hereof. Seller agrees to defend, indemnify and hold real estate licensees harmless
from and against any and all claims that the above information Is inaccurate. Seller authorizes real estate licensees, if
any, to deliver a copy of this disclosure statement to other real estate licensees and all prospective buyers of the
property.

100
101
102
103
104

()~
~()f ~:2.dlf} ~----------=-,-----Date
Seller
Date

106

Seller

105

Gary D. Spence
If the answer is "Yes" to any asterisked(*) items, please explain below {use additional sheets if necessary}. Please refer to the line 107
number(s) of the question(s).
108
109

110
111
112.
113

114
115
116

117
118

119
120

121

122
123

124

125
126
127

i28
129
130
131
132

133

134
135
136
137
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SELLER DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

© Copyright 2015
Northwest Multiple Listing Service
Commerci al Brokers Association

(Continued)

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

138

II. NOTICES TO THE BUYER

139

1. SEX OFFENDER REGISTRATION

INFORMATION REGARDING REGISTERED SEX OFFENDERS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 140
AGENCIES. THIS NOTICE IS INTENDED ONLYTO INFORM YOU OF WHERE TOOBTAINTHIS INFORMATION AND IS NOT 141
AN INDICATION OF THE PRESENCE OF REGISTERED SEX OFFENDERS.
142

143

Ill. BUYER'S ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

144

1. BUYER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT:

A.

Buyer has a duty to pay diligent attention to any material defects that are known to Buyer or can be known to Buyer by 145
utilizing diligent attention and observation .
146

B. The disclosures set forth in this statement and in any amendments to this statement are made only by Seller and not by 147
any real estate licensee or other party.
148
C. Buyer acknowledges that, pursuant to RCW 64.06.050(2), real estate licensees are not liable for Inaccurate information 149
provided by Seller, except to the extent that real estate licensees know of such inaccurate information.
150
D. This information is for disclosure only and is not intended to be a part of the written agreement between Buyer and 151
Seller.
152

E. Buyer (which term includes all persons signing the "Buyer's acceptance" portion of this disclosure statement below) has 153
received a copy of this Disclosure Statement (including attachments, if any) bearing Seller's signature(s).
·
154
DISCLOSURES CONTAINED IN THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT ARE PROVIDED BY SELLER BASED ON SELLER'S
ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPERTY AT THE TIME SELLER COMPLETES THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT.
UNLESS BUYER AND SELLER OTHERWISE AGREE IN WRITING, BUYER SHALL HAVE THREE (3) BUSINESS DAYS
FROM THE DAY SELLER OR SELLER'S AGENT DELIVERS THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT TO RESCIND THE
AGREEMENT BY DELIVERING A SEPARATELY SIGNED WRITTEN STATEMENT OF RESCISSION TO SELLER OR
SELLER'S AGENT. YOU MAY WAIVE THE RIGHT TO RESCIND PRIOR TO OR AFTER THE TIME YOU ENTER INTO A
SALE AGREEMENT.

155
156
157
158
159
160
161

BUYER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND 162
ACKNOWL GES THAT"'fHE DISCLOSURES MADE HEREIN ARE THOSE OF THE SELLER ONLY, AND NOT OF ANY 163
REAL
AT IC SEE
OTHER PARTY.
164

2. BUYER'S WAIVER OF RIGHT TO REVOKE OFFER

167
168

169
170
171

172

3. BUYER'S WAIVER OF RIGHT TO RECEIVE COMPLETED SELLER DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

173
Buyer has been advised of Buyer's right to receive a completed Seller Disclosure Statement. Buyer waives that right.
Howe , 'f th e an~we r to any of the qu estions In the section entitled "Environmental" would be "yes," Buyer may not waive 174
175
th eceiP. f e "Envw
ental" section of ~e Sel~r ~81os ure Statement.
~
B~
uy
e r~~~~~~~~~~~~~D~
rue
~~~~

SELLER'S INITIALS

Date

SELLER'S INITIALS

176
177

Date
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PHASE ONE ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT
Vacant Parcel
Chelan County Tax Parcel 27718
Leavenworth, Washington 98826
September 14, 2011

Prepared for:

Forsgren Associates Inc.
112 Olds Station Road, Suite A
Wenatchee, Washington 98801
Prepared by:

V Environmental, LLC
PO Box 13513
Des Moines, Washington 98198

Ve1naLee Cuny, MSES
Environmental Scientist

Environmental

(

1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

V Environmental LLC (V Environmental) has performed a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA)
under All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI) Standard Practices in general conformance with ASTM E 1527-05
Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process
for the Vacant Parcel located at Chelan County Tax Parcel 27718, Leavenw011h, Washington 98826 (the
"Property").
The ESA is designed to provide Forsgren Associates Inc. with an assessment concerning environmental
conditions (limited to those issues identified in the repo11) as they exist at the property. This assessment
was conducted utilizing generally accepted ESA industry standards in accordance with ASTM E 1527-05,
Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process.
The Property is currently undeveloped land that consists of 0.71 acres. The Prope11y is situated east of
downtown Leavenworth on the south side of Highway 2 near the intersection of Chumstick Road and
Highway 2. No records were located that suggest that the Property has been improved with structures.
The site is situated within a general commercial area and is bound to the south and west by the City of
Leavenworth Public Works Shop; to the west by Cascade Quick Lube & Car Wash; to the north by US
Highway 2 followed immediately by the Chelan Public Utility District Offices; and to the east by a singlefamily residence. Based upon topographic map interpretation and site observations, groundwater flow
beneath the Property is inferred to be in a southwesterly direction
V Environmental obtained and reviewed a database report from Enviromnental Data Resources (EDR) for the
Property and the surrounding area. Based on the database report, no upgradient sites were identified as
potential concerns to the Property.
Conclusions
V Environmental has performed an ESA in conformance with the scope and limitations of ASTM
Practice E 1527-05 under AAI of the Vacant Parcel located at Chelan County Tax Parcel 27718,
Leavenworth, Washington 98826 (the "Property"). Any exceptions to or deletions from this practice are
described in Section 2.4 of this report. This assessment has revealed no evidence of RECs in connection
with the Prope11y.
Recommendations
Based on the information available at the time of this assessment, V Environmental does not recommend
further investigation of the Property at this time.

PHASE ONE ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT
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shallow-seated
groundwater based on site observations and
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SITE PLAN
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LEAVENWORTH CITY COUNCIL
Study Session Agenda
City Hall - Council Chambers
September 11, 2018 8:00 a.m.

8:00-8:15

Chamber Report

This time is provided for a Chamber of Commerce representative to provide an update to the
City Council on items of interest to the Chamber and City.

8:15-8:30

Discussion with Fish & Wildlife

Representatives from Fish and Wildlife requested a time to discuss with the Council their
concerns regarding solid waste collection within the City and issues with bears and other
animals. Sergeant Dan Clump will be on hand to discuss the concerns.
There are no items included under TAB A.

8:30-9:30

Parking Study Review

Note: Because of the time constraints with Senator Hawkins, the Parking Study Review will
be suspended when Senator Hawkins arrives and continued after meeting with him.

This time period is provided for the initial review and discussion of the City of Leavenworth
Downtown Parking Strategic Parking Management Plan. The final Public Open House for the
Study was held on August 16, 2018. Since that time, a final draft based on the data collection, the
work of the stakeholders group, and the comments received from the Open Houses was
compiled. The draft plan provides the documentation on the process and analysis of the current
status of parking within the study area and recommended strategies to address parking issues
moving forward.
The discussion today is the beginning point for the City Council's review of the documents and
implementation. The first decision point identified in the Strategy Plan is for the City Council to
formally accept the Strategic Management Plan and approve the Guiding Principles from the
plan. If approved by the Council, the Guiding Principles will be added to the various City
Policies and Code Language; more importantly, the Guiding Principles will provide the
framework for future decision-making and ensure that all of the strategies implemented support
the City and Community goals. The Guiding Principles outline the City's role and the private
sector role, provides definitions, a basis for capacity management based on information and data,
future planning, and a goal of financial sustainability.
The following items are included under TABB:
• City of Leavenworth Downtown Strategic Parking Management Plan
1

•

Guiding Principles for Downtown Parking Management

8:45-9:15

Senator Brad Hawkins

This time is provided for the City Council to meet with Senator Brad Hawkins regarding the
upcoming legislative session.
Senator Hawkins conducts listening tours throughout his district prior to the legislative session.
The upcoming tour includes some of the same stops as last year, such as Leavenworth,
Wenatchee, and Chelan, along with several new locations, including Cashmere, Coulee City,
Soap Lake, Waterville, Bridgeport, and Twisp. The listening tour provides an opportunity for
constituents or stakeholder groups to meet with Senator Hawkins. During the past listening tour,
meetings included individuals, employers, local governments, and community groups. His tour
starts in Leavenworth this year meeting with the City Council. Following his meeting with the
Council, he has an additional hour scheduled to meet with constituents in the conference room.
There are no items included under TAB C.

9:30-10:30

Budget Priorities Review

This discussion is a continuation of the 2019/2020 Budget Development. The focus areas for the
discussion are the budget priorities of capital or significant expenditures and further discussion
regarding the expenditures within the Lodging Tax Fund.
An updated spreadsheet has been provided on the budget priorities. At the last meeting, City
Council members were asked to review and consider the expenditures in the context of which
expenditures they identified as priority expenditures. The updated spreadsheet does provide some
additional annotations from discussions with the Finance Committee. In addition to the listed
priority items, there are several other expenditures the Council has discussed however are not
cmTently funded at this time. The Council has discussed an overall upgrade to the City's Website
and the Parking Study does identify additional staffing resources that should be allocated to
implement the Parking Strategies Plan. In addition, there have been several discussions regarding
increasing recycling availability in the downtown area along with investigating waste reduction
opportunities. The discussion today hopefully will identify the Council's priorities on several of
the options and choices presented.

In addition to the Budget Priorities, the City Council has expressed an interest in discussing how
Lodging Tax Funds are allocated. Provided within the packet material are the budget line item
revenues and expenditure from the past three years. Funding has been provided for tourism
operations support (public safety, restrooms, sanitation), advertising (LAP Committee, Chamber
of Commerce, and Special Group Funding), debt service on the Train Station and Festhalle, and
a number of Capital Improvements tourism related. A graphic is provided that shows the 2018
expenditures divided out by the various expense group.

2

The following items are included under TAB D:
• 2019/2020 Budget Priority Expenditures
• Lodging Tax Fund Line Item Expenditures
• 2018 Lodging Tax Expenditure by Group

10:30 - 10:35

Public Records Act I Open Public Meetings Act Training Renewal Due by
10/9/2018

At the July Study Session, the Council was alerted of the need to complete renewal trainings
related to the Public Records Act (PRA) and Open Public Meetings Act (OPMA). Each of these
trainings are required by all individuals that are members of the governing body of a public
agency, including boards and commissions, public records officers, and other staff that handles
public meetings/records; this required refresher training must be maintained at intervals of no
more than four years as long as they maintain the position. Staff has researched options for
assisting in providing opp01iunities for complying with the requirement; below are the 2 options
for training that are cmTently available. If you are not able to utilize either of the options below,
you may contact staff to schedule a time to watch the video's at City Hall. Staff will be reaching
out at various deadlines to ensure each member is recertified.
•

Department of Commerce is offering a free "Short Course on Local Planning" that will
include information related to the Open Public Meetings Act; however, this course may
not suffice the requirement for the Public Records Act. This training is being offered in
Wenatchee on October 23, 2018 from 6:15 to 9:15 PM. Here is a link for more details:
https ://www.commerce. wa. gov/serving-communities/ growth-management/short-course/

•

Association of Washington Cities (AWC) Online Video's - Watch the Video's from your
home or office computer - the requirement includes watching both videos (approximately
40 minutes in length for each video). After watching the videos you must then click on
their link for public officials to sign in and receive your ce1tificate - this will require
logging into your account or creating an account if you have not already. Here are links
to the A WC main training page and individual video's:
o

Main Page (Note first 2 videos listed) - https://wacities.org/data-resources

o

Open Public Meetings Act Video - https://wacities.org/data-resources/openpublic-meetings-act-elearning

o

Public Records Act Video - https://wacities.org/data-resources/public-records-actelearning

Ce1tain penalties for non-compliance can occur with the following being identified by the
Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC):
•

Any action taken at a meeting held in violation of the OPMA is null and void. See RCW
42.30.060(1).
3

•

Any member of a governing body who attends a meeting knowing that it violates the
OPMA is subject to a potential personal liability of $500 for the first violation and
$1,000 for a subsequent one. See RCW 42.30.120(1)(2).

•

Any person who prevails against an agency in any action in the courts for a violation of
the OPMA will be awarded all costs, including attorney fees, incurred in connection
with such legal action. See RCW 42.30.120(2).

Below are the Mayor and Councilmembers last training date and renewal dates required:
----- - --

-- ---

---

Member
Elmer Larsen
Carolyn Wilson
Cheri Farivar
Margaret Neighbors
Mia Bretz
Sharon Waters
Clint Strand
Jason Lundgren

- -- -----------------

--

Last Renewal
10/8/2014
10/8/2014
10/21/2014
12/5/2015
12/5/2015
11/14/2016
2/12/2018
3/1/2018

Next Renewal Deadline
10/8/2018
10/8/2018
10/21/2018
12/5/2019
12/5/2019
11/14/2020
2/12/2022
3/1/2022

There are no items included under TAB E.

10:35 -11:00

Council Open Discussion

The remainder of this time slot allows for Council discussion of items not on the agenda.

4
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Rick Williams Consulting (RWC) was retained by the City of Leavenworth to examine parking
management issues for both the on- and off-street systems in its downtown . The project's goals were
to:

+

Provide insight into the current parking
environment in downtown Leavenworth;

+

Get input from stakeholders and City staff to better
understand needs and foster stronger public
support;

+

Assess current and future opportunities;

+

Review and suggest changes to the parking code;
and

+

Take advantage of innovative parking management concepts to promote a vibrant and attractive
downtown .

Located in beautiful Chelan County, the former logging
town of Leavenworth is thriving as a year-round tourist
destination known for its nationally recognized Bavarian
architecture. Downtown Leavenworth is lined with shops
and restaurants that experience a heavy volume of traffic,
creating a congested environment for pedestrians and
impeding the growth of retail storefronts.
This thriv ing local economy presents a unique
opportunity to reexamine the parking system. Parking will play a key role in balancing broader
community goals for development, growth, and vitality with the preservation of downtown
Leavenworth's charm. This report examines how the parking system is currently functioning and makes
recommendations that will help Leavenworth continue to flourish. These recommendations are
sensitive to the historic, pedestrian -friendly nature of downtown and recognize the importance of
economic growth. The report also provides a basis for community discussion on enhancing the
downtown parking system and experience. The information and recommendations in this report are
intended to complement broader transportation and economic development efforts .
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II.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RWC was retained by the City of Leavenworth to conduct an evaluation of its downtown parking
system and to develop a comprehensive Strategic Parking Management Plan . Actual-use dynamics and
access characteristics ofthe on - and off-street parking supplies in downtown Leavenworth were
studied to create an objective data set. All recommended strategies have been informed by this data,
as well as in-depth discussions and work sessions with the Downtown Stakeholder Advisory Committee
(DSAC) and community input. The findings create the foundation for a comprehensive strategic parking
management plan that responds to the unique environment, goals, and objectives of downtown
Leavenworth .
Strategies proposed for consideration by the City of Leavenworth and its stakeholders are outlined
below. More detailed descriptions of the study process, data findings, and the strategies themselves
begin on page 10.

A. Background
In advance ofthis report, four separate draft memoranda were produced and submitted to the City:

+

Proposed Guiding Principles for Downtown Parking Management- dated October 2017 (v2)
This memorandum outlines a recommended draft set of Guiding Principles for the management of
parking in downtown Leavenworth. The summary is intended to represent recommendations
developed by the DSAC in work sessions with the consultant. Its aim is to ensure that the proposed
Guiding Principles reflect the intent, purpose, and priorities of the DSAC for managing parking in
the downtown. The Guiding Principles are included in full in Section IV of this report.

+ 2017 Leavenworth Downtown Parking Study Data Summary- dated October 131 2017 (v3)
This memorandum provides a summary of findings for occupancy, turnover, duration of stay, and
hourly patterns of activity for both the on- and off-street parking systems. All findings were derived
from two separate days of data collection in July 2017. A brief summary of key data findings is
provided in Section VII of this report. Copies of the complete data summary report are available
from the City of Leavenworth .

+ Parking Code Review-dated December 26 2017
1

This memorandum provides a high-level summary of parking goals ·and policy and on - and offstreet parking requirements, as well as a brief review of parking funds and rates. The memorandum
concludes with a broad set of policy and code change recommendations for consideration by the
City. Copies of this report are available from the City of Leavenworth .
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+

Analysis: Revenue/Expense Scenarios- On-Street Paid Parking System - dated March 151

2018

Using occupancy and utilization data from the 2017 downtown parking study, RWC analyzed the
financ ial feasibility and impacts of possible implementation of paid parking on-street in the
downtown core zone . The analysis examines infrastructure, installation, and operating costs
against three rate scenarios and forecasts these over a 20-year period. Adjustments are made for
weekday/weekend occupancies and seasonal variation. Key findings ofthis analysis are
summarized in Section VIII, Strategy 17 of this report. Copies of the enti re analysis are available
from the City of Leavenworth .
B. Findings - System Performance
A substantial amount of data was collected, analyzed, and reported to the City and its Stakeholder
Committee . Highlights include :

+

Solutions: The total supply of parking is relatively small (2,515 stalls) and favors long -term onstreet parking, serving prima rily vis itor and commercial demand. Data suggests the on-street and
off-street supplies are heavily used and constrained . New systems need to be implemented to
direct users to appropriate available supplies. Discussion between the City and area interests on
how parking is allocated should continue .

+ Use (combined system): The Saturday data counts revealed peak occupancy rates 17.8% higher
than those found on Thursday. The difference is more notable in the off-street system, with a
weekend peak of 72.1%. The average length of stay in on-street stalls is less than three hours on
both weekdays and weekends, despite 97.6% of stalls being designated as No Limit parking.

+ High-Use Areas (On-Street): The downtown study area stretches from Ski Hill Drive on the west
to Commercial Street on the east, and from 14th Street on the north to 3'd Street on the south,
encompassing 1,435 on-street parking stalls . Within a smaller "core zone," parking is much more
constrained . This zone comprise? 512 stalls and is bounded by Highway 2 on the west, Commercial
Street on the east, 14th Street on the north, and Mill Street on the south. The core zone sustains
parking occupancies in excess of 85% over the nine-hour period from 11:30 AM to 7:30 PM .

+

Off-Street Parking Availability: Off-street parking is generally available weekdays, with a peakhour occupancy rate of just 51.7%. Saturday occupancies increase sign ificantly to a peak of 72.1 %.
Publicly owned facilities generally operate at higher occupancies than the overall downtown,
averaging over 90% on Saturdays.

+ Shared Use: The majority of empty parking on both weekdays and weekends is located in privately
owned off-street lots . Therefore, while these stalls may be empty, they may not be available.
Shared use of underutilized private parking is a real opportunity. The study also collected data on
several lots outside the study zone that demonstrated low to moderate use-again a shared use
opportunity, especially when coupled with a possible shuttle link.
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•

Surrounding Neighborhoods: Surrounding neighborhoods may benefit from a separate
engagement process that investigates the trade-offs of neighborhood parking management to
further protect resident and guest parking access .

C. Strategy Considerations
The strategies outlined below support solutions that grew from discussions among the City, its
Stakeholder Committee, and the consultant team. All strategies are informed by study data and the
agreed -upon Guiding Principles . Each strategy is presented with steps to be taken in the near-, midand long-term. Several strategies mutually and logically support one another.
A total of 27 strategies are recommended for implementation by the City of Leavenworth. Successfully
completed, these strategies will improve the efficiency ofthe City's parking system and provide a solid
foundation fo r decision-making and accommodating future growth. The fully detailed recommended
parking management strategy list begins on page 31.

Policy
•

Formalize the Guiding Principles as policies in the parking and transportation system plan.

•

Adopt the 85% Rule as the standard for measuring performance of the parking supply and
triggering specific management strategies and rate ranges.

•

Consider and implement the policy and code recommendations provided by RWC and
described in Parking Code Review-dated December 261 2017-

•

Formally approve a process for paid on-street parking .

Management and Administration
•

Commit City staff time to manage the parking system and implement new programs.

•

Establish a Downtown Parking Advisory Committee (DPAC) consisting of downtown
stakeholders to assist in program implementation and review.

•

Develop a reasonable schedule of data collection to assess performance.

Improve Off-Street Parking
•

Bring all City-owned parking lots up to a uniform standard.

•

Identify off-street shared-use opportunities based on data from the

•

Identify remote off-street parking locations for employee use .

RICK WILLIAMS CONSULTING
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•

Establish an employee off-street parking permit program .

•

Implement variable rate pricing of off-street parking for employees, based on demand.

•

Confirm that all City-owned off-street facilities are compliant with ADA parking requirements.

Improve On-Street Parking
•

Convert on-street parking in the High-Occupancy Core Zone to 3-hour timed stalls.

•

Install 5 hour signed time limits in all commercial areas outside the High-Occupancy Zone .

•

Allow a controlled number of employees to park within the

s hour time limited area with a valid

permit.
•

Evaluate the need to transition on -street parking to paid parking; converting 3-Hour parking
timed parking to meters/pay stations in the Core Zone and 10-Hour meters/pay-stations in the
5-hour timed commercial area. The evaluation would occur no later than 6 months after full
implementation of Strategies 14-16.

Awareness
•

Create a critical-path timeline to refine and improve the city's current parking sign age system
and logo. Incorporate the logo into on-street meter signage and at all City-owned lots and
shared supplies, and in parking marketing communications.

•

All on -street parking stalls on commercial streets should be clearly striped . This will make
parking more orderly and convenient for users.

•

Design, create, and launch a parking website with information for visitors and employees.

Improve Access to Downtown
•

Expand the bike parking network to create connections between parking and downtown .

•

Collaborate with Link Transit to improve service to and from downtown.

•

Improve pedestrian crossing of Highway 2 to encourage walking and increase safety.

Residential Parking
•

Develop and adopt a policy and process for the formation of Residential Parking Permit Zones
in neighborhoods impacted by parking overflow from downtown commercial growth.
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New Capacity
•

Explore expanding access capacity with new parking supply (e.g ., garage) and/or transit.

•

Explore and develop funding options for maintaining the existing parking supply and funding
future growth.

•

Expand capacity as necessary and feasible.

D. Summary
Downtown Leavenworth is an active and vital commercial and tourist district experiencing increasing
pressure on its parking supply. This will require more strategic coordination of the parking system.
Overall, the strategies are designed to "get the right vehicle to the right parking spot" in a manner that
supports the Guiding Principles developed as a part of this plan.
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Ill.

FORMAT OF INFORMATION - GETTING TO SOLUTIONS

This project provides the City and community stakeholders with an objective look atthe parking
situation in the downtown. This is the first time that accurate data on how the parking system performs
has been compiled for this area . Information from the study is intended to provide a foundation for
continuing discussion and the evaluation of strategies to improve the quality and ease of access in the
downtown.
This report includes:

+

Guiding principles (Section IV)

+

Summary of downtown parking inventory (Section V)

+

Measuring performance (Section VI)

•

Key findings related to parking utilization (Section VII)

+

Strategies for consideration (Section VIII)

+

Summary comments (Section IX)

•

Strategy matrix summary (Section X)

The strategies for consideration are intended to spark discussion between the City and stakeholders on
policies and actions that will support a vital and growing downtown. As the City and its partners
consider these strategies, discussion of the "who, what, and how" will be essential, and implementation
may be reordered, accelerated, or moderated depending on community consensus, opportunity, and/or
funding. The plan presented here is a new approach to parking in downtown Leavenworth, and changes
can be expected.
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IV.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Parking is a vital tool in any downtown's economic development toolbox, and must be properly
managed to ensure an efficient system of access that meets the needs of priority users . A successful
downtown has a clear sense of place and comprises an exciting and attractive mix of uses and amenities.
The role of parking is to support the realization of this vision. Simply put, people do not come downtown
to park. They come to experience an environment that is unique, active, and diverse. A well -organized

and sustainable parking system helps make it safe, easy, and convenient for them to do so.
Guiding Principles are priority statements for the management of parking . They provide a foundation
for reasoned decision -making and ensure that priority parkers are accommodated and that roles and
responsibilities are clearly understood.

A. What We Heard
Through the study process, the consultant team identified the community's preferred outcomes for
parking management. This includes input from five SAC work sessions and comments provided at two
Public Open Houses held on May 2 and August 16,

2018 .

+

Get the right parker to the right stall. Make a place for every user.

+
+

Ensure convenient, affordable, and available parking for tourists and customers.
Make it easy for employees to park in places that do not conflict with tourists, customers or
residents.

+

Mitigate parking impacts in adjacent residential areas to ensure residents and their guests have
priority access on neighborhood streets.

+
+

Educate and encourage appropriate use .
Create a "park once" system that lets users find a convenient space and take advantage of
downtown's walkable environment.

+

Diversify parking options to meet a variety of needs .

+

Clearly communicate how and where to find appropriate available parking. Make parking
understandable.

+

Integrate on- and off-street systems to work for all users and support successful public-private
partnerships.

+
+
+

Expand alternative modes (bus/shuttle, bike, walk) and encourage their use.

+

Use pricing (as necessary) to ensure turnover of parking stalls.

Plan for and respond to increasing demand for access to the downtown.
Ensure that that public parking system pays for itself, recognizing that all users are beneficiaries of
parking.
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B. Guiding Principles - Elements of Parking Management
The results of stakeholder input can be summarized as seven Guiding Themes comprising nineteen
Guiding Principles. Ideally, these will establish a basis for consensus and provide near - and long-term
direction for parking management in the downtown .
1.

City Role and Coordination
a.

Primary Role (City of Leavenworth). The City's role in providing public parking includes,
in order of priority:
•

Accommodating tourist and customer access downtown,

•

Providing reasonable access for downtown employees in partnership with the
private sector,

•

Facilitating residential access in neighborhoods immediately adjacent to the
downtown.

The cost for providing parking, especially off-street, is very high, and the City cannot be
responsible for providing parking to all users. The City must prioritize downtown's public
parking system for tourists and customers .
b. Primary Role (Private Sector). Employee parking should be led by the private sector and
through partnerships in which the City can reasonably participate financially or
programmatically.
The private sector must take a lead role in providing parking for downtown employees. The
City can complement the private sector role with surpluses in its supply and by providing
safe, reliable, and effective non-auto access to downtown.

c.

Effective Communications. Provide high-quality, user-friendly communications to
direct customers and visitors to appropriate available parking near their destination.
The City must ensure that sign age and wayfinding leads downtown tourists and customers
to available parking supplies that are suited to their destination and needs . This may require
real-time monitoring and communication of available public supplies. Parameters of use
(length of stay, pricing, etc.) must be clear and concise and not detract from the image of
downtown. Communications systems must be reliable and easy to use and understand .
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d. Stakeholder Support. Ensure that a representative body of affected private and public
constituents routinely informs decision -making.
Active participation by those affected guarantees understanding of, and agreement on,
parking management. This will best be accomplished through an established parking
advisory committee that reviews performance, serves as a sounding board for issues, and
acts as a liaison to the broader stakeholder community.
2.

Priority Users
a) On-Street System (downtown). The most convenient on-street parking will be
preserved for the priority user: the tourist or customer.
The on-street parking system in the downtown must be formatted in a manner that
supports turnover and minimizes conflicts between the priority user and other users. For
the most part, employees should not park on-street in the downtown, particularly when
demand for tourist/customer parking is high.
b) On-Street System (immediately adjacent neighborhoods). The most convenient onstreet parking will be preserved for the priority user: the resident or guest.
As with on-street parking in the downtown, neighborhood parking must be formatted in a
manner that ensures priority access and minimizes conflicts between residential and other
users. For the most part, employees should not park on-street, particularly when demand
for parking by neighborhood residents and guests is high. When demand is low or surpluses
of parking exist, the City can accommodate non-priority users in the on -street system for
interim periods.
c)

On-street Turnover. The on-street parking system is a finite resource and will be
managed to provide a rate of turnover that supports downtown vitality.
Most users of the downtown favor on-street parking. This premium parking resource needs
to be managed to provide a rate oftourist and customer turnover that supports downtown
vitality. With this principle comes the recognition that continued growth in downtown
parking demand will, over the longer term, need to be accommodated in off-street
locations. Longer-term patron and employee parking must be managed so as not to
conflict with customer parking, particularly on-street. On-street parking must be managed
according to demand and time limits must meet the needs of priority customers . This will
be supported by parallel efforts by the City and private sector to maximize off-street
opportunities and increase alternative-mode options.
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d) Off-street System. Coordinate public and private off-street
parking resources to meet employee demand; integrate with
strategies to encourage walking, biking, riding transit, and
carpooling/ridesharing.
All parking strategies, particularly for employees, should be
coordinated with the City's broader transportation demand
management goals and objectives to ensure that users have
reasonable options available, including auto, transit, bike, walk,
and rideshare) . This effort should be pursued as a partnership
between the City and private sector businesses.
3.

Active Capacity Management
a) Optimize Utilization. Manage the public parking system using the 85% Rule to inform
and guide decision-making.
When occupancy rates routinely reach 85% during peak periods, more intensive and
aggressive parking management strategies are called for . This "85% Rule" will facilitate
reasonable and effective decision -making .
b) Resolve Constraints. Parking demands in excess of 85% will require best practice
strategies to minimize parking constraints.
Some strategies in the Downtown Parking Management Plan will be triggered by the 85%
Rule . The City and the Parking Advisory Committee must be committed to moving forward
with these strategies when parking demand requires them . Changes to the status quo can
be difficult, but continued constraints in parking and access will adversely impact the
downtown's success and ability to absorb growth.
c)

Shared and Remote Off-street Parking. Encourage shared parking in areas where
parking is underutilized. This will require an active partnership with owners of private
parking.
Private parking facilities in downtown and other locations may be underutilized . Efforts
should be made to facilitate shared-use agreements and to direct parking demand to these
facilit ies in order to optimize existing parking resources . This may requ ire linking remote
locations via shuttles or transit.
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4.

Information Systems (Supply- & Customer-Based)

Supply-based
a)

Monitor & Report on Utilization. Implement performance measurements and reporting
to facilitate decision-making.
Committing to a routine and objective system of measurement and reporting ensures that
decision-making will be informed. Key metrics include occupancy, turnover, average
duration of stay, rate of violation, and customer input. Performance monitoring also
provides a basis for routine evaluation of program effectiveness.

Customer-based
a)

Product Quality. Provide and manage safe, user-friendly, and attractive on-street and
off-street parking and communications systems in a manner that complements the
quality of downtown and attracts patrons.
The parking system and its supporting programs should be of a quality commensurate with
the quality of downtown Leavenworth itself. On -street park ing should be uniformly
managed and enforced to ensure understanding of allowed time limits. Off-street facilities
should be of uniform quality and identity and create a clear sense of safety, convenience,
understandability, and coordination with the pedestrian environment. Communications
systems should be modern, professional, and effectively coordinated . All systems should
be reliable and easy to use and understand .

b) System Communications. Improve existing and create new information resources
(outreach, education, maps, websites, apps, etc.) for use by the public and private
sectors. Communications systems must be uniform and strategically coordinated.
Efforts should be made to improve
understanding, awareness, and ease of use of the
parking and access system. A clear schedule
should be maintained for the dissemination of
information . This could be coo rdinated through a
partnership between the City, the Leavenworth
Chamber of Commerce, hotels, venues, and
other entities . High -quality communication and marketing materials should be integ rated
into a comprehensive package of services to inform and guide the parking public.
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c)

Branding & Wayfinding. Augment and expand the existing wayfinding system that
links parking assets and provides directional guidance, preferably under a common
brand/logo.

Leavenworth has a good foundation for
wayfinding in place. The City needs to ensure
that all public parking resources are clearly
identified and explained through branding and
signage. This will increase awareness and
understanding of how to access on- and offstreet parking resources . A common brand
unifies marketing materials, signage systems,
and other communications and simplifies
customer recognition and use of the system.
5.

Integration with Other Modes
a)

Encourage and facilitate increased use of alternative travel modes, particularly by
employees, to free up parking.

Vehicle parking should not be the only access option, particularly for employees. Every
parking stall occupied by an employee means a lower rate of turnover and less access for
tourists and customers . Employees should be given reasonable access to parking, but
encouraged to use alternative modes that include walking, biking, transit, and ridesharing .
Nearby residents should be encouraged to use Leavenworth's sidewalk system to access
downtown . Community members from greater distances should be encouraged to bicycle
and ride transit for downtown access. Providing safe and reliable non-auto modes of access
relieves pressure on the parking system, enhances the attractiveness of downtown, and
accommodates nearly all types of users.
b)

Bicycle Parking. Increase bike parking on- and off-street to enhance the broader bicycle
network.

The City of Leavenworth's bike parking network should be as effectively formatted as the
auto parking system. On - and off-street parking facilities for bicyclists are efficient and
low-cost.
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6. Planning for Future Supply
a)

Planning & Funding. Planning for future parking supply will be strategic and routinely
evaluated to ensure the City is ready to respond to growth, while recognizing that
assembling funding takes time and will require a varied package of resources and
partnerships.
The City must plan for its future needs and begin long-term planning efforts to assemble
funding and partnerships necessary to growth.

7. Financia l Viability
a)

Fiscal Stewardship. All parking operations must be financially sustainable.
Parking revenues should cover the cost of operations, as well as providing reasonable
surpluses to ensure the highest quality access product, customer convenience, system
maintenance, safety, and service delivery. This will require multiple sources of revenue for
parking operations, maintenance, and system growth . Revenue sources can include leases,
enforcement fees, hourly rates and other user fees, and/or partnerships with the private
sector.
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V.

PARKING INVENTORY SUMMARY

RWC inventoried all on- and off-street parking in the study area. This section summarizes that effort.

A. Study Area
The study area was determined during the initial project scoping process by the City of Leavenworth
and the consultant team. It generally includes the area north of Commercial Street, south of
Evans/Birch/Poplar, east of SkiHill Drive/3'd Street and west of 14th Street. Figure A illustrates the study
area.
Figure A: Downtown Parking Study Area

Parking Study Area
RICK WILLIAMS CONSULTING
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B. Key Findings
Table 1 summarizes on- and off-street parking in downtown Leavenworth. There are 2,281 stalls in the
study area, 846 (37%) on-street and 1,435 {63%) off-street.
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Table 1: Leavenworth Parking Inventory by Use Type
Stall Type

Stalls

% ofTotal

1

0.1%

9

1.1%

No Limit

826

97.6%

ADA accessible

5

0.6%

Reserved

3

0.4%

Motorcycle Onl/

2

0.2%

On-Street Supply Studied

846

100%

Off-Street Supply Studied
(49 sites)

1,435

86.0%

Total Off-Street Supply
(70 sites)

1,669

100%

Total Supply Studied

2,281

90.7%

Total Supply

2,515

100%

15 Minutes
(Signed)
30 Minutes
(Signed)

On-Street
As Table

1

indicates, on-street parking in the study area includes a mix of time -limit options,

comprising five categories and ranging from 15 Minutes to No Limit.

+

There are a total of 2,515 parking stalls in the study area, 846 on-street and 1,669 off-street.

+ Nearly all on-street parking (97.6%) is unregulated parking allowing unlimited stays.

+

High-turnover (15- and 30-Minute), ADA, Reserved and Motorcycle stalls account for 20 total
parking spaces in the on-street supply.

+

With the large number of No Limit stalls, the current format favors long-term parking .
Reformatting time limits to include more short-term parking should be considered to encourage
retail development.

1

There are four total motorcycle designated areas in the study are a, but two stalls we re a ngled and large enough to fit
automobiles. These specific stalls were observed due to automobiles parking in the sign ed space .
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Off-Street
The entire public and private off-street parking supply includes 1,669 stalls across 70 sites. The parking
inventory captures all 70 parking sites; however, the data collection effort, which measured parking
utilization, studied a representative sample of sites. In total, 49 off-street sites were ultimately studied,
including 1,435 stalls representing 86% of the off-street system, a statistically valid sample .
•

The majority of off-street parking is private : 65 of 70 facilities, comprising 1,347 stalls and
representing 81% of all off-street parking .

•

Off-street publicly-owned parking near Commercial and Front represents 19%, with 322 stalls on
five lots.

•

Leavenworth is fortunate to have five publicly owned surface lots in its downtown. These sites can
be evaluated for potential parking structures to meet the city's growing needs.

Figure B displays all off-street parking sites included in the inventory, identified by Lot ID number
(correlated to the table of sites in ATTACHMENT A).
Figure B: Downtown Off-Street Parking Facilities
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VI.

MEASURING PERFORMANCE

Industry standards consider parking to be
constrained when 85% or more of the
available supply is routinely occupied during
the peak hour. In a constrained system,
finding an available spot is difficult,
especially for infrequent users such as
customers and visitors . This can cause
frustration and negatively affect perceptions
of the area .
Continued constraint can make it difficult to
absorb and attract new growth, or to
manage fluctuations in demand-for
example, seasonal or event-based spikes.

55%- 69%

Moderate
Use

Occupancy rates of less than 55% indicate
that parking is readily available . While
availability may be high, this may also indicate a volume of traffic inadequate to support active and vital
businesses. Occupancy rates between these two thresholds indicate either moderate (55% to 69%) or
efficient (70% to 84%) use.
Parking utilization rates in the efficient range indicate active use with little constraint. Efficient use
supports vital ground-level businesses and business growth, is attractive to potential new users,
balances with adjacent residential demand, and is able to respond to routine fluctuations .
RWC's analysis of parking in the Leavenworth downtown study area uses these categories to evaluate
the performance of the system.
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VII.

PARKING UTILIZATION

Utilization and occupancy data was collected on two separate days: Thursday, July 20th and Saturday,
July 22nd . The dates allowed for a comparison between a typical weekday and a weekend for the onand off-street parking systems . This section summarizes findings from that effort.· For more detail on
data findings, please see 2017 Leavenworth Downtown Parking Study Data Summary (October 131 2017).

A. On -Street Parking Summary
The on-street survey involved hourly counts of occupied parking stalls in the study area. All 846 onstreet stalls were surveyed. Surveyors recorded the license plate numbers of parked vehicles each hour
from 10:00 AM to 8:00 PM on Thursday and Saturday. Both data sets captured the impact of dinnerhour parking on the downtown . Figure C compares hour-by-hour occupancy for the survey days.
Figure C:

2017

Leavenworth On-Street Utilization (Hourly Comparison)

2017 Leavenworth Parking Utilization
All on-street stalls: Weekday vs weekend occupancies (846 stalls)
• Weekday

• Weekend
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+

Weekend occupancies for all on-street stalls are significantly higher than weekday occupancies .

+

Weekday peak hour is 2:30 PM, when the occupancy rate reaches 59.3%.

+

Weekend peak hour is 1:30 PM, when the occupancy rate reaches 72 .6%.

+

Both survey days display a bell curve pattern in which demand decreases incrementally after the
peak hour.
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Table 2 provides additional metrics for the on-street system, including average unique vehicle trips,
vehicle hours parked, average length of stay, turnover rate, vehicles parked more than five hours, and
vehicles moving between stalls. These metrics provide insights into how many people are visiting
downtown Leavenworth and how efficiently the parking system is being used.
Table 2: On -Street Parking Use Characteristics - Leavenworth - Weekday vs Weekend
All Users
Use Characteristics
Weekday (Thursday)

Weekend (Saturday)

Vehicle Trips (VT)

1,652

1,898

Vehicle Hours Parked (VHP)

4,555

5,488

2 hours I 45 minutes

2 hours I 53 minutes

3.63

3.46

298 (18.0%)

362 (19.1%)

52 (3%)

57 (3%)

Average Length of Stay
Turnover rate
Vehicles Parked 5+ Hours
(%of all vehicles)
Vehicles Observed in Multiple Stalls
(%of all vehicles)

As Table 2 indicates:

+

The number of unique vehicles parked on-street over the 10-hour data collection period totaled
1,652 on Thursday and 1,898 on Saturday. This translates to 41 555 and 5,488 vehicle hours parked,
respectively, which can be used in the future to quantify revenue potential for the on -street system.

+

The average length of stay for both study days is under three hours: two hours, 45 minutes on
Thursday and two hours, 53 minutes on Saturday. This average includes all stays over the course of
the study day, suggesting that the typical on -street visitor trip is not long-term.

+

On-street stalls in the study area turn over an average 3.46 (Saturday) and 3.63 (Thursday) times
over a 10-hour period . The industry standard of efficiency is 5.0. As with duration of stay, the
turnover rate is lower due to the high number of No Limit stalls, which may harbor employees.

+

There are vehicles parked on -street for five or more hours per day . On Thursday, 298 cars were in
this category, representing 18% of all vehicles . On Saturday, the number increased to 362, 19.1% of
all vehicles . Such vehicles typically belong to a combination of employees and visitors needing
longer-term stays.

+

A very small number of vehicles were observed moving from one parking spot to another during the
course of the day. For both survey days, the number was only 3% of all vehicles . Given the high
number of No Limit stalls, such a low percentage is to be expected .
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B. High-Occupancy Core Zone Summary
The occupancy find ings in Figure C represent use within a large supply of parking, which may appear to
understate constraints. To account for this, the consultant analyzed a smaller 512-stall "core zone."
The core zone includes the streets located between Highway 2 and Commercial Street between 141h
Street and just southwest of Whitman Street. Figure D illustrates occupancy performance in the core
zone . Occupancy performance at the block face level is further illustrated below in Figures F & G
beginning on page 27.
Figure D:

2017

Leavenworth On -Street Occupancies - 'Core Zone'

2017 Leavenworth Parking Utilization
Weekday vs weekend Core Zone on-street occupancies (512 stalls)
• Weekday • Weekend
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+

Weekday peak occupancy reaches 87 .5% at 2:30 PM, as compared to 59.3% for the larger study
area (Figure C) .

+

Weekend peak occupancy reaches 104.3% at 1:30 PM, as compared to 72.6% for the larger study
area . This indicates that parking is fully maximized and constrained. Occupancy rates greater than
100% result from vehicles illegally parked on-street.

+

Occupancies greater than 85% were recorded during nine of 10 hours surveyed on Saturday,
indicating susta ined constraint of on-street parking in the core zone .
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C. Off-Street Parking Summary
Off-street facilities were surveyed on the same two days as the on-street system. A sample of 49 lots
totaling 1,435 stalls was selected for data collection . This sample represents 86% of all off-street
parking in the study area and accurately reflects the overall system in terms of type, size, and location .
Occupancy counts were conducted at each lot every hour.2 All five City-owned lots were surveyed. 3
Error! Reference source not found. (next page) compares occupancy levels for each hour of the 10-hour
survey days.

+

The peak hour for off-street parking on weekdays is from 2:00 to 3:00 PM, when the occupancy rate
reaches 51.7% .

+

The weekend peak hour is from 1:00 to 2:00 PM, when the occupancy rate reaches 72 .1%.

+ Demand for off-street parking begins to decrease afte r 4:00 PM on both days.
+ When all occupancies are combined, there are a total of 693 (Thursday) and 401 (Saturday) empty
parking stalls in off-street lots in the study area . If extrapolated to the entire off-street system,
there would be 806 and 466 empty stalls for Thursday and Saturday, respectively.

+ Though the re appears to be a significant number of empty stalls, it should not be inferred that such
stalls are available for use by downtown visitors or employees, as the majority of this parking is
privately owned .

+

City-owned parking is highly utilized and constrained most days, except Lot P2, which sits mostly
unused on Thursday.4 Some lots exceed 100% at the peak hour. This is the result of cars parked
illegally in the lots.

2

Table 4 1 Attachment A summarizes findings for each of the 49 sampled lots. City-owned lots are highlighted in
red in the table. A full listing of all lots inventoried in the study area can be found in 2017 Leavenworth Downtown

Parking Study Data Summary- dated October 131 2017 (v3).
3

Unl ike the on -street survey, license plate numbers were not recorded (except for the four public 2-hour retail
surface lots).
4
City facilities are Lots 131 141 151 421 47 and 51 in Table 4, Attachment A.
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2017 Leavenworth Parking Utilization
Weekday vs weekend off-street occupancies (1,435 stalls)
• Weekday

• Weekend
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Figure E:

2017
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Leavenworth Off-Street Occupancies

D. Utilization - Combined View (Heat Map Summary)
Figures F and G (next two pages) provide weekday and weekend peak-hour "heat maps" of the
combined on- and off-street systems. Heat maps indicate occupancy level by color, with red indicating
rates of 85% or more (constrained). Intensity of use then decreases from orange to yellow to green. As
the figures demonstrate:

+ There is generally parking available on- and off-street at the peak hour on the north side of Route 2,
which is within a reasonable distance of most any area of the downtown.

+ Both on - and off-street parking are highly constra ined in the core zone on both the weekday and
weekend .

+

The heat maps reveal that on Thursday, only three lots in the study area are occupied at a level of
85% or greater. Lot 42 is the City's P1 facility, which is 98.7% occupied at its peak hour.

+ On Saturday, the number of constrained lots jumps to 16, and includes all City-owned or controlled
facilities.
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Figure F: 2017 Leavenworth Combined (on and off-street) Peak Hour Heat Map (Thursday)
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Figure G:

2017

Leavenworth Combined (on and off-street) Peak Hour Heat Map (Saturday)

Combined Parking Utilization - Weekend
- - - 84% -70 %
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E. Estimating Parking Need
When the supply of parking is consistently constrained, one obvious possible solution is to add more
parking . A simple estimate of how much additional parking is required can be derived from current
parking data; estimating the amount of parking needed to move a documented peak hour back to a
level less than 85%. Such an estimate does not consider any latent demand or the impact of alternative
transportation modes (e.g ., transit, bike, walk, ridesharing, etc.).
Table 3 provides a brief summary for estimating potential parking need within the core zone for
downtown Leavenworth. This estimation assumes a scenario to provide the amount of parking necessary

to bring the "current" demand to 85% of supply, usin9 only City-owned supply. 5 As the table shows, the
current supply of 882 stalls in the core zone is 81.8% occupied on weekdays and 102.5% occupied on
weekends .
Table 3: Estimation of Parking Need (Core Zone) - Weekday vs Weekend
Supply/Lot

#stalls

On-street

512

Pl
P2
P3
P4
PS

77

City Hall

91
34
48
72
48
882

Weekday Peak

%
87.5%
98.7%
24.2%
73.5%
70.0%
95.8%
100%

Weekday
Vehicles Parked

81.8%
PUBLIC SUPPLY
STALLS NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN 85% OCCUPANCY
PEAK HOUR STALL DEFICIT

448
76
22
25
34
69
48
722
849
+33

Weekend Peak

%
104.3%
103.9%%
100%
100%
97.9%
97.2%
100%
102.5%

Weekend
Vehicles Parked

534
80
91
34
47
70
48
904
1063
-181

Weekday
If current demand is assumed to be static, 722 vehicles represent peak demand. To ensure that static
peak demand does not exceed 85%1 a total of 849 stalls are necessary. The public supply currently has
882 stalls, meaning that on weekdays the supply maintains a 33-stall surplus of parking. Therefore, the
current supply has the capacity to absorb an additional 33 vehicles at the peak hour and remain at an
occupancy rate of 85% or less.

Weekend
If current demand is assumed to be static, 904 cars represent peak demand. To ensure that static peak
demand does not exceed 85%1 a total of 1,063 stalls are necessary. Again, the public supply currently

5

Scenarios incorporating the use of private parking could also be explored. The purpose here is to provide a basis for

discussion o and planning for future expansion of parking capacity.
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has 882 stalls, meaning that on weekends the supply maintains a 181-stall deficit of parking. Therefore,
the current supply cannot absorb any additional vehicle trips.
F.

Data Findings

At first glance, Leavenworth appears to have an efficient parking supply, with underutilized capacity
both on - and off-street. However, when the core 'zone is analyzed, it quickly becomes apparent that
downtown Leavenworth's parking supply is constrained.
On-street

Metrics show that the average duration of stay is less than three hours for the majority of users.
Nonetheless, the number of vehicles parked longer than five hours ranges from 300 to 3501 about19%
of all vehicles parked. This can be an indicator of employees parking on-street, lowering turnover and
access to the average user- especially in the core zone. Reducing No Limit stalls in the core zone, and
providing longer time stays outside the core zone and in off-street lots should be strategically pursued.
This will ensure that access and turnover in the core zone are maximized.
Off-street

The off-street parking supply has the capacity to absorb more users, particularly in private lots. Shareduse opportunities should be pursued. Directing long-term users to remote lots linked by transit or
shuttles is the more cost-effective near-term solution. Ultimately, planning for new access capacity
(whether new parking supply, increased transit, or both) seems imperative, as the core zone is already
experiencing constraint and is unable to meet current demand on weekends .
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VIII.

PARKING MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

The solutions outlined below support recommendations that grew
from discussions among the City, the Downtown Stakeholder
Advisory Committee and from input received at the May

2, 2018

Public Open House. They follow a logical progression, in which each
action provides a foundation for subsequent actions, in phases ranging
from near- to long-term. Where possible, cost estimates are provided,
but only within the framework of planning . Final costs would require additional evaluation, scoping, and
estimating .
Overall, the implementation schedule is flexible and the order of projects may be changed as
opportunities and resources are identified. All strategies will require a level of support, coordination,
commitment, and resource identification that goes well beyond what is currently in place.

A. Policy
STRATEGY1
Formalize Guiding Principles as policies in the parking and transportation system plan.
The Guiding Principles outlined in Section IV are based on the premise that growth in the downtown
will require an integrated and comprehensive package of strategies to respond to growth, maintain
balance and efficiency within the access system and establish clear priorities necessary to "get the right
vehicle to the right parking stall." These Principles should be formally approved by the City Council
within appropriate policy documents related to the City's role in parking management (e.g., code,
transportation system plan, etc.).
TIMELINE: Near-term

(0-12

months)

Guiding Principles provide a framework for future decision -making and ensure that all strategies
implemented support City and community goals. They include the following categories :
•

City Role and Coordination

•

Priority Users

•

Active Capacity Management

•

Information Systems (Supply- & Customer-Based)

•

Integration with Other Modes

•

Planning for Future Supply

•

Financial Viability
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Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 1)
There should be minimal costs associated with this strategy other than staff time required for necessary
policy and/or code changes.
STRATEGY 2
Adopt the 85% Rule.
The 85% Rule is an operating principle and parking industry standard. When occupancy rates routinely
reach 85% in the peak hour, more intensive and aggressive parking management strategies are called
for. The purpose is to provide a specific bench mark of system performance that triggers discussion of
on-going strategy implementation .
TIMELINE: Near-term (o -

12

months)

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 2)
There should be minimal costs associated with this strategy other than staff time required for necessary
policy and/or code changes.
STRATEGY3
Consider and implement policy and code recommendations provided by RWC and described in

Parking Code Review-dated December 261 2017.
As part of the 2017 parking study scope, the consultant team reviewed the City's existing polices and
code related to parking in the downtown . Its findings and recommendations are summarized in the
technical memorandum Parking Code Review (December 6, 2017) . Recommendations include :
•

Off-street parking requirements

•

Permitted uses

•

On-street restrictions

•

Parking design standards

•

Parking fund & parking rates

•

Employee parking permit program

Recommendations from the report should be rev iewed by City staff in consultation with the Downtown
Parking Advisory Committee (see Strategy 6) . The intent of the recommendations is to clarify and
improve policy and code as a means to support more efficient operations, maximize existing supplies
and establish clearer guidelines for future parking growth.
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Tl MELINE: Near-term (o -12 months)

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY :?)
There should be minimal costs associated with this strategy other than staff time required for necessary
policy and/or code changes.
STRATEGY 4
Formally Approve a Process for Paid On-Street Parking

In the future, Downtown Leavenworth would benefit from an on-street paid parking system. It is
recommended that the City formally approve a process for on-street paid parking . This policv would be
tied to a decision to move to paid parking per Strategy 17, which evaluates meter systems after a second
round of data collection measuring the impacts of implementation of Strategies 9 - 16
TIMELINE: Near/Mid-Term (o - 24 months)

•

Prepare policy and code standa rds necessary to authorize paid on-street parking.

•

Forward new standards to City Council for approval.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 4)
There should be minimal costs associated with this strategy other than staff time required for necessary
policy and/or code changes.

B. Management and Administration
STRATEGY 5
Commit City staff time to manage the parking system and implement new programs.

The success of any multi -faceted parking system depends on administration, management, and
communication. This includes daily management of facilities, oversight of third-party vendors,
financial accounting and reporting, marketing and communications, customer service, and strategic
and capital planning . Parking issues in Leavenworth are becoming too complicated and prevalent for a

status quo approach.
Leavenworth's current system for managing parking is not centralized in a single division or individual.
From a strategic management point of view there is no clear single point of responsibility for guiding
the parking system in a manner that gives due diligence to the evolving complexity of the existing
system and the level of technical and response capability called for in this Parking Management Plan .
Centralized management best supports an integrated parking system, as off-street parking, on-street
parking, enforcement, and oversight ofthird -party providers are consol idated and administration and
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decision-making structured to consider parking assets both individually and as a system. Resources can
be managed in a tailored fashion where necessary and leveraged as appropriate and most efficient.
As Leavenworth's parking system becomes more sophisticated, the City may wish to employ a
"downtown parking coordinator" to direct daily operations, strategic implementation of policies and
programs, and planning for growth . This could be accomplished through creating a new position or
restructuring a current staff position .
TIMELINE: Near-term
•

months)

Clarify internal responsibilities to centralize delivery of parking services.

TIMELINE: Mid-term
•

(0-12

(12- 24

months)

Identify and/or restructure FTE to create a single position responsible for parking services and
implementation of the Downtown Strategic Parking Plan.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 5)
It is estimated that initial costs associated with this strategy would be minimal and mostly expended in
consolidating parking responsibilities within a single City division, using existing staff to develop
protocols and communication . Without other efficiency improvements recommended in this plan (e.g.,
technology and equipment upgrades), additional staff may eventually need to be added. These costs
are unknown at this time and would be influenced by the success of other strategies.
STRATEGYG
Establish a Downtown Parking Advisory Committee (DPAC) consisting of downtown stakeholders
to assist in program implementation and review.
Active participation by those affected guarantees an
understand ing of and consensus on parking management and
trigger points for decision-making. This is best accomplished
through an established advisory committee that reviews
performance, serves as a sounding board for issues, and acts
as a liaison to the broader stakeholder community.
The City should develop a process through which a representative cross-section of downtown interests

routinely assists in the review and implementation of this planning effort. The new Downtown Parking
Advisory Committee (DPAC) can use the recommendations in this plan as a basis for action, discussion,
stakeholder communications, and tracking progress.
Tl MELINE: Near-term (o -12 months)
•

Schedule regular meetings to advocate for, shepherd, track, and communicate the plan .
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•

Build upon current parking brand.

TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Establish business-to-business outreach .

•

Facilitate data collection efforts.

•

Assess plan progress.

•

Advise City Council.

•

Coord inate communications with the broader downtown business community.

•

Determine and implement action items .

Tl MELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)
Over time, the work group could evolve into a formal advisory committee to City Council on downtown
parking issues and meet on a more frequent schedule.
Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 6)

There should be no additional costs to the City if it can be initiated as a volunteer effort, hosted by the
City and/or downtown business interests (e.g ., the Leavenworth Chamber of Commerce or Lodging
Association) .
STRATEGY7
Develop a reasonable schedule of data collection to assess performance.
A system for routine data collection should be established. The system does not need to be elaborate,
but it should be consistent and structured to answer relevant questions about occupancy, seasonality,
turnover, duration of stay, patterns of use, and enforcement. Parking information can be collected in
samples, and other measures of success can be gathered through third-party data collection and/or
volunteer processes. Data can be used by the City and DPAC to inform dec isions, track use, and
measure success .
TIMELINE: Near-term (o - 12 months)
•

Work with the DPAC (see Strategy 6 above) and City staff (see Strategy 5) to develop a data
collection schedule to monitor parking .

•

Consider collecting data in the off-peak season to complement 2017 peak-season data .
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Tl MELINE: Mid- to long-term (24- 36+ months)

•

Complete an occupancy update no later than 6 months following implementation of Strategies 9 below. This will measure the impacts of these new measures and provide an assessment of

12

whether implementation of paid on -street parking in the core zone is necessary (see Strategy 17).
•

Conduct routine turnover and occupancy surveys of the on- and off-street systems in downtown at
least every two years .

•

Replicate the

•

Determine a routine schedule and timeline for implementation .

2017

RWC study boundary for accurate comparisons.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY z)

The estimated cost of a data inventory and turnover/occupancy study would range from
$30,000

$25,000

if conducted by a third party. Costs can be minimized in subsequent surveys through the use of

the inventory and database already in place (as long as changes have been minimal) as well as sampling
and using volunteers to collect data .

C. Improve Off-Street Pa rking
STRATEGY 8
Bring all City-owned parking lots up to a uniform standard.

Given the proximity of the six City-owned parking lots to the downtown core, it is
recommended that all lots maintain the same high standards for paving, striping,
lighting, signage, and overall appearance. Consistency among the lots will support a

~

positive and convenient user experience and reinforce the logo and branding
approach recommended in Strategy 18 below
TIMELINE: Mid to Long-term (12 - 36+ months)

•

Evaluate and prioritize City lots for upgrades.

•

Determine improvements and budget costs.

•

Implement improvements .

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 8)

Costs would be determined through the evaluation and prioritization process .
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STRATEGY9
Identify off-street shared-use opportunities based on data from the 2017 parking study.
The majority of parking in the downtown is off-street in privately owned assets. Of the 1,669 stalls on
70 lots in the study area, just 322 are open to the public. In other words, 81 % of the off-street supply is
private. Per the 2017 downtown parking study, there are significant surpluses in the off-street supply.
Based on the principle that "all parking should be seen as a community resource;" shared use of
privately owned parking should be actively pursued.
Figure H (next page) illustrates 2017 peak-hour occupancies in off-street lots. Potential empty stalls at
the peak hour range from 466 (weekday) to 806 (weekend). This unused supply is a resource that could
be captured to manage future growth in parking demand. 6
TIMELINE: Near-term (o - 12 months)
•

Use data from the 2017 downtown parking study to identify facilities that could serve as shared-use
opportunity sites. Criteria might include proximity to employers, a meaningful supply of empty
stalls, pedestrian/bike connectivity, walking distance/time, safety and security issues, etc.

•

Based on the above, develop a short list of opportunity sites and identify owners.

•

Establish a target goal for the number of downtown employees to transition into opportunity sites.

TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Begin outreach to owners of private lots.

•

Negotiate shared-use agreements.

TIMELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)
•

Obtain agreements from downtown businesses to participate in the employee assignment
program.

•

Implement program.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY q):

It is estimated that costs associated with this strategy would be mostly expended in efforts of existing
staff and/or partners to identify opportunity sites and conduct outreach to potential private-sector
participants. Planning may determine that funds are needed to create incentives and/or improve the
condition of facilities and bike/pedestrian connections.

6

Directing employees to these parking facilities would have a significant impact on on-street occupancy rates,
particularly in areas where employees' use of on-street parking impacts its use by customers and visitors.
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Figure H: Potential Shared Use Opportunity Sites
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STRATEGY10
Identify remote off-street parking locations for employee use.
Another option for employee parking is linking remote lots to downtown via a shuttle or transit system .
Incentives can be employed to encourage use of remote facilities. Public parking lot P6, located along
Highway 2, is an example of a remote off-street that can be linked by shuttle/transit service .
TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Investigate shuttle and transit systems in terms of capacity, cost, rates, maintenance, and
marketing to determine which would be most beneficial to Leavenworth and its employees.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 10)

Not enough is known at this time. Costs would depend on a number of factors including procurement of
an off-street lot, code upgrades, signage, shuttle services and fees, etc.
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STRATEGY11
Establish an employee off-street parking permit program.
The Guiding Principles prioritize on-street parking in the downtown for the tourist or customer trip . At
some point, employee parking on-street, provided for in Strategy 16, will need to be phased out to
minimize conflicts between tourist/customers and employees.
Success in Strategies 9 and 10 should result in more available off-street parking in the form of shareduse and remote lots. Transitioning the on-street employee permit program to one that assigns offstreet parking to employees - distributed across shared and remote lots - is a logical next step. The
employee permit would allow all-day parking in designated facilities with display of a valid permit.
TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Determine protocols for implementing permit program (number of permits, location, marketing) .

•

Work with local business community for outreach and marketing opportunities.

•

Transition employees to designated facilities .

•

Routine data collection should include inventorying and data analysis of employee permits.

•

Link permits with employees' license plate and create employee database for better
tracking/management.

TIMELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)
•

Continue to monitor program impact on occupancy rates through periodic data collection (Strategy
7) .

Estimated Costs CSTRA TEGY 11)
Not enough is known at this time . Costs would include a certain level of administration and
enforcement; however, permit fees could off-set the cost of the program .
STRATEGY12
Implement variable-rate pricing of off-street parking for employees, based on demand.
Variable-rate pricing uses rates to influence behavior. Facilities with low demand or in less convenient
locations are priced lower than those with high demand or in close proximity to destinations. Effective
use of variable-rate pricing results in better distribution of users across facilities, particularly those that
are underused. This is a method to strategically manage the off-street facilities for employees.
Tl MELINE: Mid to Long-term (12 - 36+ months)
•

Price off-street parking based on demand; varying rates as necessary.

•

Determine whether additional data collection is necessary to inform baseline pricing.
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•

Market program to local businesses and employees.

•

Routinely assess demand at each off-street parking facility and adjust rates accordingly.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 12)

Rate systems will likely provide revenue to cover cost of program management.
STRATEGY13
Confirm that all City-owned off-street facilities comply with ADA parking requirements.
All City-owned off-street facilities should be compliant with ADA parking requirements. This may
require additional designated ADA stalls, depending on the facility's size, slope, access route planning,
signage, and number of stalls . Additional information can be found at
https :l/www.ada .gov/restriping parking/restriping2015.html .
TIM ELI NE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Assess compliance with federal and state requirements for ADA parking.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 1'1)

Costs associated with this strategy are related to painting, signage, and maintenance of any new ADAcompliant stalls in off-street facilities.

D. Improve On-Street Parking
STRATEGY14
Convert on-street parking in the High-Occupancy Core Zone to 3-hour timed stalls
All parking in the High -Occupancy Core Zone is currently unregulated (no time limit) . This zone includes
the streets located between Highway 2 and Commercial Street between 14th Street and just southwest
of Whitman Street. The High Occupancy Core Zone is comprised of 512 parking spaces . This area is
illustrated in Figure B (next page). The 2017 parking study demonstrated that the on -street system
routinely exceeds 85%occupancy for sustained periods, especially in the downtown core zone. Data
also indicates that the average on-street user stays less than 3 hours . No Limit stalls in the core zone
should be eliminated in favor of 3-hour parking. This will bring consistent time limits to the 512 stalls in
the core zone and encourage employees and longer-term visitors to use off-street parking.
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Figure I: Potential Shared Use Opportunity Sites
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TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Implement timed parking in the core zone concurrent with completion of Strategies 9 and 10 that
provide reasonable off-street parking opportunities for employees.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 14)

Costs would be determined in coordination with Strategy 18.
STRATEGY15
Install 5 hour signed time limits in all commercial areas outside the High-Occupancy Zone.
To provide an option for users needing longer-term stays, it is recommended that 5-hour parking time
limits be established in commercial areas outside of the high -occupancy core zone. These spaces would
be time limited, enforced and provided free of charge.
TIMELINE: Near to Mid-term (o - 24 months)
•

Coordinated with roll out tasks associated with Strategies 14
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TIMELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)
•

Monitor program impact on occupancy rates through periodic data collection (Strategy 7).

•

Consider transitioning signed stalls to metered

(10

Hour) stalls if occupancies and demand routinely

exceed 85%.
Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 15)

Costs would be determined in coordination with Strategy 14
STRATEGY16
Allow a controlled number of employees to park within the 5-hourtime limited area with a valid
permit.
Data from the

2017

study shows parking is available on streets outside the core zone. 7 Employees

should be allowed to park at 5-hour time limited stalls located on these streets. The number of
employees authorized to park in these areas should be controlled to ensure that the overall occupancy
rate does not exceed 85%.
This would necessitate an on-street permit program allowing employees with permits to park in
designated 5-hour areas for periods exceeding 5 hours. Signage in these areas would state "5 Hours or
by Permit." Users displaying a valid permit would not need to pay.
As on-street demand in these areas exceeds 85% for sustained periods, this program would likely need
to be phased out to ensure access for visitors and residents on residential streets. The transition would
be coordinated with Strategy 11, above.
TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)
•

Coordinated with rollout tasks associated with Strategies 8 and 9.

TIMELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)
•

7

Monitor program impact on occupancy rates through periodic data collection (Strategy 7).

The City may find even more parking available once off-peak season parking data is collected.
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Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 16)

The cost of a permit program is unknown at this time and depends upon a number of factors, including
administration and enforcement costs. It may be possible to partially or wholly recoup costs through
permit fees .
STRATEGY 17
Evaluate the need to transition on-street parking to paid parking (meters/pay-stations) with 3Hour parking meters/pay stations in the Core Zone and 10-Hour meters/pay-stations in the 5-hour
timed commercial area. The evaluation would occur no later than 6 months after full
implementation of Strategies 14 - 16.

Paid parking can support higher turnover within the system, yield higher compliance by employees
directed to off-street locations so as not to compete for on-street parking with customers and visitors,
create a more reasonable value relationship between parking and alternative modes, and provide
revenue streams necessary to support operations, marketing/communications, program delivery, and
infrastructure (e.g., new capacity).
This evaluation would take place using data findings from a parking utilization study (coordinated
through Strategy z) that would take place within 6 months ofimplementation of Strategies 14 -16). If

occupancies continue to exceed 85% for sustained peak hours, then the City should pursue
implementation of paid parking . Continuing data collection efforts would also inform decisions related
to appropriate rates, seasonality of rates and whether the on-street employee permit program
(Strategy 16) should be sustained, reduced or eliminated.
For purposes of discussion, the consultant team developed an expense/revenue proforma using data
from the 2017 study to evaluate the feasibility of paid parking in the Core Zone. Table 4 summarizes
that evaluation, which indicates that a paid parking system would generate positive revenue after
expenses across three different rate scenarios.8

8

The full expense/revenue analysis can be found in Analysis: Revenue/Expense Scenarios - On-Street Paid Parking

System - dated March

151 2018
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Table 4: On-street Paid Parking - Estimated Revenue after Expenses
Period

Rate

Estimated Annual Net Revenue

1- 5 YRS
1- 5 YRS
1- 5 YRS
1- 5 YRS

$1 .25
$1 .50
$1 .75
$2.00

$665,969
$869,965
$1,073,961
$1,277 ,958

$1 .25
$1 .50
$1 .75
$2.00

$809,760
$1,013 ,756
$1,217 ,752
$1,421,749

6-20
6-20
6-20
6 -20

YRS
YRS
YRS
YRS

TIMELINE: Mid-term (24- 36 months)
•

Work with the DPAC and City staff to refine expense revenue models as needed .

•

Further evaluate enforcement needs related to on-street paid parking .

•

Initiate update of 2017 database to include off-peak season (Strategy 7)

•

Refine expense/revenue model as needed using occupancy data to estimate financial viability of
. new revenue collection technology.

TIMELINE: Long-term (36+ months)
•

Determine revenue collection technology that will best serve Leavenworth .
Single meter vs. pay station
Pay & Display vs. Pay by Space vs. Pay by Plate

•

Consider seasonal pricing, informed by data from Strategy 7.

•

Finalize pricing format

•

Finalize time-limit format and hours of operation .

•

Conduct public outreach.

•

Solicit vendors for preferred revenue collection technology.

•

Implement.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 17)

The expense/revenue proforma analysis conducted by the consultant estimated a fully loaded cost of
approximately $10,658 per parking pay station. If all parking in the study area were metered, a total of
85 meters would be necessary (about one pay station per 10 parking stalls served). Cost estimates can

be further refined through the implementation process in conversation with vendors.
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E. Awareness
STRATEGY18
Create a critical-path timeline to improve the current parking signage
system and logo. Incorporate logo into on-street meter signage, at all
City-owned lots and shared supplies, and in marketing and
communications.
Guiding Principle 4.c. encourages the City to "augment and expand the
existing wayfinding system forthe downtown that links parking assets and
provides directional guidance, preferably under a common brand/logo." It is
recommended that the current, simple stylized "P" (in white and blue) be
extended throughout the public pa rking system as the parking brand .
This brand can then be used at parking sites and, ideally, as part of a
wayfinding system throughout the downtown. It can also be incorporated
into on-street meter/pay station signage, as well as downtown marketing and communications such as
maps, websites, etc.
TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)

Engage a design firm to develop a parking brand for use at all of
Leavenworth's public on-street system, off-street facilities, and any
shared-use facility that offers visitor access. This effort would be
closely coordinated with Strategies 9 1 10, 15 and 16.
The design firm would:

E?<at'nple: On-street

'G

Work with the City and DPAC to create a new parking brand for
Leavenworth.

2HOUR
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'°'
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signage at all City-owned parking assets.
•

Assist in creation of sign age .

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 18):

It is estimated that engaging a designer to carry out the above tasks would range from

$15,000 -

$20,000 .
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STRATEGY19
All on-street parking stalls on commercial streets should be clearly striped. This will make parking
more orderly and convenient for users.
Among the notable challenges observed by the
consultant team was on-street striping that is
inconsistent, out of date, and at times confusing.
Data from the 2017 study indicates that lack of clear
striping and signage leads to a high rate of illegal
parking . Effective striping will communicate "you can
Downtown Leavenworth

park here," reduce incidents of damage to vehicles,
and encourage compliance.

Additionally, incorporating the City's parking logo into the on-street system should be
considered as a means of integrating the on- and off-street systems and as further brand
reinforcement (Strategy 18).
TIMELINE: Near to Mid-term (o - 24 months)

•

Replace/upgrade signage .

•

Repaint/repair curbs and curb markings .

•

Stripe all on-street areas where vis itor parking is allowed.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 19)

In a previous study conducted for Prineville, Oregon, the City estimated it spends $145 per block to
stripe parallel parking in its downtown. Using this estimate, a budget of $51 000 annually for on -street
stripe upgrades and maintenance would accommodate nearly 35 typ ical city blocks. This budget is
likely to decrease as routine maintenance is implemented. Individual street signs can average $150 to
$300

each .

STRATEGY20
Design, create, and launch a parking website with information for visitors and employees.
Communication with the public, including locals, visitors, and employees, will be critical to the success
of management strategies. Parking locations, rates, hours of operation, connections to transportation
options, etc. should be marketed and communicated via a continually updated City website . The more
information people have when it comes to parking, the better. Piggybacking on Strategy 17, the City's
pa rking logo and brand should be incorporated on the website.
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TIMELINE: Mid-term (12 - 24 months)

•

Working with the DPAC and City staff, create and launch the website .

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 20)
Costs associated with this strategy depend on the complexity of the website, and how often the site is
updated to reflect current parking management information.
F. Improve Access to Downtown
STRATEGY 21
Expand the bike parking network to create connections between parking and downtown.

When we talk about parking management, we're not just
talking about cars. Communities throughout Washington
support bicycling as a key sustainable transportation
strategy. Leavenworth can become a city that encourages a
"park once" philosophy, where people park their vehicles
and then bike or walk to shop, dine, and recreate in the
downtown . Providing adequate bicycle parking can also
expand the capacity of the overall parking supply. Bike

"Zagster" Bike Share - Bend, OR

racks are a visible indicator of a bike-friendly community.
It is recommended that the City expand its approach to bike parking to deliver a four-strategy
approach. It is assumed that this would support future efforts to expand the City's bike lane network.
The four-strategy approach includes :
a)

Sidewalk bike parking
Identify locations for added bike parking in
pedestrian amenity zones.

b)

Bike corrals
Identify locations for bike corrals on-street and in
plaza areas adjacent to high-traffic businesses.

c)

Bike parking on private property
Identify areas on private property for bike parking
improvements, especially for employees, e.g. interior
bike cages, wall rack locations, & other secure areas.

d)

Example: Art Rack Baker City, OR

Identify funding/incentives
Assemble funding sources necessary to implement a)- c).
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TIMELINE: Near- to Mid-term (o - 24 months)

•
•

Identify on- and off-street locations for bike racks, bike boxes, and bike corrals.
Add high-visibility bike parking throughout downtown, encouraging visitors to stop and shop all of
the downtown.

TIMELINE: Long-term (24- 36 months)

•

Consider using bike corrals or clusters in parking areas to maximize bike parking, particularly in the
warmer months. 9

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 21)

The cost of inventorying potential bike parking locations could be incorporated into the data collection
portion of Strategy 7 above . Site identification could also be done through volunteer efforts and by
working with downtown stakeholders and bike advocates. Costs are likely minimal.
10

Estimated unit costs for actual bike infrastructure :
•

Staple or inverted U racks

•

Wall-mounted racks:

11

12

$150-$200

•

Bike corral:

$1,200

$130-$150

•

Art rack:

Variable based on design

STRATEGY 22
Collaborate with Link Transit to improve service to and from downtown.

Currently, Link Transit provides bus service (Route #22) from Wenatchee to Leavenworth along
Highway 2 . The bus runs from 5 :25 AM to 9 :00 PM, approximately every 30 minutes during peak periods
Monday-Friday, and every hour during off-peak periods. There is reduced service on the weekends.
To encourage greater use of Link Transit, it is recommended that service be extended to and from
Downtown to accommodate local trips, reducing demand on the parking supply. Additional buses with
relatively short headways would offer one more option for residents and employees, and provide a
downtown circulator to again encourage customers and visitors to "park once."

9

Cities like Bozeman, MT and Bend, OR provide for temporary bike corrals that are used in fair weather months,
then disassembled and converted back to parking (or snow storage) is winter months.
10
Does not include the cost of installation.
11
The consultant discourages the use of "wave" racks, as they are more difficult to get a bike in and out of and do
not provide two points of contact, which makes bicycles more prone to falling over.
12
Based on City of Portland cost estimate for six staple racks (12 bike parking spaces), striping, bollards, and
installation.
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TIMELINE: Mid to Long-term

•

(12 -

36+ months)

Coordinate expanded service with the employee permit program and variable-rate pricing
strategies.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 22)
Costs associated with this strategy are likely minimal and associated with staff time coordinating with
local and regional transit agencies. Actual costs related to increased service are not known at this time.
STRATEGY 23
Improve pedestrian crossing of Highway 2 to encourage walking and increase safety.

Additional improvements to the pedestrian crossing of Highway 2 should be considered, including
striping, curb extensions, flashing beacons, additional signage, and/or additional marked crossings.
TIMELINE: Long-term (24 - 36+ months)

•

Further investigation should be made into which improvements would create the safest pedestrian
crossing.

Estimated Costs CSTRA TEGY 23)
Costs are unknown at this time, as this strategy could take a number of forms .
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G. Residential Parking
STRATEGY 24
Develop and adopt a policy and process for the formation of Residential Parking Permit Zones in
neighborhoods adjacent to the downtown impacted by parking overflow.
Changes to parking management in commercial areas could cause issues related to
employees parking in residential areas . The City and DPAC should conduct
outreach to residents and businesses in adjacent neighborhoods to raise awareness
and understanding of programs being developed, and to begin framing possible
mitigation strategies.
The most effective strategy for managing parking in neighborhoods adjacent to
commercial areas is a permit program. Residents in areas zoned Residential (R)
would be issued permits that allow unlimited parking on-street in the permit zone
during designated hours . All other users would be time-limited if routine data
collection indicates that surplus parking is available, an additional employee permit program can be
considered .
Adjacent neighborhoods should be allowed the option of requesting a
permit program if overflow is considered to be a problem and constraints
are identified through data collection. The City should be prepared to
respond with an already approved Area Parking Perm it Zone (APPZ)
prog ram. The program would prioritize on-street parking in res idential
neighborhoods for residents and visito rs. Employee parking permits can be
introduced into approved APPZs when parking surpluses are

--

ZONE IJ
.............. 11111
lllCC-

ZONE I])

...............
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demonstrated .
Residential parking permit programs are one means to minimize parking conflicts between residents
and neighboring commercial areas, as they present clear guidelines to all users. With the continued
growth of downtown Leavenworth, neighboring residents likely have seen or will see an uptick in shortterm parking overflow. Working with the neighborhood and local businesses, the City should adopt a
process for creating a Residential Parking Program (RPP) . Many cities throughout the country have
adopted similar programs with great success; in Oregon that includes Portland, Hood River, and
Corvallis .
TIMELINE: Near- to mid-term (o - 24 months)
•

Work with neighborhoods abutting the downtown and local businesses to craft a policy and process
for establishing an RPP program for the City of Leavenworth.
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TIMELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)

•

Bring a policy to City Council for adoption of a Residential Parking Permit program.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 24)

This strategy has potential cost impacts associated with the maintenance and implementation of the
program for the City. However, many cities recover costs through fees charged for the permits.

H. New Capacity
STRATEGY25
Explore expanding access capacity with new parking supply and/or transit.
As evidenced by the

2017

study, Leavenworth's parking supply in the downtown core is constrained.

Though a number of the recommended strategies will likely mitigate this and provide a framework for
better active management, the City may wish to explore expanding access capacity with new parking
supply and/or transit. Though costly, a parking garage and transit development are two way to create
new capacity. For either ofthese measures, active participation and planning is necessary to determine
appropriate funding tools, management, marketing, etc. Continued data collection per Strategy 7 will
provide realistic data in the interim as planning is underway.
Tl MELINE: Near- to Mid-term (o - 24 months)

•

Establish parking need, coordinated with Strategy 7 and findings of 2017 Parking Study.

•

Evaluate downtown locations where new parking is possible.

•

Evaluate shuttle/transit route options that will strengthen transit access for downtown employees
in coordination with Link Transit.

•

Evaluate and prioritize remote parking sites that could be connected via transit/shuttle.

•
•

Evaluate public/private partnerships.
Coordinate with the Chamber of Commerce and Lodging Association to develop contacts with
potential partners in the private sector.

•
•

Engage local developers in the evaluation process.
Narrow to feasible site(s) and preferred shuttle/transit links.

Tl MELINE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)

•

Develop cost forecasts and feasible financing methods for preferred parking supply and
transit/shuttle options .
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Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 25):

Costs of a new parking garage and/or expanded transit capacity are high. Leavenworth should
investigate all scenarios to determine the most beneficial and cost-effective formats for increasing
capacity downtown . Estimated costs for new parking supply will range by type of supply. Estimates
from projects recently completed in the Pacific Northwest are provided below.
•

Structured Underground

$40,000 - $60 1 000 per stall

•

Structured Above Ground

$28,ooo - $35,000 per stall

•

Surface Lot

$5 1 000 - $J 1 000

per stall

NOTE: Does not include operating cost or full cost of land
RWC does not have expertise in costing transit/shuttle systems. These numbers need additional
evaluation.
STRATEGY 26
Explore and develop funding options for maintaining the existing parking supply and funding
future growth.
A wide range of funding sources and revenue streams could be used to implement an enhanced parking
management plan and develop new parking or transit capacity in Leavenworth Given the costs of new
infrastructure, considering new funding mechanisms is prudent.
The list of potential sources here is not exhaustive, nor is these sources mutually exclusive . Funding for
parking facilities, particularly garages, in emerging urban areas generally requ ires multiple sources.
Some may already be in place in Leavenworth.
The use of fees continues to evolve as various State laws or City ordinances are authorized.
Implementation of fees should be reviewed by the City Attorney to determine their feasibility in light of
applicable laws .
The funding options provided below assume a more detailed discussion of the role of the City in future
funding of parking and transit, and public discussion regarding use of public funds to build and operate
new systems.
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Options Affecting Customers
User Fees

Many cities collect revenue through parking meters and/or sale of permits and direct it to parking or
transportation development enterprise funds. Transit or shuttle riders pay in the form of fares . These
funds can be used to construct or bond for additional parking or transit capacity.
Event Ticketing Surcharges

Surcharges may be imposed in conjunction with local and regional facilities (e.g., performing arts,
sports, and concert arenas) to support development of access systems. Fees are generally applied to
ticket costs.
Parking Fines

Revenues are collected for parking violations and a portion directed to parking development enterprise
funds.
Options Affecting Businesses
Parking and Business Improvement Area or District (BIA or BID)

An assessment on businesses ratherthan property owners, these can be based on assessed value, gross
sales, square footage, number of employees, or other factors established by the local legislative
authority. Salem, Oregon assesses a fee on businesses in its downtown Parking District to support
parking services and future supply. Portland assesses a business income tax through the State of
Oregon to support transit.
Options Affecting Property Owners
Special or Local Improvement District (SID/LID)

An SID or LID is a property tax assessment that requires buy-in by property owners within a specifically
identified boundary. LIDs usually result from a petition process requiring a majority of owners to agree
to an assessment for a specific purpose-in this case, a parking facility or transit infrastructure
improvement.
Options Affecting Developers
Cash-in-Lieu

Developers may be given the option to pay a fee in lieu of providing parking with a new private
development. Cash-in-lieu fees provide the developer access entitlements to public parking facilities
near the development site.
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Cash-in -lieu fees can be assessed up to the full cost of parking construction. Generally, these do not
provide sufficient revenue to fully fund parking facilities, and are combined with other reve.nue sources .
If a cash-in-lieu fee is considered as a realistic funding source for new parking supply, there needs to be
clarity and consensus on the intent and purpose of the fee and its use in increasing capacity either
through new parking supply or through enhancement of alternative mode programs . Lack of
specificity in this regard limits discussion of the type of fee, the rate, and the programs and strategies
that would need to be in place to implement desired outcomes . A useful guide to the diversity of cashin -lieu programs and their advantages and disadvantages is Donald Shoup, Journal of Planning and
Education Research, 18:307-320, 1999.

Public/Private Development Partnerships
Development partnerships are generally associated with mixed-use projects in which parking is used to
reduce the cost of private office, retail, or residential development. Public/private development can
occur through a variety of arrangements, including:
1.

Public acquisition of land and sale or lease of land/air rights not needed for parking to
accommodate private use .

2.

Private development of integrated mixed-use development with sale or lease-back of the public
parking portion upon completion .

3.

Responsibility for public sector involvement directly by the City, through a public development
authority or other special purpose entity, such as a public facility district created for the project
district o r downtown area.

Options Affecting the General Public

General Obligation (GO) Bonds
Local jurisdictions may issue voted or non-voted bonds to develop parking or transit infrastructure,
subject to overall debt limit requirements . With GO bonding, the municipality pledges its full faith and
credit to repayment of the debt from general fund resources . In effect, general fund revenues would be
reserved to repay debt that could not be supported by parking or transit revenues alone. Again, there
may be imposed limits on the municipality for voter-approved or non -voted debt.

Refinancing GO Bonds
This involves refinancing existing debt at lower rates, and pushing the savings from the general fund to
debt coverage for new infrastructure . In these times of lower interest rates, the City of Leavenworth
may have already maximized this option .

Revenue Bonds
Revenue bonds dedicate parking fees and other designated revenue sources to the repayment of
bonds, but without pledging the full faith and credit of the issuing authority. Revenue bonding is not
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appropriate in situations where a local jurisdiction's overall debt limit is a factor and projected revenues
are insufficient to cover required debt service .
63-20

Financing

A potential alternative to traditional GO bonds, revenue bonds, and LID bond financing, 63-20 financing
allows a qualified non-profit corporation to issue tax-exempt bonds on behalf of a government.
Financed assets must be capital and must be turned over free and clear to the government by the time
bonded indebtedness is retired. When a municipality uses this technique to finance a public facility, it
can contract for the services of a non-profit corporation (as the issuer) and a builder. The issuer acts on
behalf of the municipality, but has no real business interest in the asset being acquired .

State and Federal Grants
In the past, a variety of state and federal grant programs have been applied to funding parking and
transit infrastructure in business districts . In the current environment of more limited government
funding, there may no longer be readily identifiable programs suitable for parking facility development,
though transit may be more feasible .

General Fund Contribution
Local jurisdictions may make either one-time capital or ongoing operating contributions to a downtown
parking or transit/shuttle program.
Tl MELINE: Near- to Mid-term (o - 24 months)
•

Establish parking need, coord inated with Strategy 25.

•

Evaluate all potential funding options as provided herein for appropriateness to Leavenworth,
feasibility and timing necessary to initiate.

TIM ELI NE: Long-term (24- 36+ months)
•

Narrow to a workable and implementable funding package to support Strategy 27 below.

Estimated Costs (STRATEGY 26):
This is very much a process task, requiring research and conversations with City policy- and decisionmakers and legal counsel, and discussion with a range of potentially affected stakeholders . For the
purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that costs would be absorbed internally by the City and
through the parking management plan implementation process.
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STRATEGY27
Expand capacity as necessary and feasible.

This strategy would be informed by ongoing data provided by Strategy 7 as well as outreach, discussion
and feasibility assessments completed in strategies 25 and 26 .
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IX.

SUMMARY

Leavenworth is one of Washington's top destination cities, nestled in the beautiful mountains and
possessing a small-town charm. The City is a highly attractive tourist destination, causing on-going
constraints in the downtown parking system, which calls for more coordinated and strategic
management. The strategies above offer a toolbox of methods with which to manage the parkingrelated challenges that come with a successful downtown Leavenworth.
This report recommends parking management strategies that directly address these issues through
data analysis, observation, and stakeholder input. Strategies follow a logical order of implementation,
from near- to mid- to long-term, with estimated costs where appropriate . It is hoped that portions of
this plan can be implemented as expediently as possible.
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X.

STRATEGY MATRIX

Table 3 summarizes the strategies recommended in Section VIII. This summary can be used as a concise
outline of all recommendations and as a checklist of actions for a possible Downtown Parking Work
Group.
Table 3: Recommended Strategies Summary

Purpose

Timeline

Costs and Revenues

Formalize the Guiding
Principles as policies in
the parking and
transportation system
plan.

Provide ,a framework for
decision- making and
ensure that strategies
support City and
community goals and
priorities.

Near-term

• Cost: Staff time to
coordinate policy
and code changes.

Adopt the 85% Rule as
the standard for
measuring performance
of the parking supply
and triggering specific
management strategies
and rate ranges.

Provide an objective,
data-driven standard for
decision-making.

Near-term

• Cost: Staff time to
coordinate policy
and code changes.

Consider and implement

Clarify and improve
code to support more
effective operations and
future parking growth.

Near-term

• Cost: Staff time to
coordinate policy
and code changes.

Formally approve a
process for paid onstreet parking

Make allowances in
code necessary to
implement paid parking

Near/midterm

• Cost: Staff time to
coordinate policy
and code changes.

Commit staff time to
manage the parking
system and implement
new programs identified
in the Recommended
Parking Strategies.

Maintain a wellmanaged parking
system to support goals
and ensure timely, costeffective
implementation of
strategies.

Near-Term

• Cost: Unknown at
this time. Could be
restructuring of an
existing position or a
new position .

Strategy
Policy

Action

policy and code
recommendations
provided by RWC and
described in Parking
Code Review - dated
December 26, 2017.

Management and
Adminsitration of
Parking System
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Strategy

Improve Off-Street
Parking

Action

Purpose

Timeline

Establish a Downtown
Parking Advisory
Committee (DPAC)
consisting of downtown
stakeholders to assist in
program
implementation and
review.

The DPAC will assist the
City in implementing the
parking management
plan, review parki.ng
issues, and advise City
Council and other
decision-making bodies.

Near/MidTerm

• Cost: There should

Develop a reasonable
schedule of data
collection.

Objective, up-to-date
data will help the City
and stakeholders make
better-informed
decisions as the
downtown grows.
Conduct routine
turnover and occupancy
surveys of on- and offstreet parking in
downtown at least
every two years.

Mid/LongTerm

• Cost: It is estimated

Bring all city-owned
parking lots up to a
uniform standard for
paving, striping,
appearance, lighting,
and signage .

Creates consistency and
ensures a positive,
convenient user
experience.

Mid/Longterm

• Cost: Unknown at

RICK WILLIAMS CONSULTING
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Costs and Revenues
be no additional
costs associated
with this
recommendation if
it can be initiated as
a volunteer effort,
hosted by the City
and/or downtown
business interests
through the
Leavenworth
Chamber of
Commerce and/or
Lodging Association .
that a data
inventory and
turnover/occupancy
study would range
from $25,000$30,000 if
conducted by a third
party. Costs can be
minimized in
subsequent surveys
through use of the
inventory/database
already in place, as
well as through
sampling and use of
volunteers to collect
data .
this time. Estimates
range from $2,500
to $6,000 per
surface lot stall.
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Strategy

Action

Purpose

Timeline

Costs and Revenues

Identify off-street
shared-use
opportunities based on
data from the 2017
parking study. Establish
goals for transitioning
employees, begin
outreach to opportunity
sites, negotiate
agreements, and assign
employees to facilities.

Reduces on-street
demand by redirecting
employees to off-street
facilities.

Mid/Longterm

• Cost: Staff time to
identify opportunity
sites and conduct
outreach to
potential private
sector participants.
Planning may
determine that
funds are needed to
create incentives
and/or improve the
cond ition of lots or
pedestrian/bike
connections.

The majority of parking
in the downtown is offstreet in privately
owned assets. Potential
empty parking stalls in
the peak hour range
from 466 (weekday) to
806 (weekend).

Identify remote offstreet parking locations
ideal for employee use
(e.g., P6 Lot) . Link lots
by shuttle/transit and
create incentives for
employee use.

Provides off-street
parking for employees
outside the downtown,
linked by shuttle or
transit. Mitigates
current parking
constraints.

Long-term

• Cost: Unknown at
this time.

Establish employee offstreet parking permit
program.

Create a permit
program allowing
employees to park in
designated off-street
facilities, minimizing
parking conflicts
between employees and
customers/visitors. Can
be coupled with the
employee on-street
permit program.

Mid/Longterm

• Cost: Unknown at
this time. Would
entail administration
and enforcement
associated with
program operation
and compliance .
Fees for permits (if
assessed) could offset program cost.

Implement variable-rate
pricing of off-street
parkingfor employees,
based on demand .

Charges a premium for
high-demand locations
and lower rates for lessused locations.

Mid/longterm

• Cost: Rate systems
will likely provide
revenue to cover
cost of program
management.

Confirm that all cityowned off-street
facilities comply with
ADA parking
requirements.

Ensures compliance
with federal and state
requirements for ADA
parking.

Mid-term

• Cost: Cost
associated with
painting, signage,
and maintenance of
any new ADAcompliant stalls.
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Strategy

Action

Improve On-Street

Convert on-street

Parking

parking in the HighOccupancy Core Zone to
3-hour timed stalls

Install 5 hour signed
time limits in all
commercial areas

Purpose

Timeline

Costs and Revenues

Ensures turnover of
short-term on-street
parking to support local
businesses. Calibrates
time limits to actual
demand.

Mid-term

• Cost: Determined
in Strategy 18

Allows longer stays for
users needing to park
more than three hours

Mid-term

• Cost: Coordinated

Creates a permit
program allowing
employees to park in
designated on-street
areas, minimizing
parking conflicts
between employees and
customers/visitors.

Mid-term

Ensures continued
turnover of short-term
on-street parking to
support local
businesses.

Mid/Longterm

Enhances existing
parking logo, improves
and augments existing
signage and
incorporates the parking
brand at all levels of
management.

Mid-term

with Strategy 14

outside the HighOccupancy Zone.
Allow a controlled
number of employees to
park within the 5 hour
time limited area with a
valid permit.

Evaluate the need to
transition on-street
parking to paid parking
(meters/pay-stations)
with 3-Hour parking

• Cost: Unknown at

this time, but would
include
administration and
enforcement. Fees
for permits could
off-set cost.

meters/pay stations in

•

Cost: Electronic pay
stations range from
$7,500 to $10,000
per unit, serving 8 to
14 stalls. There are
currently 512 stalls
in the Core Zone.

the Core Zone and 10Hour meters/paystations in the 5-hour
timed commercial area .
Awareness

Create a critical-path
timeline to improve the
city's current parking
signage system and logo.
Incorporate logo into
on-street meter signage
and at all City-owned
lots and shared supplies,
and in marketing and
communications.
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• Cost: It is estimated

that engaging a
design firm to carry
out the tasks
identified above
would range from
$15,000 - $20,000.
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Strategy

Purpose

Timeline

Effective striping
communicates "you can
park here," reduces
incidents of damage to
vehicles, andreduces
illegal parking).

Short/Midterm

11

Cost: In a previous
study conducted by
RWC for Prineville,
Oregon, the City
estimated it spends
$145 per block to
stripe parallel
parking in its
downtown.

Design and launch
parking website with
information for visitors
and employees.

Improves the user
experience and
identifies where parking
is available, particularly
off-street.

Mid-term

11

Cost: Costs

Expand bike parking
network to create
connections between
parking and the
downtown, encouraging
employee bike
commuting and drawing
customers to businesses.

Provides safer, more
reliable option for
bicycle access and
parking. Offering
adequate bicycle
parking will expand the
capacity of the overall
parking supply
downtown.

Mid-term

Collaborate with Link
Transit to improve
service to and from
downtown
Leavenworth.

Transit access reduces
parking demand. This
would be coordinated
with employee permit
and variable-rate pricing
strategies.

Mid to
Long-term

11

Improve pedestrian
crossing of Highway 2 to
encourage walking and
increase safety. This
could include striping,
curb extenstions,
flashing beacons,
signage, and additional
crossings.

Improves the customer
experience and provides
better connections to all
areas of the downtown
for pedestrians.

Long-term

11

Action
All on-street parking
stalls on commercial
streets should be clearly
striped. This will make
parking more orderly

Costs and Revenues

and convenient for
users.

Improve Access to
Downtown

RICK WILLIAMS CONSULTING
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associated with
design and
maintenance of
website.
11

Cost: Consultant or

staff costs
associated with
collecting data on
bike parking
downtown. Cost of
purchase and
installation of new
secure bike parking.
Cost: Minimal staff

costs coordinating
with local and
regional transit
agencies. Costs
related to increases
in service are not
known at this time.
Cost: Undetermined

at this time
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Strategy
Residential Parking

Action
Develop and adopt a
policy and process for
the formation of
Residential Parking
Permit Zones in
residential
neighborhoods adjacent
to the downtown.

New Capacity

Explore expanding
access capacity with new
parking supply and/or
transit.

Purpose

Timeline

funding options for
maintaining the existing
parking supply and
funding future growth.

Costs
associated with
delivery of on-street
permit programs will
need to be further
developed. Most
cities charge for
permits at a rate
that at minimum
covers
administrative cost.

Changes to parking
management in
commercial areas could
cause issues related to
employees parking in
residential areas. The
City and DPAC should
conduct outreach to
residents and
businesses in adjacent
neighborhoods to raise
awareness and
understanding of
programs being
developed.

Mid-term

m Cost:

Expands available
parking supply,
particularly during the
peak summer months
when demand is
highest.

Mid/longterm

m Cost:

Given current parking
constraints, the City
should evaluate new
access capacity,
including new supply
(for example, a garage)
and transit options.
Explore and develop

Costs and Revenues

A wide range offunding
sources and revenue
streams could be used
to implement an
enhanced parking
management plan and
develop new parking or
transit capacity in
Leavenworth.

Mid/longterm

Parking
garage and transit
development
require
sophisticated
infrastructure and
are very costly.
Adequate time and
effort must be given
to determine the
most beneficial and
cost-effective
formats for
increasing capacity.

Cost: For the purposes

of this discussion, it is
assumed that costs
would be absorbed
internally by the City
and through the
parking management
plan implementation
process.

Expand capacity as
necessary and feasible.
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Provides new parking
and/or transit capacity
to the downtown

" Cost: Cost and

feasibility
determined in
Strategy 24.
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Table 3:

2017

Leavenworth Off-Street Parking Inventory (by Lot)

[NOTE: Lots/facilities highlighted in red were not a part of survey day sampling .]

Lot ID

Facility

Stalls

Survey
Day
Weekday

1

Leavenworth Spirits

6
Weekend

Weekday
2

Cascade Auto Parts - NAPA

18
Weekend

Weekday
3

76 Gas Station

7
Weekend

Weekday
4

Liberty Station

59
Weekend

Weekd ay

5

US Post Office

24
Weekend

Weekday
6

Cashmere Valley Bank

34
Weekend

7

Unmarked Lot
(Cascade School Di strict)

Weekday
17
Weekend
Weekday

8

Leavenworth Park & Ride

43
Weekend

9

Wenatchee Ranger Station
(Visitor Parking)
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13

Weekday

Peak Occupancy/
Hour
33 .3%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
16.7%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
3:00 - 5:00 PM
27 .8%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
16.7%
5:00 - 6:00 PM
42 .9%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
12:00- 1:00 PM
71.4%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
4:00- 5:00 PM
54.2%
1:00- 3:00 PM
81.4%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
62 .5%
3:00- 4:00 PM
5:00- 6:00 PM
66.7%
12:00 - 1:00 PM
2:00- 3:00 PM
4:00- 5:00 PM
6:00 - 7:00 PM
52 .9%
3:00- 4:00 PM
79.4%
5:00 - 6:00 PM
23.5%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
2:00 - 3:00 PM
23 .5%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
79.1%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
100%
1:00 - 2:00 PM
30.8%
1:00- 2:00 PM
3:00 - 4:00 PM

Stalls
Available
4

5

13
15

4

2

27
11

9

8

16
7

13

13
9
0

9

I
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Lot ID

Facility

Stalls

Survey
Day
Weekend

11

Faith Lutheran Church/Upper
Valley Cooperative Preschool

Weekday
17
Weekend
Weekday

12

Wells Fargo

14
Weekend
Weekday

13

City Parking (P4) - Pay to Park

48
Weekend
Weekday

14

City Hall and Library

Weekday
Hopkins Memorial Pool (PS)

72
Weekend
Weekday

16

Linderhof Inn

Enzian Inn

Senior Cente r Events

1
0

100%
3:00 PM

0

95.8%
6:00 - 7:00 PM

3

2:00

97.2%
2:00 PM
83 .8%
6:00 - 8:00 PM

1:00

2
6

27

7

26

100

15
Weekend
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PM

14

79.4%
12:00 1:00 PM

Weekday
Washington Federal

PM

8

Weekend

131

Weekend

25

PM

7

33

Weekday
Bavarian Lodge

PM

16

74.8%
2:00- 3:00 PM

Weekend

23

PM

16

Weekday

Weekday
First Baptist Church

PM

10

11

Weekend

22

5.9%
3:00
50.0%
3:00 - 4:00
42.9%
1:00 2:00
70.8%
6:00- 7:00
97.9%
1:00 3:00
100%
4:00 - 6:00
2:00

Stalls
Available

70.3%
8:00 PM

Weekd ay
21

23.1%
6:00 PM

5.9%
10:00 - 11:00 AM

37
Weekend

18

5:00

48
Weekend

15

Peak Occupancy/
Hour

6:00

85 .7%
12:00 - 1:00 PM
28 .6%
7:00 8:00 PM
65.4%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
46.2%
12:00 1:00 PM
62.0%
7:00 - 8:00 PM
71.0%
7:00 8:00 PM
46.7%
4:00 - 5:00 PM
80.0%
1:00 3:00 PM

1
5
9
14
38
29
8
3

I
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Lot ID

Facility

Stalls

Survey
Day
Weekday

26

Concrete Lot

15
Weekend

Weekday
27

Leavenworth Properties Inc.

11
Weekend
Weekday

28

Reserved Stalls in Alleyway

35
Weekend
Weekday

31

Storybook Riverside Inn

5
Weekend
Weekday

32

Permit Parking Only

19
Weekend
Weekday

37

Cascade Medical

18
Weekend

Weekday
38

Bavarian Ritz Hotel

15
Weekend
Weekday

39

Inns Brocker Bldg.

13
Weekend

Weekday
40

9th & Front Shopping Plaza

32
Weekend

Weekday
41

Clock Tower Bldg. Hwy. 2

12
Weekend

42

City Lot (Pl) - Pay to Park
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Peak Occupancy/
Hour
93 .3%
11:00 AM -12 :00 PM
126.7%
1:00- 2:00 PM
54.6%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
2:00- 4:00 PM
54.6%
4:00- 5:00 PM
74.3%
12:00 - 1:00 PM
82 .9%
3:00 - 4:00 PM
20.0%
10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
40.0%
6:00 - 7:00 PM
31.6%
7:00 - 8:00 PM
47.4%
1:00- 3:00 PM
100%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
44.4%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
1:00- 3:00 PM
86.7%
7:00- 8:00 PM
86.7%
6:00 - 8:00 PM
84.6%
1:00- 2:00 PM
69 .2%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
6:00 - 7:00 PM
103.1%
1:00 - 2:00 PM
121.9%
5:00- 6:00 PM
108.3%
12:00 - 1:00 PM
2:00- 3:00 PM
125.0%
1:00- 2:00 PM

Stalls
Available
1
-4

5

5
9
6
4
3
13
10
0

10

2
2
2

4

-1
-7

-1

-3

Weekday

98 .7%
1:00- 2:00 PM

1

Weekend

103.9%
12:00 - 1:00 PM

-3

77
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lot ID

43

45

46

Facility

Leavenworth's Finest Espresso

Webb Accounting

Leavenworth Vision Center

Stalls

Survey
Day

Peak Occupancy/
Hour

Stalls
Available

Weekday

40.0%
1:00 - 2:00 PM

6

Weekend

100%
6:00 - 7:00 PM

0

Weekday

63 .2%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

7

Weekend

84.2%
7:00 - 8:00 PM

3

Weekday

55 .6%
2:00- 4:00 PM

8

10

19

18
Weekend

Weekday
47

City Parking (P2) - Pay to Park

91
Weekend
Weekday

48

Hotel Pension Anna

17
Weekend

Weekday
49

Obertal Inn

27
Weekend

50

Weekday

Multi-Tenant Parking
(Alleyway)

11

City Parking (P3) - Pay to Park

34

Weekend
Weekday

51

Weekend
Weekday
52

Evergreen Inn Annex

9
Weekend

Weekday
53

54

Leavenwo rth Village Inn

10th Street/Rieke Lot (G ravel Lot)
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19

25

5.6%
12:00-1:00 PM
2:00 - 3:00 PM
4:00 - 8:00 PM
24.2%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
100%
12:00 - 2:00 PM
52.9%
6:00 - 7:00 PM
58.8%
7:00- 8:00 PM
66 .7%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
5:00 - 6:00 PM
96 .3%
6:00 - 7:00 PM
18.2%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
0.0%
10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
73.5%
2:00- 3:00 PM
100%
12:00 - 2:00 PM
44.4%
5:00- 8:00 PM
33 .3%
2:00- 3:00 PM
6:00 - 8:00 PIVI
52.6%
7:00 - 8:00 PM

17

69
0
8
7

9

1

9
11
9
0
5

6

9

Weekend

94.7%
3:00 - 4:00 PM

1

Weekday

76.0%
2:00 - 3:00 PM

6
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Lot ID

Facility

Stalls

Survey
Day
Weekend
Weekday

58

Gravel Lot

15
Weekend

Weekday

63

Evergreen Motel

13
Weekend

Weekday

64

John Sch iefelbein Family Dentistry

12
Weekend
Weekday

66

McDonalds

47
Weekend
Weekday

67

Gravel Lot

26
Weekend
Weekday

68

Dau's Food Market

44
Weekend

Weekday

70

Evergreen Accountin g

10
Weekend

Weekday
Off-Street Supply Studied {49 sites)

1,435
Weekend
Weekday

Total Off-Street Supply (70 sites)

1,669
Weekend
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Peak Occupancy/
Hour
108.0%
1:00- 2:00 PM

126.7%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
120.0%
12 :00-2:00 PM
4 :00- 5:00 PM
38.5%
5:00 - 6:00 PM
84.6%
7:00 - 8:00 PM
66 .7%
10:00 - 11:00 AM
1:00 - 3:00 PM
108.3%
12:00- 2:00 PM
61.7%
12 :00-1:00 PM
87.2%
1:00 - 2:00 PM
88.5%
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
115.4%
1:00 - 2:00 PM
77 .3%
12 :00 - 1:00 PM
93 .2%
2:00- 3:00 PM
50.0% .
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
20.0%
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
2:00 - 7:00 PM
51.7%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
72.1%
1:00 - 2:00 PM
51.7%
2:00 - 3:00 PM
72.1%
1:00 - 2:00 PM

Stalls
Available

-2
-4

-3

8
2
4
-1
18
6
3
-4
10

3

5

8

693
401
806
466
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Proposed Guiding Principles for Downtown Parking Management
October 2017 (v2)

A.

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum outlines a recommended draft set
of Guiding Principles for the management of parking
in downtown Leavenworth. The outline below
represents input taken from the Leavenworth
Downtown Parking Stakeholder Advisory Committee
(DSAC) at its July 20, 2017 work session with the
consultant.
This summary is intended to represent the
consultant's draft recommendation, based on the input received from the DSAC. As such, the purpose
of this draft is to illicit reaction, discussion and additional input from the DSAC. The aim is to ensure that
these proposed Guiding Principles are reflective of the intent, purpose and priorities of the DSAC for
managing parking in the downtown .
Input received at upcoming DSAC meetings and scheduled public forums will be used to further revise
and/or refine this draft, resulting in a final set of recommendations that best reflect the guidance of the
DSAC. Final refinements can be made to the Guiding Principles subsequent to input from the
Leavenworth City Council later in the public engagement process.

B.

WHAT WE HEARD - STAKEHOLDER INPUT

A successful downtown has a clear sense of place and comprises an exciting and attractive mix of uses
and amenities. The role of parking is to support the realization of this vision. Simply put, people do not

come downtown to park. They come to experience an environment that is unique, active, and diverse.
A well-organized and sustainable parking system helps make it safe, easy, and convenient for them to do
so .

Desired Outcomes
If parking is to be successful, the parking management plan will need to :
Get the right parker to the right stall - make a place for each user of downtown.
Assure convenient, affordable, and available parking for tourists and customers.
Make it easy for employees to park in places that do not conflict with tourists and customers.
Educate and encourage appropriate use .

Create a "park once" system that lets users find a convenient space and take advantage of
downtown's walkable environment to connect hotel, business and retail destinations.
Create a diversity of parking options to meet a variety of parking needs.
Clearly communicate how and where to find appropriate and available parking; make parking
understandable.
Provide for an integrated on- and off-street system that works for all users and supports and
encourages a successful public/private partnership.
Integrate and encourage alternative modes (bus/shuttle, bike and walk).
Anticipate and respond to increasing demand for access to the downtown.
Use pricing (as necessary) to ensure that parking stalls turnover and provide resources for future
solutions and capacity.
Ensure that the public parking system pays for itself, recognizing that all users are beneficiaries
of parking.

Supporting

Leavenworth~s

Unique Character

Leavenworth is a special place. How we manage our parking system should reinforce and enhance
Leavenworth's unique qualities and character. These qualities include:
A family friendly, small town feel.
A clean, green and cohesive community.
A walkable city, with a variety of high quality businesses
and attractions.
A year round city that includes the downtown that is
connected to not just business but to opportunities for
recreation and other outdoor opportunities .

C.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES - ELEMENTS OF PARKING MANAGEMENT

The Guiding Principles outlined here are summarized under theme categories. Ideally, these will
establish a basis for consensus and provide near- and long-term direction for parking management in
the downtown. The principles are presented at this time in no particular order or priority.

1.

CITY ROLE AND COORDINATION

a.

Primary Role (City of Leavenworth). The City's role in providing public parking is listed in
priority order and includes;
•

Accommodating tourist/customer access downtown,

•

Providing (in partnership with the private sector) reasonable access for downtown
employees,
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•

Facilitating residential and/or guest access in neighborhoods immediately adjacent to
the downtown.

The cost for providing parking, especially off-street, is very high . The City cannot be fully
responsible for providing parking to all users. The City role must prioritize downtown's
public system for tourists and customers .
b. Primary Role (Private Sector). Employee parking should be led by the private sector and
through partnerships where the City can reasonably participate (financially or
programmatically).
The private sector must take a lead role in providing parking for downtown employees. The
City can complement the private sector role with surpluses in its supply and by providing
safe, reliable, and effective non-auto access to downtown .

c. Effective Communications. High-quality, user-friendly communications to ensure easy
access for customers and visitors to appropriate and available parking near their
destination.
The City's must ensure that signage and wayfinding leads downtown tourists and customers
to available parking supplies that are suited to their destination and time-stay needs. This
may require real-time monitoring and communication of available public supplies.
Parameters of use (e.g., length of stay, pricing, etc.) must be clear and concise and not
detract from the image of downtown. Communications systems must be reliable and easy to
use and understand.
d. Stakeholder Support. Ensure that a representative body of affected private and public
constituents routinely informs decision-making.
Active participation by those affected guarantees an understanding of and agreement on
parking management and the "trigger" points for decision-making are built into the parking
plan. This will be best accomplished through an established parking advisory committee
that reviews performance, serves as a sounding board for issues, and acts as a liaison to the
broader stakeholder community.

2. PRIORITY USERS
a)

On-Street System (downtown). The most convenient on-street parking will be preserved
for the priority user; the tourist/customer trip.
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The on-street parking system in the downtown must be formatted in a manner that
supports turnover and minimizes conflicts between the priority user and other users. For
the most part, employees should not park on-street in the downtown, particularly when
demand for tourist/customer parking is high.
b)

On-Street System (immediately adjacent neighborhoods). The most convenient on-street
parking will be preserved for the priority user; the resident and their guests.

As with on-street parking in the downtown, neighborhood parking must be formatted in a
manner that assures priority access and minimizes conflicts between the resident ial users in
a neighborhood and other users. For the most part, employees should not park on-street,
particularly when demand for parking by neighborhood residents and guests is high . When
demand is low and/or surpluses of parking exist, the City can accommodate non-priority
users in the on-street system for interim periods.
c)

On-street Turnover. The on-street parking system is a finite resource and will be managed
to provide a rate of turnover that supports downtown vitality.

Most users of the downtown favor on-street parking. This premium on-street parking
resource needs to be managed to provide a rate of tourist and customer turnover that
supports downtown vitality. With this principle comes the recognition that continued
growth in downtown parking demand will, over the longer term, need to be accommodated
in off-street locations. Longer-term patron and employee parking must be managed so as
not to conflict with customer parking, particularly on-street. On-street parking must be
managed according to demand and time-stays conducive to priority customer need. This
will be supported by parallel efforts by the City and private sector to maximize off-street
opportunities and increase alternative mode options.
d)

Off-street System. Coordinate off-street parking resources (public
and private) to meet employee demand; integrated with
strategies that encourage walking, biking, riding transit, and
carpooling/ridesharing.

All parking strategies, particularly for employees, should be
coordinated with the City's broader transportation demand
management goals and objectives to ensure that users have
reasonable options available for access (which includes auto,
transit, bike, walk and ridesharing) . This effort should be pursued
as a partnership between the City and private sector businesses.

3.

ACTIVE CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
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a)

Optimize Utilization. Manage the public parking system using the 85% Occupancy
Standard to inform and guide decision-making.
The 85% Rule is an operating principle for coordinating parking supply. When occupancies
routinely reach 85% during peak periods, more intensive and aggressive parking
management strategies are called for to assist priority users in finding available parking. The
85% Rule will facilitate reasonable and effective decisions regarding time stays,
enforcement, and other decisions related to capacity management.

b)

Resolve Constraints. Parking demands in excess of the 85% Occupancy Standard will
require best practice strategies to minimize parking constraints.
Strategies that will be identified in the Downtown Parking Management Plan will be
triggered by the 85% Rule . The City and the Parking Advisory Committee will be committed
to moving forward with recommended strategies when parking demand requires them .
Changes to the status quo can be difficult, but continued constraints in parking and access
will adversely impact the downtown's success and ability to absorb growth .

c)

Shared and Remote Off-street Parking. Encourage shared parking in areas where parking is
underutilized (within the downtown and remotely in facilities linked by other modes).
This will require an active partnership with owners of private parking supplies.
Private parking facilities in downtown and locations outside downtown may be
underutilized. Efforts should be made to facil itate shared use agreements between
different users (public and private) to direct parking demand into these facilities, in order to
optimize the utilization of existing parking resources. This may require linking more remote
locations via shuttles or tran sit.

4. INFORMATION SYSTEMS {SUPPLY & CUSTOMER-BASED)
Supply-based

a)

Monitor & Report Utilization. Implement performance measurements and reporting to
facilitate decision-making.
Committing to a routine and objective system of measurement and report ing ensures that
decision-making will be informed. Key metrics include occupancy, turnover, average
duration of stay, rate of violation, and customer input. Performance monitoring also
provides a basis fo r routine evaluation of program effectiveness.

Customer-based
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a)

Product Quality. Provide and manage a safe, user-friendly and attractive on-street and offstreet parking and communications system. This will be provided in a manner that
complements the quality of downtown and attracts patrons to downtown.
The parking system and its supporting programs should be of a quality level that reflects the
quality of downtown Leavenworth itself. On-street parking should be uniformly managed
and enforced to assure an intuitive, reasonable sense of the allowed time stay. Off-street
facilities should be of uniform quality and identity to create a clear sense that the user is
protected and free from harm (safety), convenience, understandability and coordination
with the pedestrian environment. Communications systems should be cutting edge,
professional and effectively coordinated. All systems should be reliable and easy to use and
understand.

b) System Communications. Improve existing and create new information resources
(outreach, education, maps, websites, apps, etc.) for use by the public and private sectors.
Communications systems must be uniform and strategically coordinated.
Efforts to improve understanding, awareness,
and ease of use of the parking and access
system should be upgraded . A clear schedule
should be maintained for the dissemination
of information . This could be coordinated
through a partnership between the City, the
Leavenworth Chamber of Commerce, hotels,
venues and other entities. High quality
communication and marketing materials should be integrated into a comprehensive
package of services to inform and guide the parking public into the on- and off-street
parking system.
c)

Branding & Wayfinding. Augment and expand the existing wayfinding system for the
downtown that links parking assets and provides directional guidance, preferably under a
common brand/logo.
Leavenworth has a good foundation for wayfinding in place. The City needs to ensure that
all public parking resources are clearly identified and explained through branding and
signage. This will increase awareness and understanding of how to access on - and off-street
parking resources. A common brand unifies marketing materials, signage systems, and
other communications and simplifies customer recognition and use of the system.

5.

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

a)

Encourage and facilitate increasing percentages of use, particularly by employees, of
alternative travel modes to free up parking capacity.
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Vehicle parking should not be the only access option, particularly for employees. Every
parking stall occupied by an employee means a lower rate of turnover and less access for
tourists and customers. Employees should be given reasonable access to parking, but
encouraged to use alternative modes that include walking, biking, transit, and ridesharing.
Nearby residents should be encouraged to use Leavenworth's sidewalk system to access
downtown . Community members from greater distances should be encouraged to bicycle
and ride transit for downtown access. Providing safe and reliable non-auto modes of access
to downtown (walking, biking, transit), relieves pressure on the parking system, enhances
the attractiveness of downtown, and accommodates nearly all types of users.
b)

Bicycle Parking. Increase bike parking on- and off-street to enhance the broader bicycle
network.

The City of Leavenworth's bike parking network should be as effectively formatted as the
auto parking system. On- and off-street parking facilities for bicyclists are efficient and lowcost.

6.

PLANNING FOR FUTURE SUPPLY

a)

Planning & Funding. Planning for future supply growth will be strategic and routinely
evaluated to ensure the City is ready to respond to growth, recognizing that assembling
funding for new growth takes time and will require a varied package of funding resources
(and partnerships).

The City must plan for its supply growth needs and initiate long-term planning efforts to
assemble funding and partnerships necessary to that growth.

7.

FINANCIAL VIABILITY

a)

Fiscal Stewardship. All parking operations must be financially sustainable.

Parking revenues should cover the cost of operations as well as providing reasonable
surpluses of revenue to ensure the highest quality access product, customer convenience,
system maintenance, safety, and service delivery. This will require multiple sources of
revenue for parking operations, maintenance and system growth. Revenue sources can
include leases, enforcement fees, hourly rates and other user fees, and/or partnerships with
the private sector.
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TABD

2019/2020 Budget Priority Expenditures
p . 't

Estimate Cos t

~

Anticio ated Year Fundina Source

Project under way

Parks Levy - Voter Approved: Waterfront Park Playground
Equipment, Field Lighting and turf drainage improvemen ts for athletic
fields at Enchantment Park.

$

500,000

2018/2019

Bond Levy Property Tax. Council could
consider funding through reserves for cost
savings on interest (Est.
$160,000) .Recommendation to fund
through general fund not use bond for
expenditures

Negotiations nearly complete, cost updated.
Recommendation to complete purchase with
parking funds .

DOT Parking Lot Purchase.

$

488,666

2018/2019

Parking Fund/Lodging Tax/Port
Partnership.

Council and Community discussion on needed
how to best use property and then the
improvements needed .

DOT Parking Lot Improvements. The $600,000 is an estimate for
hard surface, lighting and stonnwater improvements.

$

600,000

2019/2020

Parking Fund/Lodging Tax/Port
Partnership.

Fund Balances:

Land Purchase - City Shop Area: Lane propety purchase completed
and Cascade Auto Lube consideration at this time. Lane Property
Completed $409,634.87. Cascade Lube Est. $619,000

$

1,028,634

General Fund/Street Fund/Utilities.

General Fund

$

2,171,549.00

35% I $1,750,000

$

421,549.00

TBD

Street Fund

$

392,189.00

No Set Policy Revenues Must tie
to Transportation

$

392,1 89.00

TBD

Lodging Tax Fund

$

602,665.00

$300,000

$

302,665.00

Nearly completed I question on using reserves or
possiby bonding for Cascade Lube Purchase.

Front Street Restroom Expansion (current budget of $175,000) ON
HOLD FRONT STREET PARK MASTER PLAN.
Hold on all three of these projects until final plan is
identified by the community. May need some
additional funding to finalize Master Plan and/or to
develop LID infonnation or other funding tools.

Royal Lady/Park Plaza: Funding Gap of $150,000 estimated, current
budget of $179,528 )ON HOLD FRONT STREET PARK MASTER
PLAN .

$

Front Street Park Master Plan - consultant contract of $35,000
underway. Includes Front Street Park lmprovments and deferred
maintenance, also includes Front Street lmprovments. Should have
project overview and initial cost estinate Sept 2018.
Lions Club Park Pavillion: Currently at 90% design. Some
discussion about Lions Club Funding, Project Bayem Funding,
Community Funding. Existing pavilion will need to be removed within
next 2 - 3 years due to age and condition.

329,528

TBD

2019

Year End
Financial Polic lf'. /
Estimated Balance Minimum Balance

2019 Estimated
Available
Balance

TBD

LID Business Area, Lodging Tax, Grant,
TBD.

Parking Fund

$

742,627.00

$185,000

$

557,627.00

$

300,000

2020/2021

Lodging Tax, General Fund, Community
Partners.

Real Estate Excise
Tax (REET) Fund

$

488,398.00

No Set Policy Revenues Must tie
to Transportation or
Utilities

$

488,398.00

Consultant to be at October Study Session to
provide updated infonnation.

Water Meters: Replacement of 25 year old residential water meters to
$
radio read style meter.

800,000

2019-2020

Possible $100,000 Water Smart Grant I
Water Fund.

Transportation
Benefit District (TBD)
Fund

$

387,027.00

No Set Policy Revenues Must tie
to Transportation

$

387,027.00

Some level of funding maybe necessary in 2019 to
complete an environmental assessment and also
an appraisal of the property as part of the
consideration for purchasing.

Osborn Elementary Purchase: Investigation to proceed with sale
could begin in later half of 2019, appraisal, Phase I Environmental,
possibly Phase II. District will provide $100,000 credit towrds
purchase. 2020 RCO Land Acquisition Grant possible, requires a
minimum of 50% match to be successful.

600,000

2019-2020

General Fund I RCO Grant for Land
Acquisi tion I Park Bond Levy.

Sewer Fund

$

1,545,222.00

35% I $330,505

$ 1,214,717.00

Additional staffing will be necessary if
implementation is identified as a council priority.
Recommendation is to have funding in reserve to
initiate parking improvments additional studies if
warranted .

$

Os born Elementary Rehab/Reuse: Undetennined at this time, reuse
of building will require will require community conversation and design
work to identify costs.

TBD

2020/2021

RCO Park Improvement GranUPark Bond
Levy/General Fund/Other.

Water Fund

$

429,665.00

25% I $228,000

$

201,665.00

Parking Study Outcomes (Signage Improvements, Meters, Lin
Property Lease@ $130,000, P1 & P2 Improvements, Parking
Garage) Dependant on Parking Study Outcomes.

TBD

2019-2025

Parking Fund/Lodging Tax.

Garbage Fund

$

203,612.00

25% I $187,000

$

16,612.00

TBD

Use funding from TBD and reduce
pavement improvement program.

Total

Estimated cost $300,000. Cost sharing
between DOT, CDTC, Chelan County and
City. City Funds possibly last in.

All eyway Improvements - Gravel: $262,000 to provide 4" of gravel
and remove dumped debris to all alleyways. Annual maintenance for
improved grading and annual gravel is $144,600.

Underwav

Currently under council consideration

DOT Corridor Study Results; Study could also identify additional
project that City may want to seek funidng for or implement using City
Funds.

$

25,000

2020

City Hall constructed in 1994. Current rood is leaking in spots and
shingles in need of replacement. In need of reroof and painting.
Reroof estimate $50,000, painting/staining $27,000.

$

77,000

2019/2020

General Fund.

2020-2015

General Fund, some utility fundin g, bond
levy, very few grants available for these
type of improvements.

96,715.63

201812019

General Fund, Lodging Tax, or possibly
Parking Fund

$

160,000

2020

$

5,005,5441

Recommendation is for further study to be
considered in 2019 regarding additonal master
planing and location of Public Works Facility.
Allocation of funds for securing new properties fencing , and limited improvements for Lane and
Cascade Bldg. in 201912020. Estimates needed .

Public Works Facility is in need of a signficant refurbishment or
possible new facility construction. Estimate for new construction is
$2.5 - $3.0 MI refurbishment estimated at $250,000 on exisitng
building to move new construction decision out to 5 - 7 yrar time
frame.

Full cost of restrooms provided by LINK

LINK Park n Ride: City commilled to funding for th e constru ction of
two additional uni-sex restroom two be added on to the Link Staff
building. In addition the City commilled to the maintenance of those
facilities, funding for that commitment will be reflected in the Park
Budget. (201812019 Exoenditurel
Snowblower: Two Stage, self equiped, front end loader mount. Used
for loading snow for removal from downtown area, Hwy. 2, residential
areas. Equipment only. Will also need to locate area for snow storage
and add funding for snow hauling . Curren t snow storage loca tion is
tentatively planned for development.

I

Total

TBD

Lodging Fund, Parking, TBD/S treet Fund &
General Fund.

$ 3,982,449 .00

104 LODGING TAX FUND

BARS CODE

Description

2018 To
2018 Amended Date Actuals
Budget
Thru
6/30/2018

2019
Proposed

2020
Proposed

% Change from
2018 Amended
Budget to 2019
Proposed Budget

2016 Actual

2017 Actual

287,325

481 ,056

622 ,756

622,756

812,646

1,062,688

30%

605,030
907,494
1,512,524

671,709
1,007,353
1,679,063

705,206
1,057,810
1,763,016

348,272
525,639
873,911

789,831
1,184,747
1,974,578

837,221
1,255 ,832
2,093,053

12%
12%
12%

1,419
0
0
1,419

5,318
0
0
5,318

750
0
0
750

5,443
0
0
5,443

10,000
0
0
10,000

10,000
0
0
10,000

1233%
#DIV/O!
#DIV/O !
1233%

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,801,268

2,165,436

2,386,522

1,502,110

2,797,223

3,165,740

17%

18,950
55,722
939
9,329
459
13,650
7,500
13,649
7,301
0
238,247
538,973
15,300
2,207
4,852
9,066
10,000
0
20,000
10,000

113,324
43,271
5,354
50,787
2,249
15,015
8,250
21 ,092
8,344
3,766
271,469
585,993
15,300
0
5,000
9,100
10,000
0
20,000
10,000

114,848
50,000
6,264
57,229
0
15,465
9,075
11 ,371
8,500
15,000
302 ,924
644,000
15,300
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
0
20,000
10,000

60,782
9,299
2,280
28,453
1,032
2,561
4,538
5,686
1,218
954
147,611
420,522
15,300
2,796
4,882
5,100
10,000
0
0
6,354

129,433
50 ,000
4,162
64,309
0
17,321
9,529
20,709
8,500
5,000
351 ,629
586,000
15,300
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
0
0
0

134,434
50 ,000
4,308
66,663
0
18,360
9,815
20 ,262
8,500
5,000
372,727
586,000
15,300
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
0
0
0

13%
0%
-34%
12%

REVENUES
308.10.01.04

RESERVED BEGINNING NET CASH & INVEST

313.31.00.00
313.31.01 .00

Taxes
Motel Tax-2%
Motel Tax 3%
TOTAL TAXES

361 .11 .01.04
367.00.02.01
367.11.00.08

Interest & Other Earnings
Investment Interest
Donations ProjBayern
Donations - General
TOTAL INTEREST & OTHER EARNINGS
Non Revenues & lnterfund Transfers
Keep for future use.
TOTAL NON REVENUES & INTER. TRANSFERS
TOTAL BEG. FUND BAL.+ REVENUES

-

#DIV/O !
#DIV/O !

EXPENSES
557.30.10.00
557.30.15.00
557.30.15.01
557.30.20.00
557.30.25.01
557.30.31 .00
557.30.40.00
557.30.40.01
557.30.41 .02
557.30.41 .03
557.30.44.00
557.30.44.01
557.30.44.02
557.30.44.03
557.30.44.05
557.30.44.08
557.30.44.10
557.30.44.12
557.30.44.13
557.30.44.14

Community Services
Salaries & Wages-Tourism Support Svs
Festival & Event Security (Pac. Sec & Sheriff)
Overtime-Tourism Support Svs
Benefits-Tourism Support Services
Overtime Benefits-Tourism Support Svs
Operating Supplies - Restrooms
lnterfund Rentals & Leases
Other lnterfund Svs & Chgs
ProSvs-Restroom Attendant
ProSvs-Recycling Collections/Sorting
Advertising - Chamber
Advertising - LAP
Advertising - Autumn Leaf Assoc.
Advertising - Festhalle
Advertising - Golf Course
Advertising - Group Funding
Advertising/Operations-Museum
Advertising - Emergency Responses
Advertising - Stevens Pass
Autumn Leaf Special $10K Grant

Printed Date: 917/20 18

-

#DIV/O !
12%
5%
82%
0%
-67%
16%
-9%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
#DIV/O!
-100%
-100%
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BARS CODE
557.30.44.15
557.30.44.16
557.30.47.00
557.30.47.01
557.30.47.02
557.30.48.00

Description
Autumn Leaf Special $5K Grant
LWSC $20K Special Grant
Utilities - Street Cans
Utilities - Restrooms
Utilities - Icicle Station
Repairs & Maintenance
TOTAL COMMUNITY SERVICES

2018 To
2018 Amended Date Actuals
Budget
Thru
6/30/2018
0
0
20,000
0
31 ,724
16,873
32,596
15,138
15,000
12,684
4,926
5,000
1,419,296
778 ,986

2016 Actual

2017 Actual

5,000
20,000
26,279
23,032
7,201
1,318
1,058,973

5,000
20,000
26,279
24,748
8,593
1,175
1,284,109

0
0

0
0

0
0

90,000
300
48,431
138,731

90,000
300
46 ,631
136,931

2019
Proposed

2020
Proposed

% Change from
2018 Amended
Budget to 2019
Proposed Budget
#DIV/O!
0%
10%
10%
0%
0%
-1 %

0
20,000
34,758
35,856
15,000
5,000
1,407,506

0
20,000
36,148
39,441
15,000
5,000
1,441,959

0
0

0
0

0
0

90,000
304
44,832
135,136

0
0
22,415
22,415

95,000
300
42,132
137,432

95 ,000
300
39,282
134,582

6%
-1 %
-6%
2%

0
0
30,000
0
10,000
0
0
0
15,000
0
0
90,848
0
43,750
189,598

40,000
0
30,000
0
10,000
0
0
0
15,000
0
0
0
0
0
95,000

#DIV/O !
-100%
0%
#DIV/O!
-50%
#DIV/O !
#DIV/O !
#DIV/O !
17%
#DIV/O!
#DIV/O!
0%
#DIV/O !
0%
-5%

584.00.00.02

Non Expenditures
Purchase of Investments (keep for future use)
TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES

591 .75.71 .02
592 .75.89.00
592 .75.89.02

Debt Service
Debt Redemp-Prin/13 GO Bond
Other Debt Service Costs
Debt Redemp-lnt/13 GO Bond
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

594.42 .64.03
594.73.60.02
594.73 .60.03
594.73.60.04
594.76.63.20
594.76.64.02
594.76.64.05
594.76.64.06
594.76.65 .00
594.76.65.01
594.76.65.02
594.76.65.03
594.76.65.04
594.76.65.06

Capital Expenditures
Loader Snowblower
Gazebo Construction
Tourism Capital Imp. Funding Program
DOE Solar/Energy Grant Project
Way Finding Signage (Hwy2 & Pedes)
Festhalle/Lions Park Lighting
Mai Pole Replacement
Recycle Cans for Downtown Tourism
Golf Course Capital Funding
Bike Pump Park - Enchantment
Ski Hill Water Access
Downtown Tourist Plaza
Skatepark 1/4 Tourist Portion Support
Front Street Restroom Expansion
TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

0
0
15,865
(2)
5,003
60
13,863
0
14,185
15,000
5,836
22,281
1,374
0
93,466

0
0
21 ,233
0
0
0
0
11 ,858
2,216
0
0
9,152
48,139
0
92,597

0
3,000
30,000
0
20,000
0
0
0
12,784
0
0
90,848
0
43,750
200,382

0
0
19
0
1,500
0
0
0
7,790
0
169
0
0
0
9,477

597.47.00.01

lntefund Transfers
Transfer out - To 09 Bond
TOTAL INTERFUND TRANSFERS

29,043
29,043

29,043
29 ,043

29,043
29,043

14,521
14,521

0
0

0
0

-100%
-100%

508.10.01 .04
508.80.01 .04

RESTRICTED ENDING FUND BALANCE
ENDING FUND BALANCE

200,000
281 ,056

200,000
422,756

300,000
302,665

300,000
376,710

300,000
762,688

300,000
1,194,200

0%
152%

Printed Date: 917/2018
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BARS CODE

2016 Actual

2017 Actual

TOTAL END. FUND BALANCE+ EXPENSES

1,801,268

2,165,436

2,386,522

1,502,110

2,797,223

3,165,740

% Change from
2018 Amended
Budget to 2019
Proposed Budget
17%

TOTAL REVENUES LESS FUND BALANCE

1,513 ,943

1,684,381

1,763,766

879,354

1,984,578

2,103,053

13%

TOTAL EXPENDITURES LESS FUND BALANCE

1,320 ,212

1,542 ,680

1,783,857

825,400

1,734,536

1,671 ,541

-3%

REVENUES LESS EXPENDITURES

193,731

141,700

(20,091 )

53,954

250,042

431 ,512

-1345%

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE

287,325

481 ,056

622,756

622,756

812 ,646

1,062,688

30%

GRAND TOTAL: PROJECTED FUND BALANCE

481,056

622,756

602,665

676,710

1,062,688

1,494,200

76%

Description

2018 To
2018 Amended Date Actuals
Budget
Thru
6/30/2018

2019
Proposed

2020
Proposed

SUMMARY

FINANCIAL POLICY GOAL
Footnotes:

Minimum Reserve of $300,000

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Restricted Ending Fund Balance - The intention for being restricted is to reta in funding for emergency and natural disaster operations and advertising if needed. These
funds may only be redirected by a vote of the Council. Council approved per the Financial Policy to maintain $300 ,000 as reserved in 2018.
2013 GO Bond - Festhalle Refi/New $120K for Imp. refinanced in 2013 , 25-Year Bond , began in 2004 and will be paid in full in 2028.
Transfer to 2009 GO Bond - Icicle Train Station Phase I Funding , 10-Year Bond , began in 2009 and will be paid in full in 2018.

Printed Date: 917/2018
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Lodging Tax 2018 Expenses

• LAPComnittee

• ChamberofCbmrrerre

• OtyDirectmGroupi"ffierti9ng-lndL.desEme~

• Ste.ms PassSki &Stay

• Special Furding-Autumn Leaf & L\lv'SC

• TourismOp:rafuns(Shaiff,~utifrties,restroom9JpPes,
equip)

• DebtSeM:e

• Captal ProjEds
2%

1%

1%
• Resa\€5

Lodging Tax 2018 Expenses Groups Combined
1,200,000

997,224
• Advertising All
1,000,000

• Special Funding
• Tourism Operations

800,000

• Debt Service

597,665

• Capital Projects

600,000

• Reserves
400,000

200,382
200,000

Advertising
All

Special
Funding

Tourism
Debt Service
Operations

Capital
Projects

Reserves

